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Mistakes in building y an be mighty expensive. and so planning might require 'several
months or even a N ear. In planning it is advisable to use the professional services of a
realtor. surveyor. architect. lawyer. banker, and building contractor.

Another good source of help yan come through family, friends, and neighbors, based on
personal experience. .1.11cse nonrofessionals should not be overlooked, as ou can profit
by their mistakes.

First. Your design or layout should consider the basic needs that everyone has. What are
basic needs.' To answer this question let us examine your daily routine.

I. You eat you need a cooking and eating area.
,
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I. What is ,1 II (

Answer
A budding code 1, a set of written rules and regulations that control the methods of
construction and materials. It sets forth the rules that determine the size, shape, and
composition of materials, plus accepted methods of construction at all stages. The
code specifies the size and spacing, of framing members and all the materials attached.
The code presents a UtiHiffll1Ui standard for all houses in the community: however,
ou may exceed the standards or improve the quality.

2. does. a cowin:4Iity (111Ct a builtliu,i cock?



UNIT I

A Message from Professor Kool Rock

This pack of science lessons is written and dedicated to the forgotten persons called

students. That's right. forgotten persons because everybody keeps saying that school

shoulA be fun, but nobody does anything about it.

Well, this pack of lessons is different. because it goes easy on the science facts by
throwing in some fiction, humor, and cartoons. Don't let this mixture shake your tree.

because whether you are an A. B. or C student or just a friendly guest you will be

able to separate the facts from the fiction.

There is always a small, vicious group of persons who are "agin" book-learning and who

'like to bum books. Mese are the folks that say "O.K, it's different but who needs it?"

yell, bool- burning 4mart alecks, let me tell you who needs it.

Everybody needs it! The building industry is the largest single odustry in the Lnited
States and employs mor,.! persons than any other. The Building Industry involves the
mining. manufacturing, and processing of every product under the sun. AdverdsMg.

product sales. real estate, manufacturing. distribution, transportation. and you name it

depend directly or indirectly on the building industry. Thus, your chances of being

employed directly or indirectly in the building industry are excellent. So the folks that

knock it lack some smarts.

What's the largest single investment that you will probably make in your lifetime? A heap

of metal with four on the floor? Wrong. You can snap up a car by trading a few
seashells. bottle caps. or a used guitar. Your very own pad will probably sta:t at S30.000

and by the time you reach the last lesson. inflation may change it to $40.000.

Suppose vou never buy, build, or live in J house or apartmert. but you prefer caves

can you still use the science lessons? Yup, you will still mxd science to heat your cave.
supply power for your dectric guitar. provide lights so you won't step on a snake, and

even pump water. Ever if you don't drink water. you will need at least a few drops to

unglue your eyelids so you can dodge the bat!.. You sav that you're still not

convinced?

Well, read the lessons anyway_ How can you intelligently hate something you don't really

know about? There is nothing worse than a person who hates something without a good

cause. Remember that everybody today needs a cause. So if you ain": got good cause,

use this handy package.

(P.S. You r-.!ally didn't expect a pack of lessons on cave-building did ya?)

Signed
Professor Kool Rock

7



Professor Kool-Rock
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UNIT II PLANS

Importance of Planning Ten Important Factors

Objective:

Lesson 1(A)

At the end of this lesson the student will understand ten important factors in planning to
build a house.

Related Information.

Many. manv years ago. before shoes and sneakers were invented, nobody worried about
planning to build a houst. Finding a cave to bide in was the big thing before some
dinosaur or monster snapped you up.

og""- piy

nter
-r.--

Then science stepped in and underarm deodorants and monster repellents came on the
scene. Now, man could safely leave his cave and really plan kis pad. That's what this

lesson is all about planning a pad.

The best piece of advice in planning a house is to have a notebook and keep a rccord of

"do's" and "don'ts". The following are sonic important questions vou should consider in

planning a house.

9
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v 'HY about planning .a house

. t., this hizh school. and vou have to
plan our Furtlit-rn.orc. st,....dent,, in the trades should be smarter than
other pc,,ple when i c p:JH71:11: 1,Ci.-.1:1,e houses arc hl:e bread and butter

to them. ,1" Ma'. n

lit )lt ¶1():\TY IN) 1.01: ik.1:7

I. money. Wihit ,md f ford to spend in cash and in mortgage
paments; In (,ther words. Iniw much -loot- is there in the bank or under the rug?
1-1(0.V mu( h do they earn and what arc thcir current expenses?

Transportation. Is publi( transportati,m available and
transportation be lunvelliellt to work. scinml. shopping. recreation. etc?

reasonable in costr Will



A ,.. ....- , ..e ..
a....

3. Employment. Is the area conveniently located with an ample supply of iob
opportunities? Suppose the owner changes jobs?

4. Utilities. Are water. gas. s?wers and electricity available? Lack of utilities can be
expensive initially or latcr when the\ become available. Homeowners are frequently
assessed for !Judi improvements as roads. sewers. sidewalks, and curbs, etc. For
example. a tiny thing su(h as the distan«. between the house and the nearest fire
hydrant or firehouse can increase iniurance rates.

III.M....olIIum

5. Characteristics of the neighborhood. Consider the future as well as the present
character of the neighborhood. The actual construction costs are about the same,
wlether in a cheap site or a top residential area. Most communities are zoned not
only for residential, commercial, and industrial areas. but also for quality grades.
Watch iut for areas that la, k /uning. You might find out the next-door neighbor
will be .1 factory, gas station pool parlor or the worst of all a school!

1 1
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6. 1)1-jinavs. k thc r.tcd .th w;th hih water Whic or stibject to
triHuent t1odi I Ii in i trenft.ndow, dainai:s i rcidential ireas. Pick the

nI2, spot and the home will he fNws. lijards. jnd other
4,1 fish bait in tlic :.(.11,ir or ba,kvard.

)=Cri

7, 'Faxes. Will dit. t,I s rruyIkk sii h btAn:11';-, as good pobie and fire protection,
m.huuls. recreation. reheA. ihspos.d. et1/4.? Remember. an initially low tax rate may
!ART turn Out to be hig.11 hun hcu scrvit es arc added.

6
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8. Economy of design.
Does the plan consider
standard-size units, and
will it be designed to
minimize waste? Will

room arrangement con-
sider economy in plumb-
ing and heating? And
how about maintenance
costs and provisions for
future expansion?

1(3\4I& V. \I u

\

9. Pollution. What safety or health hazards exist or might arise in the future?
Pollution of air and water are real threats in modern living.

10. Resale value. Will the design be too modernistic. fancy. or "different- to a point
that selling the house would be difficulz? -Overbuilding- is a frequent mistake.
especially in a poor location.

1 3



Assignment

The following arc .10 important areas that arc impurtant to p!anning a house. They are
worth remembering. Take this cht.-..-klist and neatly enter it ir your notebook. Add any
interesting notes that result from class ckcussion.

Money
2. T;.ansportation
3. Employment
4. Utilities
5. Character of Neighborhood

Drainage

7. Taxes
8. Economy of Design
9.. Pollution

10. Resale value

1 4
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UNIT II PLANS

Importance of Planning Basic Needs

Objectives:

Lesson 1(B)

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand that planning should first
consider the four basic needs of all Nople.

2. The student will also realize that planning must be personalized to fit a person's wav

of living.

Related Information:

Students have only two big problems when they are in school getting a driver's license,
and buying their first heap. Now, how about planning for V our future? Some day you
will graduate, and get out into the real world of work and play. Whether or not you go
into the construction field, vou need to know about housing. Not everyone builds
houses, but most people live in them. So perk up and pay attention.

Building a home is one of the :nost important things a person does in his lifetime. It
represents probably the biggest investment a person will ever make, and so it requires
careful planning.

In plain talk, it is not a snap decision, like buying four wheels with bucket seats at some
used car lot. Buvinz a -four-wheeled mistake'. is no sweat. All you have to do is buy
some wax, new wheel covers.and floor mats, and then sell it to your best friend.

1 5
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Mistakes in building c an be mighty expensive, and so planning might require several
months or even a y ear. In planning it is advisable to use the professional services of a
realtor, surveyor, architect. lawyer. banker. and building contractor.

Another good source of help can come through family, friends, and neighbors, based on
personal experience. These nonprofessionals should not be overlooked, as ou can profit
by their mistakes.

First. your design or layout should consider the basic needs that everyone has. What are
basic needs.' To answer this question let us examine your daily routine.

1. You eat vou need a cooking and eating area.
2. You sleep you need sleeping quarters.
3. You relax you need a living, family, or recreation room.
4. You keep clean you need a bathroom.

Your planning must also consider the number of present and future occupants. Thus,
privacy. convenience. and traffic patterns should be planned. Why plan traffic patterns?
Well. suppose you have a house full of kinfolk, two big dogs, and a visiting fat frierd,
and some fool yells -lunch is ready.- A guy could get bitten, crushed, or stomped to
death without a well-planned traffic pattern. Thus, planning should go beyond Your basic
needs, depending on your life style.

10



UNIT II PLANS

Lot Survey

Objectives:

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand what is meant by a lot survey.

Lesson 2

2. The student will also learn how important a lot survey is from a legal point of view.

Related Information:

A iot survey is a top-view drawing of a given
lot, drawn to scale on a piece of paper. Thus
a lot survey is really a birds-eve view of
what the lot looks like.

This drawing is prepared by a registered land
surveyor or civil engineer. based on recorded
surveying facts, plus on-the-spot measuring
of angles and distances.

The lot survey shows the boundary lines and
land characteristics, such as exact shape.
size, and contour of land. Any trees. brooks.
utility lines, or other land characteristics arc
included. The surveyor must also check legal
descriptions and make necessary corrections.
He then certifies the survey as to its accu-
racy.

There are three mizhty important reasons
for an accurate lot survey. It acts as a guide
in placing the right lzouse on the right spot
on the *iglu` lot. Without a certified lot sur-
vey you could waste "lots of time and
"lots of money.

10

431 2" --41.4

1

ifz-it"

AOC.

s-rnerT
Plot Plan

S. Slick - 46 Easy St., Fudrisville, NJ.
Scale 1"=20' -0"

A. Crook, Architect

The lot survey has the followzng important uses - . . so fix Your eyeballs on them hard.

1.1

1 7



1. A survey prevents costk legal problems in the future.
2. Banks and mortgage companies require A certified lot survey before authoriziv a loan

of money to build the ho.asc.
3. Building inspectors re,:,uire a Lertiticd lot ,umet before issuMg a permit to build the

4. The architect needs a lot survey to place your building on the most advantageous
place in the lot that still conforms to street set-back and side-line requirements of the
zoning laws of the community.
The builder needs a surev to guide his workmen and to use as a check on the
aci.uracy of his work.

1 8
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UNIT II PLANS

Building Codes Definition and Purpose

Objectives:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand

1. what building cocks are:
2. the purpose of establishing building codes. /

Related :nformation: ftif

In the beginning, when every- \ I
body lived in caves or trees.
building codes had only two
r !qu irements. and the en-

forcement was spotty at that.
The building inspectors were
m a inlv concerned in spot-
checking your c ave for
winged bats and poison mush-
rooms. Thus the cave code
was uptight on two key
points: W that ail cave en-
trances be tightly fitted with
aluminum combination doors
to keep out winged bats; !,2)
that all cave floors be covered
from wall to wall with gas
sod or inlaid moss to dis-

courage mushroom growth.

Lesson 3 (A)

/

early Building Inspectors
inspected only for Bats
and poison mushrooms.

'

Then some whiz invented shoes out of tough-eating animal hides. and people stomped
out of their caves in droves. They wandered to points west like Point Pleasant. Dallas.
San Francisco. and other barren wastelands that were completely void of caves. Now they
had to build on top of the ground, and they started crowding log cabins and split-levels
in reckless abandon. That did it! Congressmen got steamed and added building codes to
tii bottom of the Constitution. and now we are stuck with them. Now, let's get serious
and answer two ciuestions on building codes so that we can pass the course.

1 0
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1 . What is ,1

Answer
A budding code 1, a set of written rules and regulations that control the methods of
construction and materials. It sets forth the rules that determine the size, shape. and
composition of materials. plus accepted methods of construction at all stages. The
code spec-ifies the sire and spacing of framing members and all the materials attached.
The code presents a miiliffintn standard for all houses in the community: however,

ou inaV esCeed the standards or improve the quality.

2. Why does a Copp ??11:4 nit y enact a builtiiHAI itnie?

Answer
Without specific rules and regulations. the health. safety, and beauty of a community
could never he controlled. Thus. early in the organization of a community, a group of
citizens is selected to establish rules and regulations.* The local officials establish the
code guidelines and from tnne to time review any additions or deletions proposed to
improve the code. Then they incorporate any changes into the local law.

E.en though they are at times burdensome. these rules and regulations arc designed to
scrve the best Interests of the majorit% and to promote the general welfare.

The code sets standards for fire prevention. ventilation. and sanitation by sta+.ing safe and
accepted practices. Thus. electrical, plumbing. heating. and structural work must conform
or the construction will be stopped and violations prosecuted by law.

Mitnmem lot sizes. setbacks of houses from the street. sideline and backyard minimums.
the uses of various buildings arc set forth in the community's zoning ordinances, and

TnUst also be tAlserved in every respect.

. rtatr :s zls
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UNIT II PLANS

Building Codes linforcement arid Assistance Lesson 3(B)

Objectives:

At the end of thii lesson the \t,idery: w;11

1. whu enfor:-ec huildinc,..,.ide.
, aow ru get af,s,istancc wrth tAttetums concurninL! the code.

No. 5763 19

FLEABURG TOWNSHIP

CANINE COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

BUILDING PERMIT

Permission is granted to

at Lot No Mock No

Nature of proposed work

Total Sq. Ft.

7one as per Application

and Ordinance

Fee Estimated Cost Building Inspector

IMPORTANT NOTICE

". TER PR ETATTON F LEABURG TOWNSHIP ZONING ORDINANCE
'Sr CT/ON \ 1 1." CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

the building for which tbis permit lids been issuc-d is completed and BEFORE it is used or
,:,ccuried. you are REQUIR t:7, have it inspected by the Building Inspector. who win issue a

Cettiilcate re-nit:vitt-4 that the building has been constructed in accordance with the

re,luirernents t th.f.. Zoning corciinan.:.7e and in compliance with the plans and specifications
i...ihmittc.d with yOtir application for this permit.

t corrpirv will stubiect .you to rroSTC-Zi .1:0,1 for a flotation of the Zorn.g Urdu' tame.

WHE,`. YO C. rPLETE THE BUILDING FOR WHICH THIS PERMIT HAS BEEN ISSUED
VOTII V THE I IL DING INSPECTOR. Cail r Write'

2 1
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Related Information:

3. It'ho enforces the building cod(

Answer
The community employs a building inspector whose duties arc inspection and
enforcement of the zoning and building codes. The inspector reviews all plans,
authorizes construction, issues a permit. and makes field inspections. If he discovers
any work that is in violation in any way. he stops the construction.

The inspector must be furnished with the plot plan. a set of blueprints, the
specifications, and an estimated cost of construction. Once satisfied that the
application conforms to all lepil requirements, the inspector collects a permit fee and
issues a permit.

In many communities inspectors make four field inspections. The construction must
meet with his approval at each inspection before you may proceed to the next step.
A plumbing and electrical inspector arc also employed: they inspect and approve of
work in their respective fields.

2 2
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First inspection: When excavation is complete and the forms ar ,.! ready for the
concrete, an inspection is made. Approval is based on the size, location, and proper
installation of the forms prior to pouring concrete. At a lattr point, a certified copy
of thc quality of the concrete ddivered must be filed.

Second inspection is usually made when all the framing is complete and the rough
stages of plumbing and electrical work have been inspect.zd and approved. Normally
tnese two trade inspectors affix an inspection sticker, which the building inspector
checks. if framing and electrical work and plumbing are all satisfactory, a sticker is
issued and the wags may be insulated and enclosed.

Third inspection: This inspection is frequently made at randt..rn to spot-check
materials and construction methods for violations.

Fourth inspection: This is the final inspection before an occupancy permit is issued.
This inspection requires that all plumbing, electrical, and utility connections are made

and arc satisfactory. in some area, such items as sidewalks, driveway, landscaping,and
decoration must also be completed.

Note: "Utilities-. as used above, refers to water supply. sewer Or septic

connections, and gas and electrical tie-ins.

4. Ow can explain the building code to you and help you to understand it?

Answer

oh

The building inspector is an excellent source.
but one seldom used. People feel that he is
iust another policeman put in their path to
say "No, No." Forget it ... the inspector
can be your best friend, so by all means
seek him out.

A licensed architect is one of the best qu.ali-
fied by traininz and experience, but he is
frequently too busy for petty questions. The
builder is also well qualified, but not all
builders are cooperative. Seek the advice of
more than one builder. You're sure to fmd a
nice, friendly. ex-vocational school product.

2 3
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1.a.st, but not least. is Your old buddy the teacher. Although your teacher may be
our best friend. don't drive him crazy with questions because his advice is free. Use

tie 1Kal library and the builditut department for technical questions.

Above all, be fearless ... rih all the free information You can get. Put facts into
ojr 7R,rcbook. After all, y our skull can hold only so much.

2 1
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UNIT II PLANS

Buildmg Codes Violations

Object ive :

Lesson 3 (C)

At the end of this lesson the student will realize that building code violations can be

expensive.

Related Information:

. Can buil:lir:I: code he expensive'

Answer
You can bet your flea collar and p-ass skirt it can. The following is a true story, so
judge for yourself.

A certain builder had just completed two homes
and requested a final inspection to obtain his
occupancy permits. The inspector arrived as re-
quested and during his inspection noticed from
the grade markings that thz roof plyscore was
an unapproved tv pe---a sure violation.

To correct thc violation, it would be necessary
to remove all the roof shirgles tar paper, flash-

int. and plyscore. to the last piece.

The builder tried to plead his case. but the of-
ficials refused to budge. Thus. the builder had
one of two choices: rip off and replace the en-
tire roof, or fight- his case in court. The builder
decided to comply with the code and avoid
costly ddays and legal expenses. The complete
changeover cost the builder about S3000 ols
some delay.

The builder did not intentionally violate the
:ode: it was just an oversight on his pan. The
bailding code had been chanted to read "exterior-type plywood" only two years pre-
viously, when th e. code was updated. How was the builder supposed to know? It's the
budder's responbilitY to know the code and be alert to code changes. The code
should have been checked prior to consmiction. Ignorance is no excuse.

Could some:hint like this ever happen to VOL1. V our paw. or kinfolk? You can bet
s-weary headband and corroded heads it cam. So stay alert- and keep notes. You

will avoid rippi.nt plywood off your tree-house, barn, or home.
25
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l'\11 II PLANS

Ituddint, ('dc. Lcsson 3 (1))

Assigritiltffit 111,4

,\,\Nt.r. these questions cotTectl% and %ou-re sure to drive bit; cars with four on the
f',,or and smoke expensive cii:ars.

ieim-
2,1LN f
411.6;11 g

2

()on': answer tilese uu:..stions and send the rest of your life hiding in the
tall ,kkamp weedE when the h..iikiinz !nsrector

1. Is the buildin4 code a wr:re t of rjes and reirjlations that never change?
[Explain your an:wL'r'.

2. Who determines what 6e rules and re,ulations of the building code should be?

3_ WI/. :17:c c,des 1cal reuui:ements that are enforced?

4. :1 a bui:ldinc' cod.: s,'erns burdensome. wha: are the reasons for the pro-cisions
that rnav see7r Lnfair ro

5. In what ways does the hildtnz code 7rotect vow- health7

'2



6. What does clic building inspector require before issuing a permit?

7. What is an occupancy permit. and whv is it necessary?

8. When arc building inspections made?

9. Name all tlie sources viti know of for getting help with the building code.

10. How can violations be expensive? Can you cite an example from your own
experience or from the experience of someone you know?

2
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UNIT II PLANS

Blueprints How They Are Made Lesson 4 (A)

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand how blueprints are made.

Related Information:

Once the preliminary planning is completed, the architect assembles all the information
and ideas and makes a master drawing. The master drawing is usually made in black India
Ink on transparent linen cloth.

This drawing shows, in picture form, the details, dimensions, materials, and style that
reflect all the items the owner has planned. The original drawing is too valuable to give
away. It is needed to make numerous copies for the many tradesmen who will use it. It
is kept as a copy master.

Copies arc made by using a special paper which is chemically treated to be sensitive to
light. The master tracing and the sensitized print paper are placed together in a frame and
arc exposed to a bright light. Then after a specific time exposure to light, thc sensitized
paper is removed and thoroughly rinsed with water.

If properly processed, the coated surface of the sensitized paper will be a clear, deep
blue. The drawing lines will come out white against the blue background.

22



SusinnarN:

Blueprints arc used because:
1. The original master can be kept intact and tiled fur tuture reference.

2. Copies by this method arc fairly inexpensive to reproduce.

3. Copies arc eas,,, to produce in large quantities,

NIOre: Blueprints arc also called n dratcht. Both terms are correct and

acceptable.

Research Project:

There arc two other methods of reproduction that usc chemicals. Research them in your

school or local library and prepare a short report on each.

2 9
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UNIT II PLANS

Blueprints Drawing to Scak

objective:

Lesson 4 (B)

At the end of this lesson the studcnt wiI nderstand the term "scale" and how it is used

to draw and read blueprints.

Rdated Information:

Maybe it was a caveman who first said, "A picture is worth a thousand words." How true
it is. The caveman wasnt much fur words, but his drawings on cave walls were things to
behold.

30
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Well. that's what this lesson is all about .. . lines or drawings that "talk." That's right.
Drawing is a language that explains things with pictures. Thus, blueprints or drawings are
used to give workmen a picture of what the finished house should look like.

Full-sized drawings of a house would be expensive, impractical, and virtually impossible
to draw. An architect, therefore, makes drawings to scale. ''To scale" means drawn to a
smaller size that is easier to draw and handle. For example, many trains, cars, and planes
are drawn to scale and made in scale models. The scale model is exact in every detail to
the real-life thing, but much smaller.

%" Scale

In house drawings, one foot is usually used as the basis of the scale. Thus, a house
drawing is often made so that every 1/4" of length on the drawing is equal to 1 foot on
the actual building (A" = 1 foot). This means that every dimension of the house, be it
length, width, war thickness, or window, when measured with a ruler can be converted
into feet.

Drawings made to a 1/4" scale are convenient and easy for tradesmen to read, since most
tradesmen use a carpenter's ruler. In special cases where the buildings are very large, it
may be necessary to draw blueprints to a 1/8" scale. In any case, a blueprint will always
indicate the scale to which it was drawn.

Detail drawings are frequently added to show an enlarged view of a complicated part. A
11/2" scale is frequently used for these. Thus, if 11/2" equals one foot, a line that is 3"

long would represent two feet. Got it?

All blueprint drawings, regardless of what scale is used, must be exact to the last inch,
because an error in the drawing would create an error in the construction of that
building.

Learning to read blueprints is easy----all you need are some old blueprints to mess with.
Get your dedicated teacher to get some. Any old prints by George Washington's
grandfather would be worthless; anything from the Civil War on would be flne.

25
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UNIT II - PLANS

The Story 01 How Blueprints Were (Not) Invented Lesson 4 (C)

Objective:

Thk is a Icsv.,n primarik ds .1gned to relax students and give them a change of pace.

Lin-rclated Information:

The following information will take you on a sneaky trip back through the moldy pages
of history. To explain the history of working drawings, the entire story is based on
fiction and an assorted pack of lies.

Once upon a time everybody, including teachers, lived in caves and tt'ere was no demand
for buildings or plans. These cavepersons were a simple and happy lot until their kids
started to hot-rod and drag their rock carts. These wild kids started "burning" their rock
wheels and kicking up heaps of dust that made the eyes of the "old rock snappers" smart
something fierce.

Well, that did it. There was a big generation gap even in those days, and so the old rock
snappers called a secret meeting to scheme out the problem.

'TIT meeting actually turned out to be history's first recorded conspiracy against kids. At
the meeting. the snappers decided to build a vocational high s.:.hool, so they could get
their kids off the dusty streets.

The cave folks started the first building in history, and folks were piling up rocks
everywhere. The rock piling really "got" crazy--you might say that some of the folks
-got'. carried away --because that's what really happened.

Then out of the confusion a shrill voice shouted, "Stop! We need a plan before we kill
ourselves!" Then another voice shrieked, "Let's get Archy to draw something." The cave
crowd seized on this beautiful idea and shouted in a chorus "Oh! Joy". Then they
promptly sent a runner to the outskirts of the village for Archy.

Archy Tect was a poor village
artist who needed work badly,
and so he accepted th..7 offer
quickly (mainly so that he

could cat again). As soon as
Archy appeared on the scene,
he squAted on the dusty sand
and started to make groovy
signs in the sand with his big
finger. The crowd became ex-
cited and started to scream

and stomp with every groove
... And so the first working
drawing began.

3 2
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iLit of !land. and Archy 's drairi sa messed

tnne and rink; .1z.in. I ILl t III,ILL I,Lt:Lr s stickier. j uck tizht started up

itocks user, all oyer when suddenl% a stray rock bounced off of Arch% 's

.Are prot!iptk assumt t. a flat sltiitl. face down. pointing in a position of north
ivatheast.

Ins -rock festp.al- was reaily tttlii g out ot hand. when Just in the nick of time a Sikk
ii. lh k k saytd the . 'The cool clock stomped Out of a bk1 cool cal.,: and shouted.

-Stip it ... Let me show sou folks the was out.- Then quick as a wink this gal whips
oit .111 t: ebri ss ',cried, leans over Arch% . and starts to draw the floor plan on Archv's
bac k. At last clic easc fidks had J permanent. portable working drawing that could
uyittaf,d lot of stomping.

hy . ilaturalls . tools a inliJits dun siew uf lying facc down until the school was
finished. But a few wcIlplaced rocks made Archy cooperative. However, a b d_a_ case of

sunburn iii Ardis'', back resulted in switching to animal skins, and finally to composition

paper.

the sehoul was finished, and the "young rocks- started to learn all kinds of
trades. Ruels-cary111.4. tuck throwing. and rock painting became the backbone of the
eutriculum, and suini mans other courses were added. The old rockers went back to
ellasing dinosaurs. hiards, and lions. and Archy Tect became famous as a cave- and

lilitil designer.

Ho: whole ,1eal w(nind up on a happy note. because Archy finally won the cool chick's
hand ,ind ever% body lised happils ever after estept the students and the principal.

I he print ipal's main beef was that Arch., left out the teacher's lounge. detention room.
and a mayinium security spot for the real rough rocks. The principal claimed that Archv

.t 11,,ce 1), en Ntl)nk'd ti (time up NA ith Such poor "working drawings.-

3 3



UNIT II PLANS

Blueprints (;eneral Functions Lesson 4 (I))

objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand the functions of blueprints in house

construction.

Related In format ion:

Working drawings arc pictures of a proposed house that clearly show you all top. side,
and cross section views. They give the design, details, dimensions, and materials to be

used.

These drawings use a simple. basic language of lines and symbols that tell a construction

story. Imagine that ... a drawing language that can bc understood auywlwrc in the
United States and, with ,a few minor changes, anywhere in the world!

Let's use a simple comparison. You can build countless words in the English language by

using the alphabet; in working drawings you "build" all sorts of objects by using an
alphabet of lines. The tradesmen in construction learn this special alphabet and can

communicate with one another easily.
Object line

Dimension line

Extension line

..... - - - - - - Hidden line

Center line

11
Break line

Leader line

Alphabet of Lines

Thus a bhieprint or working drawing can supply all the information necessary to build
anything from a dog house to a skyscraper.

Remember that blueprints arc the end result of a great dear of preliminary work. The

final drawings have to consider income. availability of utilities, basic and personal needs,

toning, and even weather.

3 i
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LNIT 11 I'l.ANS

Nut:pints Func.tions Lesson 4(E)

Objective.

At the end of ;his lesson the student will understand the specific functions of bluepr.nts.

Related information:

To kr considered complete. good blueprints should cover the following areati.

1. Lot plan. This is a drawing that shows the top view of the lot. The drawing uses a
scale and dimensions, just as the main drawings do. It shows the boundary lines of
the lot and gives th- exact location of the house on the lot. The drawing is drawn to
the owner's p:efcrence, but must conform to building and zoning codes.

2. floor plans. 'niche drawings usually consist of three plans: (I) masonry, (2) first
fluor, (3) second floor. This gives the workman a top or birdseve view of each level.

Ileyations. These diawings show the outside view of all exterior walls in thc same
,,eale as thr floor plans. and they are usually labeled: (1) front elevation. (2) rear
eleation. right side left side elevation.

-1. Details. I /clad drawings are blown up ur cidarged views of certain parts of a house
111 a larger stale Hiatt the.' main plan. This enlargement is necessary for accuracv and
leaf pert 11,6 in.

Sec 1 ion %kw,. A section clew i s a t utawav %iew exposing a particular area of
( onstroition to a I. learer $.10,.. If 2,11.'s all accurate idea of the si/e. shape, and
inaterials involved.

1111,106w huss hard it would be to explain what a watermelon is like to an Eskimo.
However, if vim ut the watermelon in half :cutawa view!. then the texture.
moisture. seck. and rind would presunt a dear piiture. Vcll. that's what section
Views do the% give oil a 4, kat pit 11.111:

b. Roof plan. This plan shows the root training detail and is especiallx helpful when
framing is t impheated.

7 I lec meal plan. This shows the proposed location uf all switches. outlets .

appliances, power rand. etc

3 5
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8. Heating plan. This plan shows the type, location, and size of the heating system,
plus other important installation details.

9. Plumbing plan. This plan shows the location of plumbing fixtures in the kitchen,
bath, bpsement. or utility room. It usually shows some details of the septic or sewer
connection.
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UNIT II PLANS

The Role of the Architect

Objective:

Lesson 4 (F)

At the end of this lesson the student will understand how the architect serves the owner
and builder.

Related Information:

To understand the role of an architect, assume that vou arc building a house, but your
knowledge of construction is limited. Then your best bet would be to hire an architect
for a set fec. The fee usually depends on the size of the job and the extent to which you
use his services.

Thus with very little or no construction background, you could hire an architect to
handle the construction from start to finish. The architect would get from your
description a mental picture of your dream house. The architect would first draw
preliminary sketches based on your ideas. To accomplish this, the architect would have to
consider the following:

Basic needs of occupants
2. Appearance and style, based

preference and location plus

characteristics.
3. Climate conditions
4. Materials available
5. Costs (available funds)
6. Building code

Oil

lot

The preliminary sketches are usually
free-hand drawings made somewhat in
proportion. but not to exact scale.

Sketches can be studied and considered
and modified to meet your expecta-
tions.

The next step is to draw up final plans.
stimate the costs, prepare specifi,

cations, and submit plans for bids. The
architect can also act as supervisor dur-
ing thc cost of construction. The duties
would be to make inspeciions during all phases of construction and protect your
interests. The architect would consult with you and the builder from time to time on
economies, substitutions, changes. and the quality of labor and material.

ROUGH SKETCH

sft
(RAIZ. L. R.

SK erc

g

Goka. Ct R. I

u.Slarito 11 BC)

32
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Iknic. n nutshell . tht arc h t t j tS artist. dsi,...mer. inspector. aLhisor.
cstimator. and jud4e in disput. 1h t. Lan an, from 5 to 15":, of thc total cost. Thc
ektra L,,st is \A,c11 worth it. if ,ou JR nOt L11.htlitiLd to LIU it oursc1t. Thc architcLt Lan
ako bk. hired to mst draw ur rlaiis with nu rspurisibilitics for surr%ision.
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UNIT II PLANS

specifications

Objective,:

Lesson 5

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand what specifications arc and how
important they are.

2. The student will also inder,..;tand how specifications cover each trade in detail.

Related Infirirmation:

Specifications in l(In,,truitiun are a lot like instructions for a cake recipe ... well, almost.
Because. it on dun't use the proper ingredients and follow the recipe instructions, you're
not voim:, have a good cake.

t:Onstruction specifications work Pretty much the same way. Ignore the specifications and
you're sure to build a poor house. Specifications are written descriptions that explain the
drawings. They crt city the work tc be performed. th«ler:c of workmanship expected,
and the extent of the work. In addition, they set forth the quality and the quannt, of
the materials.

pe.,ifications are ne(essary hecause it would he impossible to put all the complex details
of « tistj t m on a 1.1oeprint. ii all the important :..ta of construction were to be put
tin tha blucpri t. it would be so ee;1ruini. it would defeat the purpose of the drawing.

The specifications are an important part of the contract. In many cases they have priority
over the drawings in authority and importance. The drawings can have additions,
conret tiiins. ns ti,,wever, once the contract is signed, the specifications
cannot be changed without proper consent. "l'hey can only be changed by mutual consent
,1 builder owner by an additi(in Called an addendum.

The rehitect prepares specifkations that tinnpletely cover the proposed construction and
divides them into general clauses and special clauses. The general clauses apply to almost
every portion of cInstructi,,,n to some degree and affect all grades. (Sec following pages)
The special clauses refer to the quality of the materials, construction details and special
details not l'ovcrcd by the general clauses. l'or example. here are a few special clauses:

I I kI aS,111101

LXCAyatilII IS hJSt f T114111.11 conditions with standard excavating
equipMent Hen( 0:1 r. 1. tormati.,n encountered nt requites special
equipment or blastint4 would lic at the IIWIler's Coq.

B Ii eI11,1v.il Of ISICS. hill. stumps. iir trt ts will he at the owner's cost and a
se parate prer rim nt Must be matle

Arpentr

"At) ()wne. Ain furniNt; special exposed iiak beams for famils room at hit cost.
Installarion tosts art iniludcd in t ontrao cost.

14
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The specifications are written for each trade and in the order that the construction
will be performed. Thus, they would start with excavation and continue with masonry,
carpentry, roofing, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, electrical, painting and
decorating, and other trades the owner might wish to include (driveways, lands.:aping,
etc.)

The specifications help to simplify the job of the contractors in estimating costs,
ordering materials, etc. They usually indicate to the builder what alternatives or
substitutions he is allowed in certain areas. Thus, the cost of the labor and materials
can be more accurately established.

Finally. specifications, once accepted are legal documents that protect the interests of
the owner. builder and architect.

4 3
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Summary:

1. Specifications explain the drawings with regard to extent of work, workmanship.
quality uf materials.

2. They prevent misunderstandings and disputes.

3. Estimating is simplified and has greater accuracy.

4. General clauses cover all areas that might overlap or be oerlookcd.

5. They protect the interests of all parties concerned

6. They clearly spell out what substitutions, if any, can be rnadc.
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UNIT II PLANS

The Written Contract

Objective:

Lesson 6

At the end of this lesson the student wiil understand the important role of the written
contract.

Related Information:

Did you ever hear the expression "talk is cheap"? Wa, it's true. and that's why the
written contract is so important.

Every science teacher knows that when .lohn Wayne and other good guys were settling
the West, a man's word was his bond. Guys used to trade horses and steers on a ir,.'re
handshake until the Bic Depression. Then evr7ybodY got sneaky and started to lie
and cheat. and that's how written contracts took hold.

Written contracts bind all parties to deliver their services and materials in the quality
and the quantity and method acTeed upon.

Written contracts in build:n4 are advisable as follows:

1. With the purchase of land with the_ seller of the
land
With the architect

;. With the builder
4. With the material suppliers
5. With other contractors not covered b builder's con-

tract
b. Some a.,,---reemcrt w-:rh survc or and attorney

Conineritive bids cal be 2,7cepted or rejected. The de-
cisic,n to choose on: t.:ver ..7.nother is made after consider-
ation of the integrity. ability. pt..rforrnance record. and
financial responsibility of bidders. The lowest bid may
not always be the best, and the bes: appearance does not
necessarily indicate the best contractor.

tris

Contracts sh:)uld isc prepared b% an attorneN. familiar -with or specializing in buildin:-
and real estate. Stock le,al forms are available at stationery supply ..ores, but a

it- zonizaer" can 1-,e a dangeroiis

4 5



Why a contract is so important

The language of the contract should he cicar. nothing of importance should be
omitted. and clauses should be included regarding delays due to labor, weather, strikes.
etc.

Loan applications depend on contracts, so that the true value of the construction is
known. Lending institutions require a copy of the plans and specifications plus
estimated value beforc the\ will issue a firm letter of commitment.

Note: A letter of commitment is a written legal commitment that the lender (bank)
will lend a specified amount of money.. It stipulates the terms of the loanmainly as
to how much money is to be released at certain stages of construction.

Warn

1. Avoid verbal agreements.
2. Read a contract carefully before signing.
3. Have a lawyer to protect our intercsts.



UNIT w EXCAVATION

Review of Matter

Objective:

Les,am

In this lesson the student wdl lay his own foundation for ...-tc;crstanding the nature of
soil and its relation to excavation. He will know about several of the iroperties ot
matter.

Related Information.

The tvpr of "matter that a house is set on determines the type of foundation. For
example. the soil in many parts of Florida has wazer just below the surface. making a
cellar impossible ur at least impractical.

'The purpose of this lesson is to mak; a swift review of matter to clear up arts
confusion. Yes. there is confusion. Too many students have been running around the
sLhool asking "A hat's-a-matter--- School pnrictpals take a mighty dim view of students
runnin: around with fezz. .incerrs, and naturall% blame science teachers.

;nd b popular re,_;uLst mosti principars. we will revicw

ma:ter."

A. V. HA F'S A-MA ITER. tH:
spa.; i If 11 tree

a

b. STRUCTURE OF MATTER Ar. matter Is e...,rnpused of vt.-1-% parLicies. called
atoms and molecles. Eacli 7..pres._.nts the smallest piece that a ma7;:nal
be r:duced to and still r:raIn For exarrple. water 'chemically si

w hen reduced :n size be% ond its sro...fles: speck a molecule.' will divide iiiro
anth.

7



6
WATER MOLECULE

OXYGEN ATOMt

f so-
//*Ar

fier4-. s O

HYDROGEN ATOMS

C. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER. Matter has
certain characteristics:

I. Mass and weight
Density

3. Volume
4. Adhesion

Cohesion
6. Porosity

Impenetrability
S. Inertia

COHESION:
Like Mo'a:Lifes
A rt7act ea& crt.er

st-cog

Caolesive ,tarz7e. of

DROP OF WATER -b
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In this lesson we will review four of these, !caving the other four to show up in other

lessons.

Cohesion: The tendency cf molecules of the same material to attract one another (to

stick to like molecules).

moleL uk s tic L togct:.er

Adhesion: Thc tendency of unlike molecules to attract
one another.

\......
I

6\

.N.,"*.as...N.."...../......"....../.........p..../..4

ADHESION

"Pcrcii dippc.j. m OiaT.er

,Mole,'Ules .t. v. t

ATT R
dr C

C

ADHE SION

Urihke inotieu,es s z ,ck :oget -1E1-

Density: Matter is often classified as lig;ht or heavy..
This ison is b...sed on. r:71:: weiitht of a material
in Firoportic,r: to its size. For example_ a cLhic inch of
lead is much heavier than a cubic inch of meatball. So
tc sax lead has ,reater than meatballs I:or

is 'T.

4 9
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Porosity: Matter is said to be porov: when it has large air spaces in it. For example,
a sponze and a paper towel are yerv absorb(.nt water can take the place of the air
pockets so they are described as porous.

NON POROUS A

Water t,ounces
qlciss

,

POROUS

A

Water absort)ed
by porous sponge

P. e, e c(=itclosizA,

Capillary action: Liquids seem tu dcfv ::takity in many situations in the buildini:. trades.
and this is due to a tendency cafled capillary action. It seems that a liquid in a narrow
tube will pull itself up by a combination of the forces of adhesion and cohesion first
clin,,mg to the walls oi the tube and then evening out: then clinging. then evening out:
and so on. The spa:es in mair: materials in effect ton, little and so liquids crawl

thcm.

ris.!'u

TOAST

CAPI LLAR Y
ACTION SO AKS
UP COF F EE

CUP O COFFEE

CAP L A Y ACTION

F ACI AL TISSUE

WATER AND
INK

INK CR AWLS
UP TISSUE BY
C 5PI LLARY
ACTION

Ca:illarity in Liouse ;sonstructin can be usful or troublesome. dcrendinE: on tkhat it is
doinc-. If it is LAir, throuz.h tic foundation or walls that's mischief, and it's
bad. if t's heiring a preservative sirk into wood .-nd 7:reserve it that's g:)od.

D. THE THREr. STATES OF MATTER. Nor:: T.he Lyrces betwc
detcr.-nines :he stare of matter.

1 A solid is matt.c.r m N.-..brare. but still arc T.:711th packed
the a:aciL for.e bL.7.-weer A solid keeps its sh.:pe rrettv weTl.

A liquid 771a7.7:7 (:15":2 ave enous+ motion of their own to
ovcr:ome s,)me of attractic.n borween t17em. A licluid takes the sbapc of its
corirainer.

0 0



3. A gas i. matter whose molecules hae no attraction for each other but are in
constant motion. Thus. the molecules of 4as can wander off (evaporate) because
the coksive force is weak. if in a container, a gas takes the shape and volume of
the container.

COMI ; N EXT The next lesson explains liJw the science of matter relates to
house construction. Don't miss it.
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UNIT tiii EXCAVATION

Purpose of Excavation Lesson 2

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand why excavating is necessary.

Related Information:

HISTORICAL FICTION. OR -HOW THE WEST WAS SETTLED-

Many years ago, when the original settlers came to America and landed at Seaside
Heights, a terrible thing happened. There was a terrific housing shortage due to a rich
clam-strike that brought prospectors from everywhere. There wasn't a single cave to be
r-nted. leased. or bought, and so the settlers were forced to build.

Scicnce books were very hard to come by. and so the settlers - with no science books to
back them started to build Louses without excavating for foundations. They just
placed the houses on four rocks.

Well each Year when the northeast s-orrits hit, the buildimirs would move a whiz. The
winds would sweep ovt.r. thc Garden State Parkway something fierce. which made the
houses move west faster. The Lc:uses kept moving until they crossed the Rockies. And
that's how the West was settled.

Nati Irally this was a terrible shock to :!7ese forcifn folk,- and so they kept proddin:g
their idd: to study science. That is why folks today are very science-conscious now and
keep asking one another. -Do vou

The primary purpose of excavation is to reach a sound basi:_- for the foundation, so as ro
supt,ort the load of the house. in cold climates a sound base would be deep enough
below ground leve! to be protected from frost action. Th: local building co6es establish a
safe and accepted level to guide builders.

Excavation can serve other purposes as

1. It can provide stora...c.ie spac:.
2_ It can provide secondarr living space.
3. it can protect the foundation from: darnas-e by man or nature.

it can avoid settling that results in cracks in the .-rucruPe.



(" r

A buiidcr sII hcL tHL 1,:t'orc excavating. Checkmg can be
acconTlished bv.

1. Icst b....Tings by buidcr
2. Cumrncreia!
71. Thc cit% A.'71Zint;t:T.",

4, governra.r.t
11"71" d:'nr .1% -:-
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UNIT III EXCAVATION

Factors Affecting Excavation Lesson 3

Objective:

At the end of thk lesson von will understa,id what the ,iifLrent problems are that affect
the dupth of ail excavation.

Related Information:

iro7n thc pre% 10U1 lesSOr's we know iHat soil is a solid state of matter. Due to the force
(-of.esion which certain soils hay,: in zreat measure. cx.cavatinz in these soils presents

:.xtra problems to the builder. Let's see what tL huLler may encounter when he sets
out to dic. a foundatIon:

Clay: Cia has a vet\ fine, powder likc texture. like flour or bath powder. This txpe of
soil is quitc cobcsi:e. Liich mcans it sticks to-ether well. In fact clay soils
tick to;:cter o stron0,. thcv arc: as 'lard to excavate as solid rock.

Rock: g..,cks can Val WI pebbks to b(iulder, to solid-rock forma..tions. bklge
bould;:rs or SO:Itl rock re_:....itre c.zui7rnert and scinetimes Rcmoval
ct rock al zt can rcguz-e ev.7,ensive reinforcement rods to,

DUG
V'vrE.LL

VOIST SOIL CAUSE:: B''
SEEPAGE PROM SL:.R FACE

r AN::` FRO":1 BELOA

ii

WATER TA:1LE

ATER -SATUATED
SOIL

The Water TaNe

4
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power shovel or dozer. It can frequently require blasting and special machinery.
. As a result it is usually costlier to build on shale than on soil.

Sand: Sand is relatively easy to dig but provides a loose base. Machine tracks in the final
cutting looler the base, which should be compacted before pouring footings.

The water tab!e ;e1.o affeczs the depth of the excavation. You are familiar with the
moisture in the s.;:, iace levd of the soil. It comes from the rain and snow that fall and
also from the wr :a'ole below, by capillary action.

The water table cor.!, s,. of underground rivers and lakes. This water generally follows the
contour (shape) of the land in a current sort of like a trout stream. This natural
ground-water line may be very close to the surface or it may be quite deep. Excavation
calls for good judgment Going below this water table can create problems in excavation,
installation of foundation, waterproofing, and drainage. Since conditions can vary so
greatly, only an experienced excavator or engineer should make excavating decisions.

Climate affects constructIon in many ways. For example, the depth of frost in the
ground depends on the climate. And every good would-be builder knows that sound
footings should be below the frost line. Other climatic factors affecting excavation
include the likelihood of hurricanes or tornadoes, and the average amount of rainfall.
Hence a knowledge of prevailing climate is necessary for accurate decision-making in
excavation.

Air and water also affect soils. Most soils are affected by water and will swell when water
is added and shrink when it is removed or dried out. Clay, for example, is composed of
tiny, fine particles like dust that have a great cohesive pull. Water can affect clay soils in
many ways: the soil may swell, shrink, or turn into a semi-plastic, jelly-like mass, or it
might lose strength. Water can also, by its freezing action, cause soil to expand or swell;
then, as it melts, the shrinkage may cause a drop in grade level.

Because of the effect of air on soils, it is advisable to postpone final trenching of footings
until the time to pour the concrete. Some soils will become soft if exposed to air, and
certain clays will lose their strength by the drying action of air.

The effects of air and water on soils should be borne in mind by a builder. If he has any
doubts about the particular soil he is dealing with, he should consult an engineer. When
necessary, soils can be scientifically analyzed as to stability and density in a laboratory.
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One other factor influencing the depth of excavation is the design of the structime. The
overall size and weight of the structure must be considered in deciding the de; and
extent of the excavation. For example, residential construction loads are relative light.
and excavation need only reach a sound base below the frost line. A high-rise ap. tment
or industrial building might require additional excavation and footings and in c ,treme
cases driving pilings to support the structure.

Now wc can summarize the different factors that need to be considered when planning
an excavation:

1. General tYpe of sod and any particular cl:aracteristics
2. Depth of the water table
3. Design of the structure
4. Climatic conditions
5. Cost (blasting 7-night be too costly).

Utilities (depth of street sewer line)

Hib ..S()\ /1.\./) "Tit t,it 1 sil( ):c Is it import.,.nt to remove guesswork as
to the nature of soil before building?

//I V)\ /\]). THI I V1/4;117:R Y 'rp.

Without this lesson, folks will have to go through life performirg the "stomp test" for
soil. The sto,rin test requires that you "stomp" the proposed excavation sit- in your bare
!.cet. Yt,u jump as high as you eau in the. air. waing Your arms like a windmill, and
shout "What's the matter?"

/UM f() 1.\ ITRIT I 1 .V10111' TL. F.S .

Solid ground very little boume, making %our feet smart.

Clay faint prints of heel and toes and fallen arches.

Swamp you disappear into the bog and have to be rescued: or V our friends tell your
Willus
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UNIT Ill EXCAVATION

Laving Out the House

Objective:

Lesson 4

At the end of this lesson die student will understand how a house is placed on a lot.

Related Information:

The first step is performed by a registered surveyor, who sets up guidelines for the
excavator. mason contractor. and builder after the site has been cleared.

The surveyor establishes the corner markers of the lot by means of an instrument called a
transit, a tape. and calculations. The surveyor will further lay out oak stakes with nails.
indicating the outside lines of the foundation walls. On request. the surveyor will offset
the stakes 5' ui ect orn t. tlius the excavator to work his machine without
distLir:nug the stakes.

"lie science of mathematics should
To do t 11 is we the fat. t t h at .

we can lay off
units aloin7 one

edge. and 4 units
along the other edge .

and the line connecting
these two points will be
exat. tiv 5 units long. 11 It Is

be used to assure square corners on the four,ladon.
III a triangle when.. one an-le is exactly a right

nut. wc must adjust the corner
,ingle until
die 3 4

convenient.

it is. This is called
5 method. If num.

measure off (i 8 HI

Units'. It WUrkti just :1.;

/N a further cheek. the two diagonals of
the lciundation should be measured w ith
steel tape. If the foundation is trul square.
the diagonals will be equal in length.

5 7
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UNIT IV MASONRY

Purposes of the Foundation Lesson

Objectives:

L At the end of this lesson the student will know why a foundation is necessary.

2. The student will also understand that a poor foundAtion will affect future repairs and
value.

Related Information:

Did you ever licar the expression, "The buck stops here"? Well, it was an expression first
used by President Harry Truman. It means that passing the blame on to someone else
eventually comes to an end at the President's desk. This same thought can be applici to
foundations.

The successful construction of any house depends on the soundness of its foundation ...
You can't "pass the buck."

The following are some functions of a foundation. You will see why proper design, good
materials, and professional workmanship are so necessary.

1. Foundations provide support. The foundation walls carry the weight of the entire
structure above it walls, floors, ceilings, and roof. All parts of a house depend to some
degree on other parts, and eventually the foundation supports them all. The quality starts
here ... there is no "passing the buck."

GR.OUNI) LTIML -4

36"

Fit.ovt- LiNL

,

r:
4A1'.

a. A
1Vti.

Otef
41:11 4-4,1

'45;A.

footings must he helow frost action



2. Foundations protect against action of frost. To understand why this is so, let us see
what happens when water freezes. Materials on freezing change from a liquid state to a
solid state. Most materials contract or shrink during freezing. but water expands when
frozen into ice. This expansion is due to the rearrangement of the molecules. that now
require more space as ice than they did as water.

Thus we can easily understand that soil containing moisture will expand as it freczes. As
soil freezes. it needs room to expand. Since there is less pressure from above, this causes
the ground to push upward. which is called heaving. Then as it thaws, it settles again.
This up-and-down motion would cause cracks and other serious structural dcfects to a
building resting on the soil. The only way to protect the building is by using a
foundation to extend 5elow the level of frost action.

3. Foundations can provide storasze. utility. and living space. Foundations form an
underground enclosure for basements and a protection against soil and water pressure. A
dry basement can supply storage areas and areas for recreation. laundry, and heating
units.

4. Foundations can provide protection from insects. In many parts of the United States,
termites. ants, and other wood-boring insects can eat away parts of the structure. The
foundation acts as a first line of defense by keeping wood away from direct contact with
the soil.

TERMITE
SHIELD

Mini-Facts

Termite shield a prc.4-tive shield made of a non-corrosive metal that fits over the
foundation like a metal hat. It is also placed around plumbing pipe-. to keep out those
little rascals termites.
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lermites are whitish wood-clevourin.4 insects that resemble Ints in appearance and in
habits by living in colonies in the soil but they really are z:ift.rent breed of critter.
They cannot stand exposure to light and air. But certain 'tes arc so determined to
4.t a good meal that they make mud tunnels on the o-s. Jf masonry to provide a
pathway from ground to wood.

"icrontc.; pet. Many. many Years ago before riots and demonstrations were popular
methods used by rebellious students, the kids would use the "termite trick." Mean,
vicious students would raise and train termites to snap up school desks and scats. The
destruction was so terrible that classes had to be called off, and soon every school had
-termite days" similar to our present "snow days." Well, dedicated science teachers
cured that by developing a termite cocktail. An imitation-wood sponge would be soaked
with cocktail juice, of which the termites would partake. The termites would get silly
'stoned; jnd couldn't tell wood from steel. They would ruin their molars on the metal
and die. Science triumphs again!

6 0
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UNIT IV MASONRY

Kinds of Foundations

Objective:

Lesson 2

At thc end of this lesson the student will know the most popular foundation types and
the advantages of each.

Now, the real facts .

Related Information:

Once upon a time when George Washington
was just a kid, a fierce classroom debate dc-
cided the importance of lessons on foun-
dations. A kid named Brute asked the teach-
er, "What do persons called students need
with lessons on foundations?" Well, nor-
mally the teachez would ignore such class
participation, but this kid happencd to be
very tall and very large and so he got an an-
swer. Thb is that historic reply ...

"Today's students are tomorrow's home-
owners with big mortgage payments. This is
when 2 good foundation is important. A
dry, waterproof basement i especially im-
portant to male persons when they lose an
argument. Somc marriage counselors claim
that some husbands spend as much as fifty
p-mtent of their married life in the cellar.
These experts highly recommend dry cellars
to protect male persons on those days that
they !ose."

The type ot foundation depends on the soil condi' 13,itkiing codes, climate, and the load

to be carried. It also depends on whether 1.-,4:7.1,,At is desired. Where there is a full

basement, the foundation forms the basement wAis. U 1u:use is to be built over a crawl

space, the foundation may be a masonry wall, or (to save money) the house may be simply

set on piers. Again, in areas where the soil does not permit a foundation as usual, then

pilings may be driven into the soil to support the building.

6 1
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There are two basic kinds of foundations that can be used. The choice depends a great deal
on the availability of labor and materials, plus the consideradon of costs:

1. Poured Concrete Foundations. This type is normally considered thc best because it
tends to crack less arid leak less. The entire foundation is poured at one time; thus it
becomes a single. solid unit. It also costs less for labor, since the forms can be placed and
the concrete poured with unskilled labor. The poured foundation can withstand greater
soil and water pressure and is usually watertight. The density of the material is geater.
and it resists abrasion and deterioration better than block foundations. The disadvantage
is that it is not tuo flexible for changes or additions.

Concrete Block Foundations. This type of foundation is widely used and highly
satisfactory if carefully built. Since the 'blocks are large units, the foundation can be
speedily erected. This type is especially useful where concrete is unavailable, too
expensive. or impractical because of lack of access.

St)
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UNIT IV MASONRY

A "True Story" About the Origin of Footings

Objective:

Lesson 3

At the end of this lesson the student will know the truth and the whole truth about the

origin of footings the facts that most history books arc afraid to tell.

Related Information:

Many, many years ago, everything with feathers that could fly was called foul. Chickens

were often classified as "real foul. In a sense there was some justification to this label,
because their feet were always covered with sdcky mud from the barnyard. But this mean.

vicious label caused some of the chickens to rebel. These were the "concerned" birds.
concerned about ecology (pollution, environment and community health).

This concerne I group was worried about barnyard conditions, especially the wet spongy soil

condition and it:. effect on safe footing. These birds formed a study group, that started from

scratch and developed the first scientific theory on footings.

This in-d,:pth study revealed that in.ny
serious foot ailments, such as athlete's foot.
arthritis, water on the knee, and gout were all
caused by poor footing. This group finind
that chickens' feet were poorly designed to
carry the chicken and egg load. This poor
design caused chickens to sink up to their
kneecaps in barnyard mud. The concerned
group now had a mission to improve
%halo, balance arid squiggly footings. Bur
how?

The concerned group recommended that flaps be sewed between the toes. The object was to

distribute the load so that birds could walk on mud and mire with ease and stability. The

first design was a smashing success. No longer did muck squirt or ooze between their toes,

and stable footing was now possible.
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Thc concerned group went wild with joy and
decided to split with the old uptight birds (who
preferred things as they always had been). The
first thing they did was to change to mod feathers
and greasy kid stuff to waterproof their feathers.
They next decided to go all out and change their
name to -ducks.- Thus they created a new scene.

To this day web-footed ducks with greasy featilers
n circles around the plain chickens. because they

can i1JV.s ite on any type of soil.

this commotkon. architects and builders
, hiding in thc weeds, making careful

obse %arnins and taking no:.es. This sncaky group
decidt, -o Copy the ducks. and the first thing they
LA:sign( v,ere devices to improve thcir own
routine.

t hie of man's first footing problem, ,a, to walk on snow. and so he designed snowshoes.
Snowshoes worked just like ducks fee they spread the load a,.d distributed the weight.
The next problem was to travel in muLk and mud, and so man started to place flat boards
and roLks to keep from sinking.

Then man extended his ideas (1I: distributing the load to paved roads, and now wagons and

trucks were able to meet their delivers !

At lie,t man apphed the idea of ,,reading the load to his houses, schools, saloons, and other

plakcs of rest and recreation .

devised the idea of a wide platform under the base of foundation walls so the buildings

would not sink down and perhaps disappear from the face of the earth in a bad rainstorm.

lust think if it wasn't for footings on would still be living in caves, and there would be

hoolS. Isuit that a horrible thi night '

6 4
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UNIT IV MASONRY

Importance of Footings

Objectives:

At the end of this lesson the student will:

1. Understand whv the guess and-mess method of making footings will not do.

2. Apply tried and true methods based on science.

3. Follow ol \Ur I prover, rules to avoid 17iture pr()blems.

Related Information:

Lesson 4

A footing gives a !HMS(' the sank: stability as a chick's foot in mud or a pair f0. snowshoes ol
a hunter's feet. They all distrthute the irwght of the objeo, providing stability ;Ind
preventing sinking. Therefore. if you want to avoid basement leaks, building cracks, or
sticking doors or windows install the footing properly. The footing of a house is the
con( ree pad or snowshoe on which the foundation and the house rest. So let's go.

1. Ye oldu Gur.csicork Method. Sloppy, shaky. unstable footings arc easy; all you
have to do is eliminate common ,-nse. l'he trick to this method is to start off
confused and maintain this way-out state all the way. First, select any spot on the lot
and start digging like a madman. Re sure to ignore the depth of the excavation, the
type of footing, and the size. Footing forms? Who needs them! Then order concrete,
but don't specify the mix, and refuse to give the concrete company the delivery
address. This keeps everyb-dy guessing. If the truck does arrive through some error,
let the driver add water until the mixture is like soup. It spreads more easily that
way. By using this method, whoever lives in the house will "bless your name for
ever and ever.

Exaggerated. t ou sat Sure. but guc-,swork and I arelessness will
produce disaster every time.

2. RI,/1 (I (III 1,

Soil Conditions. Normal conditions would consist of a hard-pan type of soil or
very firm, well drained soil. Should sou encounter a filled-land situation, the
footings should go deeper and reach undisturbed solid ground. Any abnormal soil
conditions. such as loose Sand. daV fill dirt, or water revire special treatment.
Then the foorinv,s sh nild he made either wider or deeper or have special
rein for( ernents added.

o
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b. Weather. Footings should extend far enough below the frost line to protect
against heaving and setthog. This is nut only practical from the point of view of
science but is r,quircia by most building codes. Most codes in New Jersey for
example. require a minim:Im of 3 ft below grade.

c. Compressive Stren: "Flicse are fancy words. for u.e. but mighty important. so
hang in for translation to student language. luate co.npressive strength means
that the weight of thc load (house) (..n the cencrcte footing will be supported
without failing or rushing For example, a certain footing placed on solid, bearing
soil will withstand a load of 2,000 pounds per square irch without failing or
crushing. Hence 2.000 pounds per so uare inch is its compressirc stretrIzth.

J. Tensile Strength. This means the ability of a fooCrig to resist being torn or broken
apart. Concrete bv itself has very little tensile strength. Therefore. if the soil
conditions are poor. you need M3111Cthing to improve it. Steel rprls or reinforcement
have an ucclIcnt ti.nsile strength and so should bc added. Now. the concrete
-borrows- thc tensile strength of siTelind thc footing strength is regained.

r
I I

I 10
a I
t a

4. ' kik
4.%

41%C4 43 :
;

MIMMUM WALL THICKNESS 6" Concrete
8" Block

DEPIH equal to thrcknes.; of wall

kg_ WIDTH ...owl

(Double the wall thickness)

Determining Size of Footings

6()
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c. Size
T, determine width of footings double the width of the wall.
Ti, determine the titickm,.,- iileasure the width of the foundation wall and use
that measurement.

'Note: This is a ,.hnplifd method. based on fir soil conditions.

Lxample:

Proposed foundation Ykall ls 8" thick and 8' high.
Width of footing 2 x "8" = 16"

"Ihi( knes Of footing =

.1. Footings should be wadi of poured Loncrete.

ollow rcoonniendationN of building Lodes and conL:rete suppliers as tO type of
unsture and weight bLiaring ability of concrete.

imirete footings should he poured t Iffltinuously. No load liould be placed on the
footings wail the LonLrete is properk firmed up.

ALoid LiscessiLe water if) the misture. It Play make ir easier to spread. bat ft will
weaken the footinc. Footings should be poured fairly stiff.

When TI If)1.11)t us t,) tInt knt.",' 1)1 II, ItITL. W.e tills rule: NeIVI. MAC rhicklie of
bitotify Ir,, tliiii tir. ;I an.

I iiiftin4 idth sluiuld be designed to bear the Lad. Under normal conditions make it
at least twice the wIdth ot the %sail it is to surpc)rt.

Ncser fill dirt if tin trein. h too dcep in spctN. Ust: addition.d concrete it

Ina% ost a httie rnor k. nos.. bur if n, c.licaper iii he long run.
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UNIT IV MASONRY

Form Construction for Footings

Objective:

Lesson 5

At the end of this lesson the student will understand the usc of fy,rms in making footings.

Related Infoxmation:

The main purpose of this lesson is to !earn how to build proper forms for residetnial homes
'or how to keep concrete out of your shoes You may never have to build a form in your
life. but at least You will know good from kid. Sneaky contractors will avoid you as they do
taxes. and sou will live a long. h.ipp.

ide cum rei:e forms for
residential const!uction can be

constructed Inun rough materials
less expensive framing lumber.

Font.: stock should be selected from
clean . straight. and strong lumber.
hke 2 x 8's or 2 1 (:'s in long
knobs.

Altur the forms have been pruiperly
buil: t() desired measurements. they
should be leveled, braced and the
entire unit squared. Tile next step
to oil the forms to prewnt the
concrete from sticking to them.
which makes removal difficult.

FORMS MUST SE STRAIGeiT,
FIRM, AND PROPERLY SIZED

SOLID BASE ---
NO LOOSE DIRT

concrete exerts great pressure. and forms must 1),. strongly braced A n d tightly constructed
to avoid bulging g leaking.

Leveling and ..citiaring re n absolute must unles.; You like crooked houses. if vou're fond
of crooked ;muses. then s;vi. vom ()Id textbuuks su that vou Can 1o/el the furniture and
appliances.

No-forrn footing
requires sharp, clean stnes



Some footings can be installed by cutting and excavating a clean trench. However, the earth

must bc firm and solid, and good weather is necessary to avoid damage. This method can
conserve time and labor, but the soii must be firm, solid, and not too porous.

Finished
Grade

FIRST FLOOR LIVING AREA

Top of foundation
1

Basement

area

Recreation Room

Recreation Room Floor

1 I 1 1 1

I
1 1

mile:14.
"0:64

1 I 1-1-1-1 '4
e*.bak

I I
gta ka/ta ttel-,0441V.4.4<.:4;01,i.4 I*)66-,

A stepped footing

in some cases a footimz must be stepped or set at different kvels. Thc slope of the land.
obstructions. or the design of the house may require a stepped footinz. The basic principles

remain the same the rest is common sense.



UNIT IV MASONRY

Code Requirements Lesson 6

Objectives:

I. At the end of tl:is lesson the student will understand that building codes arc .,art of
the law and must be followed.

2. The student will also understand that building codes regarding masonry provide
quality and safety safeguards and should be followed.

Related Information:

When our country wa:, a Young teenager. there was no need for building codes. After all,
there was just so much you could do with a log cabin or sod house plus an outhouse.
However, as the person-population inmeased. persons not only stomped on one another's
feet. but they built all sorts of buildings, some of which erdanered life and limb.
Sag Ong houses. leaky plumbing. and overflowing septic tanks caused tempers to flare. and
so buildihg codes were developed.

Most building codes ,l_over every phase of construction, including such items as
excavation, masonry, framing. electrical work, sanitation. etc. These building codes are
based on the type of soil. climate. and structure. In general. all plans. specifications. and
construction methods must meet or exceed the etrablished code.

7 0
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Most nusonry codes include the following major points:

1. Climate: ln cold climates the
masonry base or footing must
extend below the frost line. This
protects from heaving and thaw-
ing. thus avoiding movement and
crac ks.

Soil conditions: Soil conditions
vary from area to area, and
footings must be designed accord-
ingly. The footings must support
the building weight effectively and
evenly, and thus codes require
they he set on sulk: ground. Other
than solid ground requires special
footing design, rein flreement. or
construction met hods.

3. Temperature: Temperature play s
vital role before. during. and after
pouring t...)ncrete. Most buMing
codes prohibit work at below

freezing temperatures. Thus a
,,00d rule to follow is7 Don't pour
concrete when the temperature is
below 33F. and getting colder.
Masonry that is completed should
he covered with insulating tLa-

terials to keep it from freeHng:
and m ,st codes retlire this.

4. Forms: The sizes of footin: and
wall thickness, width, and desi.-n
shoul,-1 comply wth local codes.
Forms must be accurate, neat, and
wel: braced in rn;tst bef, re
permission to ror s gwer .

. Concrete: Ccrh.-rete nu;
specif:cations of the
i-.ase:d on tfe L.,ad,bearing
ric h.ad-hearin4 suaF,,

nica.i.'d in pour
inch P.5.1. . .1ron thr;

THE CASE OF THE CONCRETE
THAT LOST ITS STRENGTH

DELIVERED 11:00 A.M.-5 yds.
slump: 4"
strength: 2500 psi

11:02 A.M. 5 more gallons
of water!

slump: 5" strength: 2300 psi

11:10 A.M.

10 more! What'cha
t-ying to dobreak
our backs?

slump: 71/2"
strength: 1800 psi

7:r4",'



cement, and gravel. The mixing must be done on the site, and the addition of extra
water is not permitted by code. The ddiverv ticket specifies the mix ratio, water to be
added, and pound test of mixture.

Note: In veneral. the building inspector enforces the code and must inspect and
approve of all phases of construction. This includes inspection of the depth
of the excavation, the footing forms, and periodic on-the-spot inspections of
the work in progress.



UNIT IV MASONRY

What Is Cement%

Objectives:

Lesson 7

1. The Student will lear1-1 hazy. hysterical history of eement the Rock Age Scene.

2. At the end of this lesson the sti.dent will understand what cement is. how it is used.

and the advantages.

Related Information:

Masonry materials are used in construe-tion be,:ause of the following advantages:

1. Strength they have the ability to support heavy loads.
2. Toughness theY have the ability to withstand soil pressure. water pressure. etc.
3. Durability they have the abilitY to withstand wear and tear for lomz. lonz, years.

4. Economy they are inexpensive. plentiful. and practical.

Beautiful adyantages! But how do You conil67( masonn. materials make them stick

together to make a construct;on that has the strength. toughness. durability. and
economy That masonry materials arc earable of'?

Well. this explanation belor...-s to the history departine nt not the science department.
So. let's check the blurred pages or- history the coke stains make it the -real thing-.

1. Rock Aze Fferle :Hal% 1-1!t0r Folks called -roc.k snappers- in the Stone
Age protided voLational eHL:cation tor r.ck diggers. rock rollers and rock and roll groups.

but sornc. they- t-or,..it -rock joiners- .as the masons of the We\ were called



V.hat made the scene worse was the condition of the rock market. The rock market was
really in bad shape. It had tak..n a big tumble. All the used-rock lots weren't moving a
thing c.o.:I-it sman. compact -foreign rebbh...., here and there.

Then a !ono. t. a m sonic folks called
Lg ptians. and their kinfolks the Romans
and the Greeks a real rock set. Well, this
:i..roup really got the rocks rolling. and to
this day folks call them the -rolling stones-.

....aged to put the x!til lime and plaster of paris. That's right by

using this natural cement they threw up the Colosseum. sonic pi-an-rids, a number ot
aiiedu(ts. and swot f.ilks claim Yankee Stadium too! They also used this stuff to
keep :alse teeth in pia( e anhi to give soda water that real thing flavor. As amatter
fa,t...ola with (tment added the -real

\.4,th a:: that a.. the cYcess rocks wure taken out of the market. a scarcitv developed.
TIIn% J used,roek dealer beianie a miflionaire. Their wives went around with large

Ls ,....nented to band, then- fingers.

2. Pure HonestScienee. ker: sear,Hrig for a better wa i. to bind things together
when building. The.. L....per:it:cried wntl various materials. Finalh the% found that speLial
:,es and ..;*7.kr..!-11 ,W1+in,:d. and heated. produced an excellent cc

n .Fhk produi.: c.iflL .1 p,:rtland eentunt atter the Isle of Portland. in EnglanC:
I troni '0 .71, T.,,tv-r7,71C/, 1111 u!,cf,.1 eNCCILM: rk:sult!,.

Fact. ..iht)ut portland cont. it:

Po7r:and Len-.....nt r.t :radc a curtain t pe of cement.

2. Portland Le-ncrlt is Soki bags ea_fi.. This is exactly equal to one cubic
of powdered ceme7r.

1
. portiano cetnent .s Th7., :t wl ha.rden or set under water.

Port:and ernen: aets a., a 'birder sk.:7-1 ir...ud with water. Iikater and cement
corrbined form a CI' erearin hard crystals that adhere to sand
and ne and thu: bind -2ium

-t



UNIT IV MASONRY

Types of Cement

Objective:

Lesson 8

At the end of this lesson the student will know About a number of different types of
cements and their uses.

Related Information:

1. Ordinary Portland normalk used for general construction work s:ich as buildings,
bridges, roads. sidewalks. In other words. for average work.

2. Hit:h Early Strength used where higher strengths arc required at ear:\ period,. The
,trenzth of cement depends greatly on how fine it is $.7z 1. High-earlv is ground
superfine. Thus it not only is stronger to start with. hat it takes less water and hence
is stronger and faster in setting and hardening. when a structure has to have

st-ength and ;.1.0 up fast high early portland is the best buy. it also re-
&cc, i1e time required for protection in free7ing weather. Yup they use it for
st:hools.

3. Sulfate-Resistant in constriicti,.)n where the structures are affected by waters
with high ccmcertrations of sulfates. as sea wirer, water in certain manufacturin,
p1.1. or on certain ,roand arc.as sui.c.ites. Sulfate-resistant cement will not be
weakened condinons.

4, A;urninou:-Type Cement .:sed .-speciaU, where concrete has to he used rh t awa\ .
E.amples sewurs. airport nti s. it-cr mains. telephone installations or an\ other
ihstallatin where repairs rn:.ist be n-.ade .1, qaickly as pcss;ble. This cement is made

resist.;nt to iniurio, ,and eliiMnat:r., free hme.

Air-Entrainin, Portland of Chemical Which prod-A, cS
: of bubbes. c addition of air improves the

-.sorka'niLt\ re,i7..t,.:nce to thAwing. frc,%,7,7t:". and Cne ha effects of salt.
it is 1.:scd

SPECIAL! (..R.POSE CEMEN

Moro.: Ceti porvami and hir-h -calcium
H-1,.-sfore. r T an....-,unz ot lirne to make C emen:

c;,icr c;r: be hceht prepared or can he
:i7ne p.rtlard :enicrt.

2. White 7,7-Hard in . ILS

717a.rit:' tn,redients prc.d.l.Le a 'ure cr fin'sh. it :=as :he
s. stren,th as 7-c,---ular portland but has beauty in ;a:id.;t::.r+1%.



UNIT IV MASONRY

Concrete

Objectives:

1. To understand the difference between cement and concrete.

2. To learn that cement makes possible a great variety of building products.

Lesson 9

Short review:
In the previous lesson we learned that cement is a material that, when cornbined with
water. will bind things together. Simply stated, cement paste is a binder.

coptcretr is a combination ot ingredients: a paste of portland cemeot and water.
.:onibnied with saud and either gravel or crushed stone. The sand and stone (or gavel)
have no ability in themselves to stick together: they arc used merely as fillers. Once the
cement paste is added, a chemical action transforms the mixture into concrctc. This solid.
i-ard mass all depends on the knding action of the cement paste.

Ct. picIr is such a versatile binder that a tremendous variety of building products is
available cement block, cinder block. brick. and structural. floor, and roof tile.
Ccnzrete poles for road signs. road tik and pipe. fence posts. septic tanks. lawn furniture.
sidewalks. highways. curbs. bricices. ramps. walls. etc. all are made with cement.

v oar way borne todav . many dificren: concrete products o-ou can sec.



UNIT IV MASONRY

Concrete Advice

Objective:

Lesson 10

At the end of this lesson the student will understand more about concrete and how to
handle it.

Related Information:

Once you have learned how to handle concrete, vou will be the object of env y. on the
Nrt of ordinary people. You will also be able to advise your "paw- how to install
watering troughs for cattle. to weasel-proof hen-houses. build foundations for doe houses,
footines for wine cellars, or a cement pit for sheep-dipping or barbecues. Win the
admiration and friendship of Your "pop- act as his advisor.

1. Effect of air temperature on concrete

Low temperatures retard concrete's chemical action (.hardeningi and also cause
concrete to lose strem-th.

Extreme cold or freezing al.11lost stops iardenine altogether and can ruM footings.

Best air temperature should be between 50'F and 7F. if Lieber or lower. use
protective n:ea,.ures ;or don't do the iolo.

To prevent the soil and the footines themselves
from freezing. us: some protective .sulatine ma-
terials before and after purine. Exan stra w,

hay . other insulatir, materials. otne form
of artificial heat.

77.apid evaporation of wa:er frptn coric:C% if
wa:er evaporates too quickly . hvdratio-. 'harc:.en

will not be complete. Wind. air temperature.
and hum-&tv a!I affect Proper Con-
ditions 171_1st: be as ncar-lv i2eal as possiHe. Protec:
newly poured eenerete frcrn the hot sun_ Darrpen
Ylbsoil and forms and cot CT 1:h1:71771. 5107N

of mois:ure absolutely necess.ary for cur-

1-,recT f.rz-nt freezi-qc



2. Using chemicals

The chemical Cal( i'art1 cllrd :s so:lied:WS used to speed up the setting time of
concrete. It should not exceed 2 percent by weight. Chemicals led/ v .)t prevent
concrete from freezMg There is no such thing as a concrete antifreeze. The best
advice is tio Hot pour concretc in trceziriA: iccat;:tr. If vou must then use "very
possible precaution before. during, and after pouring to keep it from freezing.

3. Curing

"Cunng- means proper har dening !is dration. Proper curing depends on proper
temperature and moi.,ture. Unless %ou al,..-ohott Iv control these factors. the concrete
strength is sacrificed.

4. Placing concrete

Note: The word "r:',uring" is not u.ed. as coacrete should he used as stiff as
possible'. Mises should be stiff. chutes should be smooth. and the concrete should
drop no more than 3 or 4 feet. If the concrete drops from too great a height. stone
-pockets.- sand streaks, and separaton of materials result.

5. Water in concrete

e rinclpal function Of watcr i, to bring about hardening .

. lv £ nr.il to :car( r

Water for concret: mast be clean and pure. A good r-...de to remember i, if it is fir
to drink. it is fit to he Ess.essice imy,arities in the water can affec; the strength.

se,ting time. and abi.iitv to withstand discolorati()n and dcte,-;..rr.ton.

78



UNIT IV MASONRY

ontrolli nfae Water Lesson 11

Objective..

1. At the nt this lesson the student wiE understand why surface water collects nest
4 .

2. Ht di hilow .0,11X n n t't

Related Information:

s::rfau water around the foundanon ot a house is a perplexing problem to
inc tv nets.. Let us rnakt. some simple observations in house construction and

t:p an% rn;sunderstand;mgs about this.

Frst read:yr,:
a-.;ng t-or a 1:ndati.,n. the c scaxation must. he made larger than the size of the

:rklation. 1 Ine a'iow room for the forms and drain tiles. and also to allow
-r th, ;;;,soi s 1.s:-1k t1in Z1c walk. waterproofing. and whatever.

An es: a, cLgs fr..n front to back. Thus he Tn1.2.tit create a
ri ar-ki our. in order to keep digging decrer. Further, he trWst

dlr.': at tt a71. foi the workmen.

'7: t t7 rti ar:: now wcri niixed with air and
ttr

, .. 7'1

7 ;:r; 71.:att.:712 ;7.13 .....)mpacted for

. La.% a: - re ud. .ind a tsoundati,:,n Wnen the

71 Ira

k 41,,..7va7

\ t. a. T'71.7:



Fourth ()bservation:
I The house is now completed. and gutters and leaders arc in-

stalled. Now all the watcr from the roof is concentrated in

/I ing to cut in. It inn well succeed '.ii get:init in and makinz

the leaders CT drain pipes ... and where does it flow? lt
flows right smack dab into this soft soiL that acts as a huge
sponize. It sits tl,cre. pressing aizainst :he basement walls, try-

IIlli

a wnick of your rec room!

Fla:1 ot f your roof (.o
wreck your rec room.

th.f. hshiog gooj:

IOW ,
,

IP

. II)i
fjer u do7 Well. Buster. thc FiTT :}117t,'' to do is to briJiTe ri:c soft. sro?icy .cap

between the drain 2ipt- and the solid soil. hiLb we trust is propel-7y sloped to drain the
. aw.3.% fr.:171 the hose. To bridize zap which may Yam from 3 feet to 12 feet

ot: ri:ed a c:ditcto- :cmc I-% 7c. This recLiires trc1-; or scime tYpe of ripe at
least tie ame siliametcr as the dtain cr lar.-er. A 24" or 36" cement splash-block or a
tla;zsronc a

ncyt considoratIon is .h'.rA, t. cac ri cin -without waitiirzz 30 wars or So.
T'ris can bc accort-i7ised to soni.:- esten., 't7c soakin: or tamping this znd or both.
TI-is Is to a..ceerate tl-e work of nat-a.re tio-.ytner. cctizn must b used. as water and

can crealici a pr;:isre that c:i.uld crack the walls- Soil shrluld 'be az4.t4..d as the
to pri:t rainar.e awa :770711 the l'Iouse.

Do-it-Yolzr,clt:Oservationr



1:NIT IV MASONRY

Waterproofing t!ie Foundation Lesson 12-(A)

Obieetiyes:

1. A: the end ot di d,e w1:1 inderstand the rca,..4is for waterproofing a
foundat!,n.

2. The 11: V.1:1 t'rOtb of waterproofing.

Related Inforwati(,n :

S. )11 t:rt.',p,..7lti damp or wet it 11,)rn,C, tu undation depths. The amount of water
pn...sent t,).:11dati:m depend. on man\ factors. For example. it depends on the

the uriun t- streams and lakes. the existing water table, and the
th. si H.

thc are poured eoncrete or built of masonry units. arc
watcr can seep through the best constructed

,,rd.narv 1,asctnent can 'Pecoine a beautiful swirninino; pool.

I 1, , Kt.' pri_%(.!,tkL.

ar;rt,r,,,,r-'nz is re:a:1.cl.. sin pi,.
tr.

; .it,L.r c

-Th.., A. : TTC ;It Z`.!

:` 1.

;7".t 0:

uloeNTo.,

T'LL. T p 1,1w;k ur. is limited. And even xv--..th
t r as....,r r. is por.-q:.s. Thc.s. this

1. 1),,t:red concrete foundations P.ur L LLTL - t-o,inciarions are superior in densir,
r h.:: s ,n rc.ur : wa rcofiri. Orie of t 1.1"

. . ' ts,,!" Heated tar
tar T1C), 01-111'

7 :71 ran It smarts. too. se be

S 1



2. Concrete. cinder. or composition block. The foundatiin constructed of these
materials leguires greater pre,:autions. Block construction invokes numerous jcints
and the blocks themselves are a more porous material. The wise student reads on and
absorbs the facts: the fool is in hot and cold water all his life

Block joints should be near. tight. and strong. and tlen a Cernunt plaster coat is
applied as further sealing protection. A good job consists of two coats of plaster. so
that the final thickness is about '.4 of an inch thick.

The must critical point is where the foundation walls meet the footing,. This juncture
must be absolutely clean and be free of dust. mud. cement droppino, and debris. A
cement cove or slope of fresh cement mortar should s:al this juncture.

A Inc(' the wall has been piasterA and proper,s coved at the base. ou arc ready to
Adturprk>of. Now ou can a p ply hot or c.,la tar b brush or spray. Hot :ar is better
be...iasc it is more fl.ible and sticks bert.ir.

rl,e water conditions ;ire excess!ce. you Lan arplit :ar paer (felt to the
tar-L.(1 \kali and recoa: again tar. The am,...nt of r.ir and the number c Liyer5 of
ted paner depend on :he existing conditi,...ns.

Note: 711:2 bes-: Laireless h kfi1irg cf dirt-
R.-,cks and. .cither ,trike tarred s.:rf.ace an.L= break the seal. Yci,u don't have

7., :r-77-:-7.-a7:t :7 is J.7. c't.,::Adt back17:nre- . i-'s tr

: :17's a 1 c .4. ; ori the
f t. 71n:e7. v :71 a p'as:ic ba



UNIT IV MASONRY

Waterproofing the Foundation

Objectives:

At the end of this lesson the student will know why and how to use drain tile.

Related Information:

Lesson 12-(B)

Are drain tile really necessary? That's like asking if boots or rubbers arc necessary. Sure.

they're not if the sun is shining but suppose it's raining!

8" BLOCK WALL

EXTERIOR PLASTERED

WITH MORTAR

ASPHALT WATERPROC.;
'1.

COATING

CRUSHED STONE

CEMENT COVE

4" CONCRETE FLOOR

4" DRAIN TILE

CRUSHED STONE

Well. the same with drain tile. You mar not need them everyday. Maybe never. But.

aren't they nice to have around "just in case"? Installation depends on the existing

conditions and expected fuoire problems.

You do not have to be told that water will always flow toward a low spot if it gets half

a chance to do so. Where it is possible to run off accumulated water to a low point or a

sewer, the drain tile should go On the outside of the foundation. As the drain tik are
installed around the outside, they should follow a downward slope to take advantage of

gravity. Thus the exit point should slope or pitch away from the bottom of the
foundation, just as the surface arca ii-,-)und the house should slope away from thc house.

77
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FOUNDATION WALL

4 12' TERRA COTTA DRAIN TILE ICONTINUOUS)

-
IPLASTIC PIPE BLEEDERS FROM BASE OF WALL

INTO DRAIN TILE

FOUNDATION FLAN

SUMP PUMP PIT

If the f()1mdation is Mow the sewer level or the drainage point, the tile can be put either
inside the basement ur outside. Reincinber, water can't run uphill. and so a pump is
required. Thus a sump pit and a pump must be installed at the low point or exit of the
drain tile. Must pump., are automatic and contain a switch and a float. As the water rises
in the pit. it raiscs the float, which in turn activates the switch.

Folio; with weak heads pump the water out of their foundations through a short pipe in
the wall. Thus, as the pump expels the water. it flows right around the foundation and
back in! The right way is to extend the pipe so that. as water is expelled. it will run off
and away from the foundation.

A commonly used drain tile is a hard red clay tile called terra curia. The best site is
about 4" in diameter and about 12" long. These tile should be laid in or around the
perimeter end to end. leaving a small gap between tiles. The gap is provided so that -,ater
can enter so that it can be channeled off. The tile should be laid on a bed of gravel or
crushed stone i.t least 4" in clepth. The tiles should not be placed above or below the
concrete foot* but on the same teet. The tiles should be pitched toward one low
point.. and the joints covered with tar paper strips. The strips prevent cement or !mid
from getting in. but still permit water to seep in.

81
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()rain tile placcd on the int;lior penin,:tcr should have short lengths of bleeder pipes
spaced about every tw,) f1...t. They sliould lead through the base of the foundation wall
int,, the drdin-tile systern.

EXTERIOR OF
BASEMENT WALLS

- INTERIOR OF BASEMENT WALLS

BLEEDER FROM FOUNDATION
WALL INTO DRAIN TILE\\' dij. 04,6 .41 404 A ,* o: Adli

A 53 A C ".,.2 A

, ' A 11 4
, DRAIN TILE

OA.4" 41 41 - : 0
41.4 4 164+41, Sli'laseP

CRUSHED STONE

79
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k:NIT IV MASONRY

Reinforcement Materials I esson 13

Objective:

At the end ot this lesson the student will be able to under,tafill k md how
reinforcement materials arc used ill oIRra.le.

Related Information:

concrete is a lot like a student it has strengths and ).veaknesses. The trick is to offset
the .vi...)knesses and get both to work and this call, lot reinforcement! Let's investigate
the weaknes,es con:Jett. first.

Lon( ;etc is inuc h tougher thim chicken feathers. It can withstand tremendous pressures
and lm a high resistame to crushing. Earher. we called this compressive strength. But

on( tett. has not too much tensile strength it is a pushover for pulling apart or
breakin. and diar'S where reinforcement comes in. T(1 offsei: this weakness you have tu
add something that call withstand a lot of tension and stress and what's better than
st, el; Yur. steel has high tensile strength and, when added tu concrete. it gives concrete
a high fi-sistance t() 1)4_11(111)Z ()r pulling. Thus steel if) various forms is added to building
beams. bridize beams. floor beams, and %labs.

Rein b .rt cd oncrete owes in a strict, ()f forms. such as:

1. Architectural concrete. This Is steel reinforced concrete. cast in special shapes such
as ,,irders. rf d th.'i k5, posts. ano slabs. They actually combine beauty and strength
Auld k.,111 he used indoors ur outdoors without any further treatment. If von dfon't
believe it. then plav huokv and fl), out to California and see for yourself.

2. Pic stressed concrete. Some scient t: teat hers sat; it's like a woman in a ti;dit
but that's a pigir reahls Illtara: like used chewing gum with big steel nails
sunk III t(I In dd it in shape.

PRINCIPLE OF PRESTRESSING

86

STEEL CIODS WITH
HIGH t'ENSILE STRENG



Remember when Ou play cd with wooden bloi.ks? \,k b put1Ilz J `,Cties of

wooden blocks end to end. vOL1 Lou Li htr the whole burn.h by s.queclin:: then!
toether. Pri..,tresscd It: I h C same prinLipic. A stire able 5tretched.
positioned and anchored into a form b% li draulic jacks. Net tlic concrete is ioured
atull lid the table and left to set. 'Ilk eaNe a Tic hors both ends and neser lets 1,;() just

like squee/ity the blocks.

KcInforcernem mcsb. 1 h 1,, is a pre formed v. ire Mesh I hat a '41.1V LA .111d 1,1)e t-(o-

bt'L ause it's so bn2. \AA. t h1 dded TI (all tete `lib., That are used a, roads.
sidewalks. tUIRAJN S. etc

81
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UNIT IV MASON/01.

Foundations for Porches

Objective:

L -.son 14

At the end of chi,. lessor: the student w;11 aiTreciate the proper procedure in b..ilding on
:,r( hes.

Related Information:

This lesson 3, nnportant becauc: poorly contructed porches are one of the main sources
,4 ,TIR'Uwner headadleS. How Mary dines have vou seen a porch pulling away. or

,4p,u-arin4 from the main foundation? Hay: you ( ver wondered why?

tlus sson wih inin explain sonic of the causes. So if vou hang in. your porch will
han4 on. There's nothing worse than having your porch pull away while you're sitting on

and :nay mry additions are construe c,:d in two ways. Let's examine both

ii. rached. This type of addition does not start at the main foundation level
below the frost-;ine level ..1b,,ut 36" below grade) The mason inserts

.4. k ur riuht to the main wall where the planned porch begins and ends. He will
repeat tni i,;.,.ecia.,:c on every other row of blocs on the main wall. Thus a series of
bloc:, is, ;:t tLe poich location I) act as a fut ire key. The pc.-ch area is excavated
Ind a I! :;; d t oting tL size et the porch 3s installed. Blocks are then laid to interlock
with thn kes and presto! You have :he rough outline of a porch. When
complced. the porch consists of a sides of stens and a hollow platform. This platform is
usually fillod with dirt. anri die porch slab is poured and set. Naturally, precautions are
taken 0 :trle t;li: dirt. and reinforcements are inserted into the porch slab.

B. Totally attached. This method requires that all additions start at the same footing
Icycl as the main foundxion. Thas the main f(undation and any porches. etc,.

Iwo 'lie (me big continuous footing

The fonnUltion wall, of the porch--, are erected in one continuous fashion with the main
foundatio... and it iakes a stir: job. This ore-piece interlocking masonry unit is then
tement plastered and wat,:rprojed. Its chances of pulling away are n4htv slim. Usually

openin, is p7ovided io he main foundation, providing an access for additional
111)r,wt ronia. -riis little ro,an niAes an ideal wine cellar or a place where students can
hide from their pan nts.
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ROD TO BRACE
BACKFILL

.4tudy the chai r. that follows and see the ad-antages and disadvantages of each method.
Knt, ing these facts can help y.-1,3 considcrallJy in any future building plans or even in

repairing existing probicow..
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MLTHOD METHOD B

ReciLores less material. kccieires :11;.(re murerial. but %er:
little more.

Requrres morc",,,ork trenc
tootirigs. Faster and eheaper to prepare bc

(AIM: C X CdV,Itioll dune at

'Iendenc for fill dirt to settle.
,.teating repair problems.

Can break (itl arid pidl aw Foot
flu deft; es and difficulty in inter

lockmg.

once.

Requires nu fill dirt.

Co n t in u (Jos. interlocking walls
eliminate pulling or breaking away.

rolled earth porch a constant prob- Virtually termite proof.
11:111 with termites. insects, and rut
ting. Not affected by surface water or

weather to any appreciable degree.
.rifoc alt t roperk wac,:rprool.

VroVides

Effective repairs are very difficult.
additional storage space.

Note: With all costs considered. the two methods cost about the same.

To Do:Select the method you think is better ut write down the three reasons vou think
are most important tor uor choice.

84
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NII IV MSONRY

Interdependence uf Tracks

Objective:

Lesson 1 5

At the end of thi, lesson the ,tudent will understand that 11141SW1fy is L'ver1 buds

4111L1 that 41)1 trades should /caul tL ba,k- facts.

Related Information:

basic knowledge of masonr, k helpful to all tradesmen, as each trade depends to some
degree oh another. There are inuiv occasions where you have to know something aboot
.clother trade tt, accomplish voar Own. The following are some honest-to-goodness
(-samples from r(al life esperiences.

Examplc 1. A (arpentcr. for es4nipie, nnist know how to erect forms for footings and
walk. & )ther tradesmen. such as eleetricians. plumbers. heating mcii, and others, must
frequently go under. through. ur ()vet masonry units. They must !mow something

lit masonry because the building code or safety require that structural strength
p.t be maintained.

I. \amplc 2. Pipm$4 tor water. gas. and sewer must p..1ss through of under masonry units.
and the tradesmen insolsed must know ?Hit trurn wrong. A t ew simple errors can
affect the structure for siTitire lite.

\ample .1. Carpenters must attach wood sills to anchor bolts on the foundation, girders
to pier-. and other wood tu ni.e.onr joints. Thus. sonic knowledge of masonry is
nece,sars to avoid errors ur damage.

IIamplc 4. Alf conditioning and heating mechanics must at time, install controls,
piping. and duct work on. over. and dirongh masonry units. Thus, despite all the
plans and spri-if i(ations in the world. tradesmen must know sonic masonry facts to
ionimunicate and cooperate with each other.

Summar; _lust pkture the man\ things in .1 house. such as windows, doors. appliances.

,,,,rpcris. 4111c horS. r 11.!scs (ha( involve 11141,4(111Ty Anwhcr point workmen from all
!lades arc dvamcd to positions of supersision. Thus .1 masonry background is very

9 1



Now. there are some persons that dislike al; types of cement and wlter and are slightly
antisocial to boot. Tlik type is only friendly to masons when they want to swap lunches
or borrow a steel trowel to slice some salami or cheese. Now masons are a tightly knit
group and are honor-bound to .tick t:gether like cement. 1-hey can pass the word down..
and then. Buster. watch out! Sodder;v lunch pails. 5 hoes. pockets. and other hollow
objects get filled with stuff called corr.:ft re. It fr(iv., to be frieralv am! coopenitire.

Atasoris ate a closc/y knit von!)

9 2
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L'NIT V rRAML C ONSTRUCTION

Following die Plat,

Objectives:

I..c.sson

I. At thv. the ',tmdcnt wiH rhi t ;t: ittir( rraiice of followino, the
pldn.

2. Vic quaynt win rc ilie that error, ocLur and know how to List: ind,ment if
clic,. do,.

Relat ed In format ion:

P1annii,:1, is an cycntial ingredient of ahnost every human Activity. For exainple. simple

thing like trip to, the store requires some plan. Without planning your route vou could
take the ,...ron4 road, and you might wind up throwing rocks at sonic teacher's house.

Rrilding a house requires that you foll(iw
Ole rdail, So) that thC finished product
C act reproduction of the drawing. If 1'Ull

want to nail bunch of boards togther for
squirrels to, run up and dowil hmknig for the
nut that built it don't follow the plan.

Now. h your leader Fin telling you to,

the plan. Because the cntire ,trticture
dependent upon the Rcuracy of the lay-

out of the floor. walk. room partitions, and
roof. Inaccuracy would cau .e confusion in
ever\ trade that follows, and it.. would result

h()Fielt.,,,. IlIcSti.

Perfet.tion. on the other hand. is sometimes
impossible to reach. Thus tinv errors are
cominon. and this margii of error must be
recognized.

Fr example, the spacing between studs or
flo,o,r joists might vary i VA ii. Wherever

possible the errors in me:ism-einem should be
correct d. In other cases, where the error
will not basically alter the desig,n or
strength, it may be allowed to stand. A scri- YOUR

(his error must be corrected. because all th.0
follows will only extend the error. and the
design or strength is affected.

e4)

*hi -ektiSititi

87
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knocent Student:

Truthful Teacher:

Shea Classroom Drama

-You mcan !hat iu)k can roakc mistakcs and gct away with it?

-Yes. minor n.istakes that can bc corrected or du not affect design or
.trength are allowed. Remember that we can learn through mistakes.
Most fcdks except teachers make mistakes. Teachers never make
rnistake .. and don't you ever forget it.

Innocent Student: "Vur

rninimiie mistakes in layout. you should use a steel tape and a sharply pointed pencil.
Do oor use a 6-foot rule and keep sliding it. This can cause You to gain or lose. and the

bc substantial when you reach the other end of the house. The sted square
be accurately Ypaced off and measurements marked with a sharp line to avoid

errors that may add to each other. Check all dimensions against building plans for
aceur, y. Errors do occur in building.plan dimensions: if you find any, notify your
supervi-.or or architect.

error can

When the decision is entirely yours. decide which area would gain most by the gain or loss.
ktermine how to make the correction where it would least affect design, strength. or

other trades to follow..

Errors in critical areas such as the bathroom can be serious. For example. errors can lead
to i bathroom door's not beMg able to open fully. The door may strike a fixture and
cut...Ate a problem for entry and exit.

On( c upon a time a f(wlish per,on did nut follow the plan and created a large error. The
only way you could get into the bathroom was through a laundry chute in the wall. The
door was not a complete loss. because it was used as a bulletin board, but entry to the
bathroom was mighty. inconvenient.

9
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f_Nir V f RAMF CONSTRUCTION

Carpentry :,preitications Lesson 2

objective:

At the end of this lesson the sr.udent will kno w. that specitkanons ac of extreme
importarue and why th.:\ arc.

Related information:

`pecificati(ms are necessar. because it is \irtuallv impossible to include all the tiny
carpentry details and explanations on the plan itsclf. If all details were included, the plan

would hc (onfusiti,r that even the fe1-; , that did it wouldn't understand the plan.

Thus carpentry specifications tit I n:a :xplanations in writing that spell out all the
small details impossible to include on :he pian. They supply the information on grades of

lumber. type of lumber, spacing ot members. etc. They also include the quality of work

to be performed. Specifications add to the blueprints as follows:

I. !Supply additional information to fully explain plan.

the grades. sizes, qualirv. and even (sometimgs) brands of materials. 'rhev

eliminate mistakes and guesswork regarding all of these.

!ALM m estimarnig. (.)4 11.1.1,H. and Ina I rria:.

4. lielp prevent disputes between owner and builder.

,'Nt.TVO ..1`, a guide for all trades ;no passing the buck:.

sAheu sour teachers give verbal ir NA rimy, instructions. they act as specifications, and sou

are assare of what is expected. It's hard to swallow sometimes, but it's good trainitiv, for
oil the-job requirements in an \ trade. WOUld VOL] M. ,.11t to live in a house built anv old
wa\ . or in one that was desig.ned to fit \ our necds? It's as simple as that.

building spet;ifications ive information as regards permits. insurance, liabilities,

(mtrait payments. ellanges.substittitnms, and supervision. Specifications an important
part of the iontract. and in TM st L ases more important than the plans. This is true
bei.iir.e plans Can be c h.irit.ed or cone& ted, hut specifications cannot be changed without

breaking the contract. ktist donk the platy, are the most important part -- the bible

die building trade. No %%as it's the spc..ifications.
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UNIT V I.RAMII CONSTRUCTION

Tpes of Ilouw Frarnin.,: 1..csson 3

Objective:

Ai the end of this !esson the studew difference between t:ie two basic
types :if framing.

Related I 11 formalion:

The frame of a housc consists of a collectiim ()I lumber ith specml names. such as sills,
floor joists, girder. studs, rafters. and braces. When dies( framing members are placed and
secured in a certain way. they form thc skeleton of a how.e.

Guess who invented house framing? Wmdd You believe it was a bunc:i of cave kids? Well.
it's true. but history books have never been kind to kids. and so it's a little-known secret.
Hen., revealed at last, is the tru.: story one that until now parents and teachers have
nu.,naged keep out of the history books.

Once vpon a time a bunch of ki& cot together and started to build a tree house. It
wasn't perfect. but it heat playing in the damp.
construction went (in for several days before it was naticed by on.: of the parents. Then,
just by chance, a parent looked up and spotted this framing beauty. He turned to his
wife and said "Hey, maw. I think the kids have got something! And that's how it all
startcd,

dark caves they lived in. The

9
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There arc two fli..1.11 t ;*c, t irniit irdIv ir,ed the platform ur western
con'truction. and balloon tram in:za The earlier tialion i.pe training relied on thc available
wood ,,..ienee uf that time ft was knoWli that the i:ticatest wood shrmLize occurred in
width and thickness. and the least dittJuit slirinkage in !enizth. IfenL:e. early framing
relied on i.ertreal sirpp,rrts bhlk. !!14. Iii , vertical frarninct. wa, rrOdlv
braced that she:alum:, \Ad., not relic,: it.t.,ori tor ora,

Modern seiencc. delhaf hi, I. .1' !II. isinc.. arid a demand tL 1- safer workin:: conditions
helpcd t brui iti o,:t plarr'orm

\rkrool icinee rariTh. dr% and the variety ot wood
rrodi.. z. \rood tec lmologc enpr. methods ot crittiniz logs, producing stroncter and
better o!,t IC HI W.l n()%1/4 (. Wart/Ilea hucte LAcins
instead of ,,psn ,iiakr" dried t.e,tur. im :easing both quahry and

111', rev, li;m1 I ei. !viola mach platform framing poalde. Now frammi..; could be
honiontal. bee.ihse the ruikuu.. ld Ice Netter ,ontrolled. Uniformly spaced vertical

rur laced the heacii erti, II fraieipz.,rd niodcrri omperecated for
:he ed bra, irie,L.

I Hattorm ink.14e. ii00 sifluplifies
material \Lie., and Proc.:des froc resistant fratimia.

, plart.otut tranm!,!. H r,ts ot .r plattimii that resunbles a movie
'Ihe extern ir uuu let cr ,.1 it etc Nil l ci,dratc fratnes on this stage and

raised int:r phR e. I hen trm.reral H hir, allcd joists arc uniformly spaced nit
OW raised ckalls. "I his u t, t ii thu i 1 mper portion and .ilso provides a nailing
has,. fuir liii Cell111.,:. Ili dl. . 1 ratri.r, uc ti.j..V, h. thrill .1 sloping frame.

Most framinv, uniform k 1 1. ,
tramin4 member to the ulIt t thu ii. ki

I,', Icii I) means from the center of one
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Characteristics of Wood

Objectives:

Lesson 4

I. At the end of this lesson the student will understand how important wood is in
construction.

2. The student will also understand how and why lumber is. seasoned, and which variety
is most widely used in the East.

Related Information:

Wood has been the 1-):1,:ic construction material f7orn the dawn of istory. in all parts of
the world. trees. logs. bran:hes, and leaves haw been used to shtiter man. Early settlers
in this country used wood in the form of logs as the basic construcion material for their
log cabins. The big question is why was it used in early ?limes and whv i it still used?

First of all, wood has always been plentiful and always readily available. r--.11 a guy needed
was a strong back and a sharp axe. Wood also was popular because it could be cPsily cut,
shaped. drilli-1, and fastened; in other words, the workability of wood has made it one of
the most important basic construction materials.

Wood is not only plentiful and easily worked, but it also possesses great strength,
durability, and beauty. Each tvpe of tree produces wood with certain d.aracteristics, and
man by trial and error has been able to identify these qualities. Thus, as different woods
vary in strength. texture, grain, and workability, they vary in their use.

Tlw versatile nature of wood makes it adaptable for use as heavy beams c:t tiny bits of
house trim and everything in between. Just picture the uses framing, flooring, siding,
roofing, paneling. plywood, trim. etc.

Wood in standing trees contains al great deal of moisture; it must be dried to prevent
warping or shrinking. Wood used for framing and rough purposes does not need as
exacting drying as does wood used for interior-finish lumber.

There arc two methods for drying or seasoning lumber air drying and kiln drying. Air
drying takes about a year. because the temperature and moisture vary so much with the
weather. The lumber is stacked in layers separated by wood strips, to allow air to
circulate and dry it. It must also be protected f-om rain and from direct sunshine.
Too-fast drying results in warping or checking, and so air drying must be slow and
uniform.

9 8
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Kiln drying is a quick wav to season lumber. A kiin is a specially built room in which the
temperature and humidity can be controlled. The first step in kiln drying is to expose the
wood to live steam. so that all the wood has a uniform moisture content. Thenthe room
is heated to between 141) and 160 degrees Fahrenheit for several days or a week.

Drvit:4 of any tyfe::: reduces the teridenc to warp, twist, or shrink. Drying reduces the
weight of lumber up to 50",. thus making tt less expensive to handle and ship. All
framing lumber should be well seasoned and should have a moisture content not above

Trim and millwork must be kept below moisture content.

Man's. different tpes of wood are used for framing. but Douglas fir is the most popular
on the Eastern Seaboard. It's fairly light and extremely strong and durable. In proportion
to its weight Douglas fir is the strongest wood for framing purposes. The ctructural grades
of Douglas fir have a tendenLY che,:k or split, but once the frame is covered it holds

The outer portions of the Do4as fir true make the finest grades of lumber for
door fratm,.., ladder ralknid interior trim.
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Gradcs of Framing Lumber

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will know how framing lumber is graded.

Related Information:

Lesson 5

Lumber is a lot like kids it comes in a great variety of sizes, shapes. textures, and
strengths. Wher you observe kids up close, you will ree that they come in different
colors. shapes. and size.,. Some folks called teachers even go so far as to say that they
differ in their ability to do different kinds of work.

Selecting the right type of wood and the proper grade will save money and turn out a
better job. This lesson is a shortcut course on the basic types and how they are used. The
following report was submitted by a vocationally trained ca;penter who iraduatcd in the
top third of his class, so pay attention.

Lumber in the forest is generally divided into two t.atcgories softwood and hardwood.
All trees that have needles or scalelike leaves like pine. cedar. spruce. or fir are
classified as softwood. The hardwoods come from the broadleaf trees such as oak, maple,
ash etc.

Softwoods are used most for general construction,
and the hardwoods Are gerwrallv uwd in cabinets,
trim. moldings, and furniture.

All lumber is graded according to standards set up
by an industry-government group. Grades vary
greatly in quality and price. The following is a
thumbnail sketch the rest you will leain through
shop and practical experience.

Lumber a.s it comes from !he sawmill is divided
into three main groups: yard lumber. structural
himber, and factory and shop lumber.

Yard lumber is lumber primarily intended for
general building purposes. Yard lumber is less than 5" thick and is used for house
building and light commercial structures.

(A thumbnail sketch)

1 0
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Structural lumt er i ..intbei 5" It mot( tHckrics, an3 wfdrh and is used primarily
for heavy construction 'cfri.igc:s. ramp,. hart cr5. and industrial strUctUres.

Factory and shop lumber Is lu:nber im.ended tor furthcr manufacture. It usually
contains large defects that makt it nifsuitable for house training but bad spots can be
cut out and it is suitable tor many manufactermg purposes.

Since ys e are concerneii with budding. this part of th- lesson will deal with yard lumber.
aitention and get double benefit-, high marks arid keep i splinters out of your

hide.

1. Select lumber sieLct lumber is high -quality lumber of good appearance arid
finishing. Qual4v varies. and so it is classified info the following crades:

(;rade A Practicallc free of detects and suitable fur natural finishes. Used as
exterior and interior trim or finishing material.

(;r.itic b All,iws a few small Lt,ts. but cum:rally clear.
Suitable for hiighit1uulrts natural finishes.,

Allows a limited nuinber of detects that tall be covered by paint.

t;tade I) Allows any number of tkfects which can be covered 'Yid] paint without
detracting from appeawice.

Nute. Select lumber tan be used mi inr.!se i Imistruttiorm wheic good appearance and finishing
are desired. especiall for Mid of decorative purposes.

2. Common lumber A type of :umber that is suitable for .,,encral construction and
purposes. It can be identified by the following 1.7ade nanr:s:

1 Common This ts pe is suitable for use without waste. L is sound and
.

tight knotted stock where the sire and number of defects are limited.

N . 2 (:)itlinon Allows large and toarse defects but is same general quality as No.
1. Used for framing, sheathing, cte. where stress and strain arc not a great factor.

4 Common Permits greater waste. Has greater number of defects and hence has
I noted use. especiallt fur forth work, rough flooring. etc.

N . 4 Common Low-qualit. . permitting coarse defects, decay, and holes. Very
litnitted use in construction if used at all. Used for roof and sheathing boards and
for boxet, and crates.

Nu, 5 Common Not recommended fur construction. Used for boxes and crates.

();
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Starting the Framing

Objectives:

At the end of this lesson the
constructing a platform.

Related Information:

student

Le sso n 6

will b.. aware of many important rules used in

Any kid that has built a treehuuse with snitAed lumber knows that you have to start
with a scu nd platform or base. Well, a house that people live in has to start the same
way, only much more so. To be sound. platform Construction must follow certain rule.::

1. .1-he Platform must be perfectly level to keep the rest of the house from leaning.
twisting. or distorting. In place of clthus we use a bed of cement or softie material of
a permanent nature. Wood or similar shims will only rot or crush and fail to level the
load.

2. IroPi bolts must securely fasten the wood to the masonry, to keep the house fastened
to the foundation.

3. A large support of wood or irun called a .6rder must take the place of a supporting
wall for the floor joists on long spans. The girder also supports the weight of the
structure, plus any loads placed on the floor. Thus. the fa:tors of stress and loads
must be considered at all points. The girder alone actually supports one-half of the
weight of the floor. The foundation walls together support the (.:ther' half. Thus the
girder carries a critical load.

4. Framing members called :iloor joist: are spaced 16" on center to help distribute any
load. The building code or a framing guide will recommend the proper size joists for
a given span. It is necessary to double all floor joists around all openings and also
where the partition walls above run parallel to the joists. This is a reinforcement for
all points of stress.

Load narnalty
distributed by
bridging

Imposed load

Floor

Of
--io

.... , "
.....

00 00
00. °.

.0
or

)
\ i

CROSS BRIDGING
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Small pieces of oud called are ilaced diainallv between the joists to
distribute the load iinpowd (ui one joist to the joists on either side.

6. Plywood is frequently ..ised for die rough floor or deck because the cross-lapped
layers are highly resistant swelling or shrinking. Thus, olywood furnishes a strong,
smooth surface and keeps the I'latf(,rm distortion at a minimum. Plywood minimizes
the number of joints a.id is stronger than separate floor boards. Lumber, like most
other things. shrinks when it dries out. It does not grip nails so tightly that were
driven in when it was green. Tests show that nailing in green lumber has 25'!.% less

i,ower than nails driven in dry lumber. Thus kibvaried hemher ri,t only
minimiies shrinkage but permits strori,:er

Other Facts About a Kit forM:

y, ,)od slicers ,Ire iTwa s it uit to give ;Wed rength.

Pk u i esi exterior ts pc sit 41'.:e tor bindin4 so that the plies resist separation.

Pls ss I huilt up las i'rs provide ite.itt nail arRho.,-age than cimventional lumber,

wit!, a rsni uitm .IYc no.1 ft.1 ni,iIiii dowIl ply V.Th the extra
fik don of the r,,,y,ch carlrt.. makes the nails hold super tight.

)nls goo,1 grade of dry lumber he used for platform construetion to avuid
shrinkage. d..stortion, and deterioration. Lumber should be protected in

tran,it and on ths h rc '1 r liii and should he st,Rked so as to permit free
eireulatiisn air

SPECIFIED 5I/F AC 1 t)A

1 5 8 x 3 !..) 8

1 5, 8 x

2 1 58 x / 7 2

2 k 1 0 1 5 8 x 9 1 2

2 X 1 2 1 5 8 x 11 1

NO A At. SHRINK AGE GE GM A n

A - ,,V)

L.,7 I le ,,hr

C Gtant t,t
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

The l'urpost and Design of Exterior Walls Lesson 7

)bjectives:

/,t the end 1 this lesson the student will know the basic function and design of frame

Related Information:

reria- s jI ha...e nian, tunctiims. s. let's examine a few and see if you agree with all

. An ex terior wal ! should have x%iritertiral .stretwth so tb0t it can support the load ol
etiing and framing. plus thc added weight of water and snow.

2. The exterior walls must also act as a frameuvrk so that covering materials such as
aid ,iding can provide a "A eatherprottf covering.

Exterior walls al.o provide riracv for the folks who hve in the house.

\tenor A il!, dre nuccs,ar , that the necessary u'irit;.:, ripiti,!, duct work, and
,an be n,t iftd Airlim them.

he \ Pr svall, .ilo proide a \I tat tur.iflv hrat:Cd irainc that (All provide strotig
\' indo tt \ and doi:rs.

6. L.t....nur walls furnish .1 framework for the attachment of intri-lor wall-coverinKs that
make a hosise

Standard constriAtion for walls

itcsidential «instruction «insists of 4 wall made of 8' lengths of 2" x 4" lumber, which
Are usually s;,.iced 16" un enter. Ali\ should we use 8-foot 2x4's spaced 1 6" on center?

Well. smart aleck ki.ls h.o.t- been asking this questioo ever since detention and report
at& wure invented. This is where kMdlx and friendly teachers fill the education gap

;ip straight: otti pav attention or else!



tria! and r and by scientific testing. the 2x4 stud has been found to be both
,ate economical for frarni:.:g. The 2x4 studs spaced 16" on center can support the
load and provide a stroog framework.

The 16" spacmg [minas the use of standard widths and lengths of sheathing materials
and siding. The stud spacing further provides for insulating, electrical, plumbing.
sheet metal and heating materials. The 2x4 wall system thus provides strength and
convenil nce. p'us the important factor of speedy en:e Con.

And Furthermore

A fl; t I Jr( ant r()Int: ..4e must di:trii),,:c ./// I )A4/Y frarniIjj milribers capable of
iuary:,: (he ,, 1 his, a openini; in the wan foi a window or a door must be compensated
tor bY using d header and doubling the studs. In that wav no strength is lost despite the
opening. Braces are uscd to rigiels Maintain plumb true vertical position). Walls that
can be twisted or distorted by t'he wind or the imposed load are never truk. safe. Trv
halarfting a rn!ur on S,..,ar fint.tyr w hen Your fin4er is not on dead center. The same applies
to studs anv.i w.d1s.

-- ,Lndy Blowhard

STRUCTURE WITHOUT BENEFIT OF BRACING CAN BE DIFTORTED BY WINDS

STRUCTURC WITH DIAGONAL WIND BRACES RESISTS DISTORTION

In Summary!

Framing on 16" centers and using 2.4's provides an ad'%ivate and safe vertical framing to
ipport the house load. Anythinc, less might prove deficient under strecs.

(V)



UNIT ' FRAME CONST..6:TION

The A B Cs of Budding a Wall

Objective:

At the end of ttis lesson the student Al!' k tIQ\% LIII. A B (: s of framing a wall.

Ridge

Collar ties

Rafters

Lesson 8

Ceiling joists

Overhang

Top plate

Corner post

SOLID

2 -2x4

Heaners

*-- &de,

Lakv

liclated Intormat 10n:

'I,. build a t ineal frame IA need the folhnhing materials:
A. i Plates (2.4's cut to length of \kali:
R. The required number of pretut studs
C. Wood header (for door or opening,
D. Jamb studs

!drawing or written ins!ructions
F. 1 hagonal bracing 1 s

0 6

1 x 6
Diagonal brace

Mud sell

Anchor bolt

" Foundation wall



Framini:, Techniques

Plates. A top and b...,ttml plate are usc,l, so that the studs can he properly' spaced
and held secure. This is absolutek neLessar fhe top plate is usually di ubled. This
straiithtens and stittc ns the wall. T h rnirt ;Atte i lapped at cdch ie.rner. which
further adds rihts,.

ES. Studs 1)L. reas ,tron:ind dry. The\ should be uniformly
spa..eii t si,.,trinute the bearinz, loaki to a \.old points of ...cessive stress..

. Headers are iHed t Tau and door operimes. 1 hey compensate for the
dkr.r!htite the Hid. AN thC ,pan increases, Lilt; depth ()Idle header

takt; die \tta

D. jamb studs a,.t as addition.d support at .4n important point of stress. They are
nstalled 111 WIC peke f'()In tI headet t TIle th)trifill plate. HR.\ (IRIS ait as
,t...d anti ,:rrirt the load placed on tile header.

DiaDmal braces are in sril,I in CA, h sotni.r and ()pH, ea( h other. They keep the
i..,rrtlL and arid ti.rth, t ,wainst wind .ind other e 'sternal forces.

Nutt': lilt O iflU t 11.ierrA111,:. ci?1,11,iitributiOH if (rfc,s.,'
1/0

t wall Lt. c;utni:, Ienihsr N rutur tc) ,,ketclt for proper

1/4.,.t ill 'a.o, it TH.10...\ per ,..ketC11.
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Bearing and Non-Bearing Partitions

Objective:

Lesson 9

At the end of this lesson the student win know the basic difference between a bearing
And a non-bearing partition.

R:lated Information:

Partition walls are any walk that divide the inside space of a building into rooms. There
are two types of partition v-ails: the bearing wall and the non-bearing wall. The bearing
type of partition supports th, ceiling joists And any wc;ght placed on these joists. In the
case of a two-story structure, the bearng partition caries the weight of the second-floor
joists and the weight of the structure above it. Thus a bearing partition is a critical irea
because it car ies a load placed upon it. The bearing partition is usually placeil in the
center of a ')uilding or reasonably close to a supporting girder.

You can sue. ,herefore, that the bcaring partition must be constructed with the geeatest
accurcc-y pw.sible. The studs should be strong and straight and be accurately spaced. All
openings must have proper-sized headers, and an openings must bc double-studded,

Thus. properly constructed the bearing partition will carry an evenly distributed load.
Any shortcuts in t:ie construction or installation of a bearing partition may result in wall
cracks. sticking doors. and uneven settling of other framing parts.

A non-bearing parttion supports only itself. Nevertheless, case must still be exercised in
framing it. Partitions that run paraLel to the floor joists place their entire weight along
one line. Thus floor j(:i:,ts should be doubled under all partitions that run parallel with
the joists below.

Thus the science involved in constructing these two tvpus of partitions amounts to
common sense. There is a load or weight factor, and it must be compensated for. Failure
to recognize this simple fact will shorten the life of the building or require extra expense
in maintenance.

'The mighty "if' can also affect the structural strength of any partition:
1. If the studs vary in length. due to careless cutting .
2. If the nailing splits the wood or fails to fitink hold ..

if the studs are not perfectly plumb ..
4. If the headers for 4.penings are poorF: designed, constructed. or installed.

Summary: You can suppl% the finest materials that money can buy, but unless you supply.
the simple know how invoked. the structure will always lack quality.
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Cutting and Drilling Through Framing Members

Objectives:

Lesson 10

At the end of this lesson the student will know where cutting and drilling of framing
stock will reduce strength the least.

Related Information:

If you placed a 2x4 edgewise on two saw horses and started cutting it in the center, the
saw would soon bind. This binding is due to a compressing force at the top of the 2x4.
However, if you cut the bottom of the 2x4 instead, the cut would open because the
tension would pull it apart.

SAW CUT

Board binds on top
(Top is in compression) Tensile strength is lost

Thus the top of the 2x4 is in compression. while the bottom is in tension. However.
there is a neutral point between the top and bottom of rectangular wood. Scientific
investigation reveals that if you cut a hole the center of the beam it will have very
little effect on the strength of the beam. But hold it. Buster science also reveals that
the hole should not exceed one fourth of the total width of the beam. Make a bigger
hole and vou are in for trouble. because you are cutting the important fibers at the top
and bottom that are affected by compression and tension.

Weight is also an important factor. so alloid cutting holes near the center of the board
spLvt. It is at the center that the weight of the beam exerts the greatest downward force.
Thus trv to make any holes closer ro walls than to the center of a horizontal member.

10;
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Bathroom joists earn an extra load. because they carry the weight of plumbing fixtures
plus tile. As before. cut holes near as possible to the neutral point am avoid the
center of a span. Should notching in the top of a beam be required for a large pipe.
for example be prepared to do some extra framing to compensate. You should realize,
for example, that if a 2x8 joist is notched 4" deep, it is no longer a 2x8 but a 2x4.

8"
- _

4 Notcft for oipe reduces 2x8 to 24

4 NEUTRAL AXIS

Bearing partitions are another critical area where You just can't hack away. Drill or notch
the absolute minimum, and here again tr to stay in the neutral zone. Excessive cutting
will have to, be compensated for by installing steel mending plates or special framing
supports.

cutting or weakening am structural framing member may weaken the frame. Apply the
scionce you have learned, use some coninlon sense. and ask questions That way You are
bo'..:nd to do the r.o. t thin,.

1 0



UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Reviewing the Scientific Principles in Frame Construction

Objective:

Lesson 11

At the end of this review lesson the student will have reinforced the scientific- principles
covered so far.

Question 1: Why must lumber used in construction be dry?

Answer: Moisture, when excessive, causes warping. twisting. and distortion. Green
lumber can cause cracks in walls. sticking windows and doors, gaps in
interior trim and floors.

Question 2: Isn't green lumber easier to nail and less likely to split?

Answer: True. But it's also true that nails in wet wood have less holding power
when the wood dries to 251';, less'.

Question 3: What are rosin-coated or cement-coated nails and 0-iv are they used?

Answer: Rosin or cement coating gives nails a tacky film that creates extra friction.
Thus they will not loosen, back our, or pull out easik . They are used to
create a strong nailing bond.

Question 4: Why is plywood sheatIling stronger than plain boards?

Answer: Plywood has several lavers. which are glued in opposing directions. Since
the strength of wood is greatest in the direction of the grain, this gives
great strength in at least two directions. Plain boards have only the one
laver and only one direction of maximum strength.

Question 5: What other advantages does plywood have that makes it superior to regular
sheathing?

Answer: Plywood is faster and easier to apply and minimizes waste. It adds strength
to floors, walls, and roofs when Lzsed for sheathing. Plywood is aho subject
to minimum swelling and Arinkin,. thus eliminatin, twisting and distortion
of framework.

Question 6: IC small errors are found on tL plan. can thc worker contact the foreman
or boss and ,et permission to make a correction cm the spot?

Yes, smari error's can h-e corrected with proper approval.
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Question 7: Can you change specifications or make substitutions without permission?

Answer: No. specifications cannot be changed at will without breaking the contract.
Changes must he in writing and approved by the owner.

Question 8: Why is platform or western construction so popular?

Answer: Because it is stronger. faster to erect, cheaper. safer, and more fire resistant.
It also permits a more even and uniform settling and shrinkage.

Question 9: Why is framing spaced 16" on center?

Answer: BY numerous structural tests. 16" centers have proven to furnish safe and
economical spacing for framing. Further. the 16" spacing permits the use of
standard widths and lengths of sheathing materials and siding.

Qjestion 10: Why is diagonal bridging installed between floor joists?

Answer: Diagonal bridging acts as a load distributor. Rather than one joist's taking
the full load, bridging permits an equal distribution of the load to adjoining
floor joists.

Question 11: INhy is wood u,:cd videlv in construction?

Answer: Wood is pkntifuL relutych inexpensive. easily worked, and has great
strength. durabilitx, and beauty.

Question 12: What's the differen,:v betwcen air-dried and kiln-dried lurnber?

Answer: Kiln-dried lumber is oen-controlled drying. It is faster and more accurately
controlled than air-drying. Air-drying takes longer and involves more
handling and storage s:pace.

Question 13: Can lumber dried by air or ovens take on additional moisture from the time
it leaves the mill until the time it is used?

Answer: Yes, wood is cellular and hence very sponc,elike. It can absorb moisture in
shipment, either from rain or from rnoisture in the air_ Hence lumber
should always be protected from the weather.

Question 14: Wn.. is Douc-las-fir fran-in, lumber rated high as frarnir.g lumber?

Answer: Douglas fir i air iFt. extremely durable. arid stror,. In .'7.3portion to
its wei:+t_ it is tl:e szr,-,ng---st wood.

1 1 2



Question 15: Is Douglas CI r used tor anything besides framing the construction
industry;

AnsWer: Yes. It I. vcr l. vets.itlli and can bc ii scd for window and door frames, doors.
flooring. steps. the manufacture of ladders. and many other use'. ,

Answcr:

AnsWCT:

1 6: k t'on:r.(11 lumber used tor training ,-raded--

Yes. coininon lumber is graded from ne through five. No. 1 and No. 2
kommon are frequenth used for framing. No. 3 and lesser grades have
s:.rious struLtural defects and are only used for component par or Yet-.
nigh NA, ork.

17' IA h ;;Ioirld a sill bc lc t. e1i. d irh a bed Of i.ement' V,IR not use wood
slnins7.

Ci:ment is firm and stable and should last tk' life of the building without
deterioratnig. Wood can be ,:ompressed or rot, which would cause cracks
and ()tiler structural ;laws in tiine.

Quest:,,n V..h\ should floor joists be doubled .inder ail partitions that run parallel
wi± the O5t and also be doub'xd at all opcni1cs7

.Ans).yer: Tliese points cffer critical areas of stress 1_,N an imposed load or b... omission
f,21- openin:s. hence tl-ie joists should be doubled.

V.ETHOD A:
trul

s

adc

11-4: the

VETHOD B:
Pr000es access tOr O:peS.
yore. Etc

1 3



Answer: A g'irder takes the place of a ill to help support the floor joists and the
imposed weight of the structui-e.

; 3 200's Bud/ up G

4" Lai:v Coiurro.:
:Steel czsinc; vv,h corcrete f13)

Ho a bult up ,c:4-7er sup:2orts the ,flocr ,Oists

girder sk) important'

A girder usuailv carries t\ %.i.:(.. as inuch wei4ht as a foundaH.n lt
carres about ..r..(/"., of the total b.:11,:ing 'weight.

21: 11;1\ arc headers usecl for franline OVCT all doors and windows"

.Answer: The\ eonipens-te tor thc oin'.r.ted studs distrihotini and supporting the
7f117c!SCCI 10,1d.

ATIsAA'Lr:

": \kin. are stiids doPhled a: ail opLnings-!.

Again as comr,ensation for :he mittt'd stud-= :o the s:ructur.d
.;:treng:7. 111, so:porting the

)11 23: Vs.11% i= the tor:late do:J-1:d , it

A ciouble plate tTL i1t1 ariL 'tttLti .: the wArs and AS .1 tn ni Lorners

ar:i

What is :He diftlrence ard a partition"

A 1.-,Lar--ti, Tarti:i ..,rries of f"oor io:=ts ar-, structural
..ibc),..e it. A ric,,n-beat;ng nartition carries Own W,..-1,71' t_

7: L r]..1Ci tria frarr !r!i..T-7.1.7...r.

Aii=wer: CO71-nn:ssZ:' Is :11c fore.. as: :he t..r. is the

lit
:OS



Question 26: In cutting floor joists for pipes etc., is there a safe cutting area?

Answer: Yes. There is a neutral point between compression and tension where
neither force is too great.

Question 17: What is the maximum size of hole permitted in a floor joist?

Answer: A hole equal to one-fourth the total timber width ran be cut in the neutral
zone without creating structural damage. Anv hole cut larger will require
supporting framework.

Quc:stion 28: Suppose You cut a notch 4" deep in a tloor joist to get some necessary
plumbing in what could happen?

Answer: The floor joist would no longer be a 2x8. for example. but a 2x8 minus
4" or a 2x4. The beam may sag unless Vou compensate in the framing.

Question 29: Su7pose You bave to cut through a bearing partition?

Answer: If you do You must compensate by steel mending plates c. additional
framing.

Question 30: Are ther-: :;,:ientific principles that You must follow in eYery phase of
&amine

Answer: No. many framing problems can be solved by common sense and
experience. However. knowledge of scientific principles provides safety and
security in rnaiy Mstan:es.

i 09



UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Sheathing Materials

Objectives:

Lesson 12

1. At the end of this lesson the student will know the purposes of sneathing.

2. The student will also learn about the various types of sheathing and their qualities.

Related Information:

"Sheathin,,- refers to the external covering that is nailed to the exterior framing. lt
provides bracing strength, insulation, and sound absorption. and acts as a base for finish
sidings.

Good sheathing should have the ability to hold nails. so that the finishing materials can
be firmly i,eld on. Sheathing should also supply a good degree of bracing ability, because
modern methods of framing require it. Finally, sheathing should provide good insulation
and he able to keep out wind, dust, and weather.

Sheathin, materials can be in the form of boards. plywood, or a variety of composition
materials. Wood sheathin, is the strongest and most popular. and so let's consider the
oualities Of wood sheathin, first.

Plain boards free of major defects can L:sed for sheathing but must be at least 3::"
thick and should not e cced 12" in width. To supply rigidity and bracing. board
sheathing should be applied diagonally, and joints should occur over studs.

Plywood sheathing comes in large sheets and is easy and fast to apply. One of the main
advantages of plywood is that it has good strength either with or across the grain.
N% wood consists of layers in which the c-rain runs in two directions at right angles- The
glu,:iug of opposin, layers of wood grain actually prevents swelling and shrinkage. These
advantages give plywood a rigid quality for bracing, plus a creater impact-resistance to
blows or damage. The ,fued lavers provide excellent nail-holdin, qualities .. and nails can
he used close to the edge without splittin, the piv.wood. Plywood can also be cut and
drilled with no appreciable lois of stren,th.

Composition sheathin:. commonly known as buildin, boai-ds. may be made of several
.:iifferent tyPes of material.

Sheathin, boards are manufactured from wood. sugar cane, or asbestos Ftbers_ Sheathing
made from tThers comes in two types. One type has both ::urfaces and edges coated with
asphalt, and the orher has the fibers impregnated with asphalt during manufacture. Roth

pes arc used where moisture is a factor and insulation and so.ind control are rrire
desirable than ri,idity.

1 1 6



cumr,,ition t, ç h rcHuires Lorrier loraeitio and has limited uses. lor
csaturle. it presents a nailing problem IA ti ykood i ash,. stos shingles the tholing of the

roust OCCUT Vcr the ttkk

Research Project: See lw.\%. f11.1tt:TIJk .ITC }Or C \ Tirl:1"

LINT. ti!%. 111 ,11'1.1, 41\ t. the of. vas:CI tsp.'.
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Roof Framing

Objectives:

Lesson 1 3

1. At the end of this lesson the student will learn about the forces that roofs are subject
to.

2. The ,rudcnt will also :earn how tzeography influences roof design.

Related Information:

l'ort Ill( .1 lnot- TTIO. to ry Of tiu I ie R cot:

The first man-made roof was probablY an animal-pelt hat, which was supported by his
ears. The first hat effectively kept the dust, rocks, rain, and snow off man's bald head
and kept the sun out of his eyes. This lure protected the top of the head and the eves,
but gave no protection to the nose and teeth, which were burned and cracked by the
sun. And s', man widened the overhang to protect his gums, teeth, and nose and started
wearns.g d,e big-brim job. That's right, the big brimmed hat and the early beginnings of
roof framing started in Texas where else'

I
N.D";.1.;

H1: RI: 11.i..)

Tile first man-made roof was
Probably a lean-ro roof su7-
7orred by poles somewhere ir
\e Tersc s

As building becam: lar,er and
rilre complicated. the same
bezame :71,:e of roofs.

7:7)(:)fs and tree branches
were now not eno',.:,--11 to kzer

ran. snc-w. arld

1 I 2

lid

/ithout a roof. a structure Is not comole:e

%
iiIs alone cannot restst oumide forces

a..'.fs alone cannot resist forces fro--7 trisi3.7

roof on. maiTs car res,St fo-ces tverrer



tiN the Sii l. ot ro:,f; II1Crea SOL. the SI:c and tpes of roof framing had to change to
over tlic span and support the load. The stie of overhangs was increased also, to give

sha,k. and so s:arted a whole new ball game.

\lost butldings trust have their walls firtnik attaehed to both a ground support aTId a roof
to b.e struc-turall. sound. Hard to bebexe. but it's true. The walls of a building cannot
r.:s:st the external and :nzernal forces iaced on them without sonic ;upport at
th,' top of the walls.

t traming in tarn niuz be rroperlv supported b% the exterior walk. hi the ease ot
spans. tla: frannng Must rest on :oad-hearinz partitions plus the outer 1Aalls. Thu;

frarnIng. and rooffrarnin::; needs walls. To keep from forgetting this.
rcinemioer :iist IL e r inanee 'no\ s need girls and girls need bos..

Ro,.t-tram:ng ;ran.: t wo import,nt lt)ad!, ,171t1 hetlit:' it 11111$.t c structurall%
TIe t-irs[ load is referred as a dead load: it e,l1151tits Of. tile weight of sIntigles.

sn,at L. iTie

NO 1NIND RESISTANCE

NO PITCH

MODERATE WIND RESISTANCE

11 3
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1 l):11 t rt.' f load !1%e load: it s.onshts tite %%ind t-id snow loads that act
L. poll I !It: TLR ,t. S11OV bear strato,ht Iti prodthe j tore,: in .1 vertical position.

tr,d Lads are forces In .1 11011ZInt.11 Wres.-tion. tient.e tvol ince hCS 111l1St Consider the live

prLsent in a pirtiL .1,11.ir tszctiLtrapnic area. For cxample. h tne in Niw Entzland need
root's to withstami thc hea%% sno%% loads. Homes In liorida need very low

flat tosit.. to kei:p wine: 'so.t.is at a minimum.

tti svIt.,t1.,n sit una:cri.1. and the pitch niList
,sc-iens..e %All. pOSsil tanure anti waste of mone%

101 I U ;1,, .1c aS ;:o:tscs s,, stay
,vo:c

1 2



UNIT V CONSTRUCTION

Roof Covering Materials

Objectives:

Lesson 14

At t. I h Is :c,n thc stucient will know Hc iit nitnri t pc, roofm.:. and
tht:\ arc used. anti :heir aLikartages.

Rclatcd Information:

VI; ,wrer ro,,f vrn Fror,...ezs FmildnIL: from N.ind, rm. snow. ard
lb CI.: summer Leer,. the 'ueat out. and t. wintk:r is.c...ps the I.R.A.: in. Ma".

7,1) (.0 \ ct j.nr,.hed roofs. su,::1 as J.rhaIt .kk Cf1'd 11 d
Hc..1V:1 k framed Niols Lokcred v t slate or L. Fla!, or loks r.,ofs

ar. use ro'l sileet,-: or J71 L i)111 bind t t

s,,mc ti.,e of. shini, Rot,
arc c( )bl\ mad.: ot

c.Xeret.41 %.% 1:1 OV:211,4r;:':r4

r.17 '..7.1prcz.z.latcd

caled tar or
Ti si,m;Ls are tilcr arpl:ed so

oxer:...r., at :east one:-Ialf tr
th: nalled

r.071-r'....,r.17:::

.C"C LLreJ
This r.at:.

1.2 \ 4 r ,4.etir7C,ratik

asrl.alr
k.)7 h.ave Th. sea: CrLitr

a s. rr rcf. Tb a:17.;.,

mazle rr. i

L:r

' rtieL. Te 1-17"..% r77.:

121



.1b1:1;;;:k.'s. Iatit trt:In wcsterti H t:Wu. arc an eSpensrve but popular
rootir.L: inatcr.a:. havc t1fl ten ,tram usualk Litntc trLc k)t distortions.
kr,J:s. or HcmILI,tas. I pa:..sion .171,21 ,:./IlttaLt.1011 L;t. Lcdar simhtles is ",0 III1N that

jki prcscnt u probIii. The% arc cstrernc;s tlit. rclativeb. Tree
tr,n, ...-raLkir.4. anti I-,ccal:se 1:1.17 Ilutt:riI arc an ex.:client. insulator.

t a o-atcTroof !aI,n ,.. or a rust-teshtant sheet rnetal. In most cases
iLIfl aTI1IMITIL:711. Oppr, or 4.....;a1Lam4'cd metal and is v.-here different

t:Ie roof ;fltCrseir.. -FL most L...mmon arcas necchno, flasinniz are t'!Ic ridge.
c::n-nne\ L.tYs t-oot.

n. :lash,n,: bis: .iloccr. hkc
-

4 s
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Finished Lxterior Wood Sidings Lesson 15

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will have a general knowledge of some of the many
types of siding ayailaHe and their characteristics.

Related Information:

Finished siding adds good appearance to a house just as clothes add to the appearance of
people. But sidings, like clothes, must do more than just add beauty. Let's make a quick
checklist we can use as a guide to the qualities that a siding should have.

1. Siding should be able to hold paint or other finish.

2. Siding should be reasonably resistant to weather, normal wear, and abrasion.

3. Siding should add a good insulating factor.

4. Maintenance costs should be low or reasonable.

5. Siding should be reason tb'y permanent. because replacement can bc expensive.

6. Siding should be free of blemishes and defects such as splitting, knots, checking, or
distortion.

Let's take a look at the principal t ypes of wood sidings.

1. Horizontal-type siding. Several species of wood ate used to make horizontal siding,
but redwood and cedar are the most common. Both redwood and cedar come in a
variety of shapes and
Redwood is an extremely durable wood that can take a paint or stain finish well. It is
highly resistant to moist lire and decay and has a good insulating value.
Cedar siding is made from western red cedar and has the least shrinkage of any
softwood on the market. Because ;eclat is such a stable wood its size and joints are
not greatly affected by humidity, and its great stability keeps it relatively free from
cupping, twisting. or pulling loose from nails. Cedar has one of the highest insulating
values of all the soft woods and can take paint, stain, or varnish exceptionally well.

117
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2. Vertical Siding. Board-and-batten sidings are usually made of cedar, redwood, fir, or
cypress. They come rough-sawed or smooth and are applied to the walls vertically.
Then narrow strips of the same material are nailed over the vertical joints. A variation
uf vertical siding uses boards with a tongue and groove, with V-joint grooving.
All species of cedar and redwood can be painted, stained, or varnished and hold up
extremely well. Fir siding, however, is a harder species and is more subject to checks,
splits. and small defects. Cedar and redwood have the highest insulation rating,
followed by cypress and fir in that order.

3. Wood shingles. Wood shingles are made from pine, redwood, and red cedar. Red
cedar leads the list in quality and sales. Red cedar is a fine, evenly grained wood with
a uniform texture that can't be beat. Cedar has a cellular structure that makes it
extreme ly light, and yet it possesses unusually high crushing strength. The expanwsii7h
.md ...:ontraction of red cedar is minimal, and thus it can change from wet to
verx little splitting, checking. or shrinking.
Red cedar shingles, properly installed, will normally outlast the life of the building.
As a matter of fact they weather so well that they can go without paint, stain. oil, or
varnish and still hold up!
Thus fur beauty, durability. insulation, and maintenance, cedar shingles represent one
of thy best ch(iices.

Red cedar shingles are made in several grades,
depending on the degree of perfection. For ex-
ample, No. 1 grade shingles are all edge-grained,

bsolUtel v clear from butt to tip. and contain
no sapwood.

Ouartererl, split, and
requartered until they
get to proper sore

Cut un shingle hock
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Foundation

Machine Cut
edge grain
cedar shingles

Note
Owl lao

Finished machine
cut * 1 grade
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Shingles are applied
in double courses
to give a shadow-
line effect

Red ceda- shingles also come in a variety of shapes that
differ in apphcation. For example. machined wood
shake .shingle) is made that comes machine-sanded or
grooved. This shake is prime-painted or stained and is
even applied in a different manner from an ordinary
shingle. This shake is a cheaper shingle with poor grain
structure, knots, or blemishes and is used as an under-
coatiniz. The finished shake is then applied with a wide
exposure. creating a shadowline effect, and is face-nailed
with galvanized nails. Conventional shingles use a con-
cealed nailing method.
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There is finall a -Cadillac t pc- shake that ina%. be 1 hand-spht and resawed. ur
strap4ht-spht. or 3; taper split. They have a rustic beauty but are very expensive. These

arc clear and arc made from low", heartwood and must be literally perfect. The
selection of onk the finest heartwood sections of red cedar plus the additional labor to
wanufactilre Chk type arc what makes them s,) Cpelmvc. However. they are used fur
siding nd ruulinz Aid) cscellent resits.

H.1,1(1S1),1 dnd Ho.,)..n.rod Shakes
Orli. Si, lc Mach Int' C1.1',.

lia-n! .01 I vs -('od IIC

shdkcs e 'n rniqqP.: wardrire

"CADILLAC" TYPE

HAND SPLIT

"CADILLAC" TYPE
STRAIGHT SPLIT

*-- 1),:l.?r (over plywood

e

1 Z3
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UNIT V FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Other Finished Exterior Sidings

Objective:

Lesson 16

At the end of this lesson the student will know about several types of siding other than
wood.

Related Information:

New siding materials are constantly being developed and used. They compete with each
other in attractiveness. durability, application. and cost. It would be difficult to select
one type and say it', the best. Therefore we will only list the types available without
trying to make a comparison.

1. Aluminum siding is formed from aluminum sheets and is available in various
thicknesses, patterns, textures, and color. This comes either in single.thickness metal
or with a rigid-type insulation backer such -as Styrofoam. There is vertical as well as

siding. It is made in various widths and usually in 12' lengths. Aluminum
is sensitive to temperature changes: thus nailing should be through slotted holes

at only moderate distances because of expansion and contraction. Price is usually
based on thickness. which runs from 0.02" to 0.025". Aluminum siding's best feature
is the durability of its finish. Thus appearance and minimum maintenance arc its
stronvest selling points.

INk/11 MI MI 11NrIMIIM UllIJ

ALUMINUM SIDING

Nailing Slots

40-0.--Foii Back

Insulation Backer

1--. Jnterlocking Lip

2. Steel siding is similar in appearance and application to aluminum. Consisting of a
rust-resistant alloy, it is stronger than aluminum.

3. Vinyl siding is also similar to aluminum siding in appearance and application.
Although durable and good looking. it presents more problems in application. It is
sensitive to temperature changes.

4. Insulating fiberboard siding is made of a -2" fiberboard base. The finish face is

:7overed with asphalt and has finds crushed slate imbedded. It is made in patterns to
;mitate brick, stone, and wood grain.
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5. Composition board. This tv re of si,iing is manufactured from wood fibers and wood
chips and is formed into boards and panels resembling wood. It may be applied aF, lap
siding. board and batten, or vertical siding. It comes prefinished and can be applied
with nails or adhesive. Available in textured or in hard--)oard form, its advantages
include freedom from splittiig, chec king. and capping.

6. Asbestos-cement siding and shingles. Asbestos siding boards are made in horizontal
strips, 12" wide. 48" long. and 3/16" thick. "rhey have a smooth surface and straight
edge and are pplied with soft-head. rust resistant nails.

1""b---- 1C

Str aightertge

-It (1 lilt ON rl

WaveI ine

ASBESTOS SHINGLE

Asbestos shingles are 1 ?A 24 inches and are available in straight or wavy exposed edge.
They usnallv has e wood-grained pattern and are available in a variety of colors.
Application is through pre punched holes, and asphalt strip, are provided for
weatherproofing the joints. Asbestos shingles are very moisture-resistant when first
installed. but as thev get older they have a tendency to fade and get porous. Despite
rile manufacturers' claims. they do have to be painted or treated when they get old
and purOt.. Newer ts pcs of asbestos ,hinglcs 'ziave an improved glaiing.

7. Brick veneer means .1 1,, ids facing that forms an exterior finish over either wood
f.raitting or ma Itv construer.lon. 1here are two types of brick veneer that are used
Over light fraf::,.. construction.

The first method uses brick having a 4" thiekness, which, are laid up over the
witod sheathing. This method fer.i it-e a firm base and hence must start either on a
supporting ledge in tip: Liindatic,;; rnasonn, the 1114,611g base.

"Fhe supporting-lecke constructi( in is more 4.1uomon i..ee illustrations.) The foundation
consi,ts of wider bk)( ks 1)CLAA i t h narrower courses of

bloek (8") starting just below the linr,l) 0,r lde. This forms a solid ledge for firm
support

1 '2
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The brick thus furnishes a fin-
ished brick exterior over a wood-
frame base, combining economv
and beauty. The brick is kept
about 1" away from the wood
sheathing to proyiic an air space.
'This air space is vitally important
because it acts as both an insu-
lator and moisture-controi fea-

ture. The air prevents the trans'
mission of brat an-i cold by con-
duction (See I. VII). There is
some circulation of air: this pre-
vents the mukture and humidity
problems that affect insulation in
situations where the air does not
circulate.

The brick veneer is anchor': d
the wood frame by metal wall
ties that are nailed to the studs
and bent into the brick wall as it
is being laid ip. The metal ties
appear at least in every fifth
course and are spaced about
eYerv four feet. However, wall
ties can vary with building codes
or specifications.

'2) The other tnethod is to cover
the studs with paper-backed wire
mesh. Thus the bricks arc applied
to wet mortar. just like wall-
paper. However, tli i type is used
mostly in (alifornia, and so who
cares. Folks in the East do their
own thing.

Frame Wall
Air Space

Metal-wall ties
itie brick veneer
to structure)

8" Block

12" Block-

1 23

1 29

Finish grade

Supporting ledge,
provided by 12'
block

BRICK VENEER

CVER FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Cement piaster



UNIT VI PLUMBING

The Need for Health Codes

Objectives:

Lesson I

At the cnd of this lesson the student will understand why health codes for plumbing arc
necessary.

Related Information:

In the good old days when saloons. schools, 11,,uses. and caves were spaced far apart.
folks didn't have much need for health codes. Your 10-acre spread of weeds, poison ivy .

and gopher holes was your own, and your "paw- was the law.

Then sah)ons. schools, and houses started to move closer together creating a need for
health codes. Now, garbage thrown out the window was hitting a neighbor's house, and
folks needed laws and codes to protect the citizens from each other's waste products.

This togetherness or close living was creating serious health problems with regard to
drinking water and sewage disposal. So the "old fuzz.- or city fathers. became concerned
about pollution and the environment.

13 0
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The% li irirrd crnmc!it and. In their haste named it -Us.- They slapped together
some health codes and hired three unemployed colonial hippies named Wash'nr_ton.
lint tdr1. and Pall] Revere to enforce them. That's exactly how health codes got st"rted!

nri.,111, ,tudent rn plainis see that rote, rion of the health. salcty. and lives of
people is a gOVerIllilellt 1,bligatiO11 arid rightk so. Ihe supply of drinking water and the
safe disposal of scwage vitally attet,t public health and hence must be regulated.
Therefore plumbing ss steliv, cannot be installed in any old way, but must conform to
established health and safety standards. Most communities have established health codes.
and the kinfolk of Washington, Lincoln. and Revere arc still enforcing them.

Hit enfort cukIlt of these health -,.)ies is vontrolled by a system that reyuires irermits
trir! inTections. The permits are issued and approved on the basis of plans and
specifications submitted. The work IS inspetted while in progress and on completion .srially a niugh phimbing inspection is reprired before the walls are enclosed. This is to
insure that all piping is properls fitted. vented, and tested for leaks. An inspet tion
is required for sewer Lor septic svsterns and their tie-in connections. Septic tanks and
sewer line excavations must he left uncovered until inspected and approved. The
inspections arc usually made by a licensed master plumber who is employed as a
1'humbin4 Impectur, or hi, itars engiricer.
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nfort.matek c,des fr,nn Luuintinity t ommunitv at present: there is a real need
standartlization of health codes. State re4alatIons 1.-,o part of the way fl e..,tablishmg

uhiforruit but arc lifIlltcd t rhea- boundaric, There resentb.. !wwe1/4er. a -ooperative
,.rf.,rt of statc and Vet.i.eral LlosetnnIcnts. manufaLturers. ar,InteLls tO
raudatdue plurrit,mg codes.

h rural art as where i,d rlumbm:.! ,ode, are hot \trit.tk enforced. the propert owners
Lour,* with ,tate Codcs. Information on the installation of a safe water suppl%

.01.! disp. I!) available from th I cJei.ji ivtrtiirrerrt. hu t'veli the 111(1T teninote
Livc n (i, ititNnatic.11 (ffi inCJIth :()di, arid safe

.t
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UNIT VI PLUMBING

Basic Purposes of Plumbing Lesson 2

Object lye:

At the en; of thi, le!..son the student A knt.w the tw, basic purposes of a plumbing
stem.

Related Information:

Americans are responsible for the highk developed SV stem of modern plumbing. Modern
plumbing is available to practically every home in America a convenience and luxury
unequaled in any other country in the world,

Imagine tli feeling of securits se Americans enjoy. We don't !lave to worry about
firecrackers in the outln)use or frogs and snakes in ye olde well. We really don't
,ppreciate our dependence ()ti plumbmg until I le ',ewer kickl; up or the Water supply is
threatened by pollution.

Plumbing actualk refers to a double ss stein. one ss stem supplies and distributes water
wider pressure for drinking. k:oking. bathing. cleaning. and other uses. The distribution
of water under pressure tu the % a t i u us II stlIrts in the home permits a high degree of
pers(pnal kgiene.

I
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The second s stem of plumbing furnishes a ,,ite and efficient means cf disposing of waste
water. solid wastes, and sewer gas. This second function of a plumbing system is just as
important as supplirT water if not of tr eater importance. The drainage system carries
off bacteria-laden ki.tc len wastes. cosmetic and household chemicals, and both internal
and external body w.astu.,.. E. ternal body wastes include hair. sputum. sweat. *oody oils.
and just plain dirt.

The American public has a strange sense of values. r:,,r e x ask anv American who
developed the hydrogen ',cant). and ckers body krilwo, it was Pick Tracy and the Lone
Ranger. Yet who ever used a ll Vdrotzen bond, except for a feW College radicals or a
handful of mean gialtlInar s<114 )ol kids"'

Yet ask anyone who invented the toilet. and nokodc knows not even teachers. They
know it's called a john. but John h'M

128
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UNIT VI PLUMBING

Distribution of Water in the House Lesson 3

Objective :

At the end of this lesson the st!ident will know about three important factors that affect
the efficient:s of a water system.

Related Information:

The adequate 1 upplv of water and its d:stribution used to depend on two rotten k:ds
called jack. and Jill. These tv.o spoiled kids would go up the hill to fetch pail of water
and the whole t-)Wri had ti. wait until they came back.

Welk
s4),

No Water Prehsure

Jack and Jill

Jack and Jill would run around the hill for hours.
throwing rocks. frogs, aad coke bottles into thc old
well. They would finally charge down the hill with
half a pail of water. This was not exactly adequate
no way ! Obvioutiv there was need for a change. Thus
the thirsty. dirty, and irate citizens schemed out a
better way, and this led to the first practical system
for the distribution of water within a house.

The idequate supply of water at the fixtures now
pends on pressure. Water pressure in turn depends on
three important factors, as follows: (1) and distri-
bution of pipes: (2) friction: (3) obstructions.

The proper sizing of pipe for the main line and the
fixtures will insure an adequate flow of water and
pressure at the fixtures. Improper sizing will cause a
pressure drop and in turn a poor system. Generally the
main line for a small house should not he less than a 1,:i"

1 29
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lo maintain pressure and proper disribution. the domestic supply system is divided into
two units: 1 the basement suppl hncs :2 the fixture sun& risers. The main line
isualls extend% full size under and parallel to the floor joists to the hot water storage
tank. Then fr.,m the water heater it should bran(h into two supply lines, one for cold
v. and another for int( warcr. These two suppk lines then branch out with fixture
riser% of wld and hot water ionnected to the fixtures above. Branch Imes for individual
fixtures are gent-all% pipe. and f(o- ,h()rt runs SitIi aS 1 lay,lt(4% or toilet a 1/8"
p],,e h dfiiii. nt. 1iii ra(luati,i, pipe si/es insures adequate j't( I1 Iii rhe %%stein.

Iti the r411111: sssttln creates a teSi\t.,ir::t' that k-all .1ki) stlItiusk affect
the pressure. Fri( tnni produ(ed b% the ((intact of flowmc water with the internir
surfa(c of the pipe Th- vc.,.tcr friction is further increased b% the r-sistarice between the
warer molccule, tlients,± he ,-:.k pra(th-al was hs which fmtion can he Overt. ome is
!,s iviws,,urt

wav of. niaintar,nw pressor(' is IN%

fri(tion to .1 niinimum !..harp turn.
pipe fitting, and scup added qein -r,:a es

II1CC ir results in r tier pr-.ssui
.111,:s adequate pipe %i/in::.!. 0 straight and dire( t as
possible, arid oril( the ne(..ssdrv fittino.s, insure a

Imotlier It or tha, is tile ttfiii, ot a
ss stein e, hard ss.o.cr. Min( tal deposits irt,in

5satt.1 huild tip risuk ti1 pipes arid redute the
prstrt V hercver poydblc w,atyr should hi. nsted
.1 nd a water sotterT insrallH ii chnimate hard
,%afer )(l:er tak its a!Lt. preo,ire art ex
U. nit roo +::siercs il
6o:
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UNE! VI PLUMBING

The Establishment Strikes Again Free Information 4

Objective:

At the end of this story the student will realize that a huge conspiracy exists to stomp on
kids and their rights.

Ono' upon a time, a lorn7-suffering plumber-t;,e teacher was comparing water
distribution !7o education when Iae discovered a tremendous similarity. This fine old
geezer. after many Years of in-depth study, reasoned that the flow of knowledge was
dependent upon pressure. His theory, stated formalk. was that flow of know!cdt,,e
iuto the noodles of students is roportiora to rressu ft all:died. He further reasoned
that the pressure had to he applied by i'arents. teachers. and kinfolk. Further
investigation showed that the flow of know!e,1,;:e was greatly restricted by mischief.
sleeping and d.iy dreaming in class, and playing

Ever mean person in the world al:recd that tlese sources of friction restricted the flow
of education. Bat parents and other dedicated enemies of students such as teachers could
not Xi:7 et on how to reduce the friction or increase :he pressure.

k.t4',Z4 4.
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Finally, after man\ disagreements about the methods available. they got into a big fist
fight. The violence was somethin,:, fierce. The police finall% 'lad to come on the scene and
wow. were they confused. They didn't know how to cool it. It wasn't a race riot, a
strike. vandalism, armed robbery, or plaviAg on the park grass. They finally decided to
call it adult delinquency. and they forced :his wear\ mob into compulsory mediation.
And this is how the first PTA was formed.

Some of the most popular recommendations after the first meeting were shipping St icks.
police dogs. electrical shock sticks. and having retired teachers patrol the class aisles.
t.'nfortunatelv, when these things were tried. they did not appreciably increase the flow
of knowledge in the students'noodles.

t..ould it be that the whole theory was wrong to start with? That this fine old teacher
was barkin,.: up the wrong pipe? NA hat do OU think

As a concerned person. what w.,tild recommend to reduce mischief. sleeping and day
UT-eaining and hooky? Remernbcr that someone. soTnewhere. Ir a moment of weakness
or:Le Sd. -E it.ideiits have rights.-

1 3 6



UNIT VI PLUMBING

The Drain:Te System

Objectives:

Lesson 5

1, At the end of this lesson the student wd: know what the two basic parts of a
drainage system are.

2. The student will also know what other parts a drainage system include.

Related information:

The two basic parts of a drainaze system arc the l,oust dr.Hns and the soil stack. These
two main parts consist of (I a network of pipes that carry off the liid and solid
wastes and '2; other pipes that ventilate the s stern.

Those pipes cart ing licuid wastes from sinks. lalatories. and bathtubs are called waste
pipes_ The pipes that carry toilet wastes are cared soil pipes. Both sets of pipes emptN;
their contents into the lare-e. ve:dcal. main soil staA, that connects to a lar,-e horizontal
house drain. The house drain ;I: pirch:H so that thc wastes flow by force of ;:raeity into
the cit sewer or tIle sentic tank.

it.7k°

/117. "etk
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Vent PiPe for waste !!rle ------- i
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The soil stack travels vertically through the house walls and emerges through the roof.
Thus the lower portion carries off th, solid IA astes, and the upper portion carries off the
gases that form in the wastes. Every fixture must he tented to the air in !some way. Vent
pipes should be extended .thorc thie fixture and then connected to the main
stac k.

At mos Mer ic Pv essue
iniet

Outlet

71.-ie vent pipes an-.

n.:-rtant as the t7ai..-s. ...I!.

in next Ac
yen:flati.::71

Traps are e,.tremel i. important parts of a
drainage sYstem, because they prevent the
sewer gas from backing into the house.
Water in the trap acts as a seal to prevent a
sewer-gas back-up. Atmospheric pressure
helps to maintain this water ;eve; in a
Each plumF,ing fixture F!-.oul,i be proyit-4ed
with a :rap. Even the has a buiVz-in
water trap.

:vs.!" L..a.7er 3..2=as lova.7,-?..- :'7.3.7
.17-eVe ;asses ".-0-7 bac k!-C



Cieanouts
Waste tine

Wall deanout
FloOr cleanout

r!k: ar:naz,c provt. cicanouts for access. Ckanouts are threaded
plut:s that tri be rcmoved s that ,rease a:'d solid obstructions can be taken out or
di:,lo..-14cd from the ripes. Clcanouzs woi:13 bc necessary for bilz persons called adults.
but nast\.. mischi,voos kids vandalize the sk sten:. throw combs.. lollipop sticks,
w.,ds Of :z1.11-n. beer caps and even roc-± Lti:. It's a eatic Of using Cicanollts cr
frOTC Llual the kids win. 1-'1.at'z, plarnbers aNtays ask you. Hom.
Trn1 s t fore they 7.-,rt in the

.*4i 10%4 ryPkrokk tiDS C1-11
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UNIT VI PLUMBING

Ventilation Lesson 6

Objectives:

At the end of this lesson the studint will know how ventilation can prevent three
major plumbing problems.

2. The student will also understand that an understanding of the principles governing
atmosphere pressure is necessary- to understand plumbing.

Related Information:

Science teachers for the most part are kind. non.violent. dedicated persons that rarely
loose their cool. Fowever. science teachers have one weak spot that causes them to flare
up and stomp on pieces of chalk. They- insist that students respect scientific principles at
all times. So don't question the value of science and its application to ventilation in
plumbing. Please the teacher and keep the peace.

The purpose of ventilation is to maintain atmospl:erif pressure within the drainage
system so that it will wir.)rk properly. Proper ventilation prevents three major plumbing
problems. namely. re r;,e flow of waste-, mahTial deterioration, and loss of seal ar

Ever,. sci-olc,.' student in the world knows the foThowinz facts 11.-_,uz dit.1(srheric pressure.
review ius: to please the tcaCiler.

arrncspherc% is that hiz occ:an of air that forms the outer laver ci tvne eartli. Air has
x-cizht. and so the closer :his laver of air is to the earth. the greater ;.-fle pressure. This
ocean of air extend:, outward for hundreds of miles and becom:is thmrxr And lighter as
the altitude increases_

rh, atmosphere exerts a pressure of "14.-2 t,o.inds per sctuare in:h at sea level. under
..verage weather condi:ions. Tkis air pressure is exerted on even square inch of earth.
-1;:07er uiJ. sold. or gas, ard in all 44.1%.7.s down. :17. and ,-i,?ewaYs.

,:71. : bL.-ailsc :7 is 'smn us e...1r.a77.- in ll directions.
11: rress.ire urh: LssCncd r r oo d .10:, by S--IcLiniz on a 5.7.-Tavt
:7 1 t,f rn,k, cf t-elt

. s IS of the .:;..4:ovi: It ou
77-7. f
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Ar
ptessure

There the catsup sits, and nothing happens.
You'o: think it would be heavy enough to
drop right out, but it doesn't. What holds it
in? The pressure f the air is exerted up-
wards a4ainst it, and there is very little air
inside to press down and push the catsup
out. You can only get it to Come out by giv-
ing it a good. swift kick in the rear!

Air can be compressed Or it n be withHrawn. Anyone
that has pumped up a bike tire knows that air can be com-
pressed. Anyone that has squeezed an open rubber ba'.1 :as
on a medicine dropper' created a partial vacuum t*at
causes air to rush in ...hen his hand is released. Thus air
pressure can be minus or plus the 14.72 pounds per square
incl, that is normal. That's where sjence enters the plumb-
ing pictlire .

pluir2nin,.4. t cle al condition is to have air pressure on
t'nt: fix.r.ur,2 CN:lal to the pressure on the vcntin4 sidc.

arrrospheric nressure can cause a fi:ture trap to
sinhon out the fixpares water-seal directly or in.iirectly. Di-
rect siph.:)ning is caused bv unventi!ated traps. and indirect siphoninc by the morrcnrurnof water rushing pas: a trap.

Thus prener ventilation is necessary in a nr,!nerly workin,, drainage system. The main soil
ano: waste t-znt that extends :'.1rf.,a..t'n the rc.f furnishes this ventilation. Thi
vcnt is not on '1:. the siT.17:::* ot air pressare in the plumbing system. but also rries away
obiectionable 's'a-Scs a7:1

\ ns yer:: pires are scr irr7,ortant ri Plum:7in-, s,-sterr.sT'lex prevent t'ne traPs froni bein::: sucked down. either In a
az:ti:,n or F^S. the "rnorr:;:n:un- of t'ne dischar,e FI:yy of it a :2 Thee carr.... seye:r

"rne:. prevent h.ack pr...2sSunt.
\ Z

wafer trap

-.7-.rt: _re :het reasc,ns 1-'1e wastes fiCt4i.'_nj, :hnozh a rlurrfning systenn .:ontain
niany c7emeTit5 that can corn.bin..: ,:reate azici c. mounds th_at c4n cle:eri.trate

Hv:roerz. r.sh7eh is a ot is ff'.17",d En_ lar,-e ..zi...antiti:s
_

sre77. dre is prescn: both ir a fre; stare and mhind wit-71 Cr.1.1.:1"

Lli7.7:71:tcd
7172 e.r el.-en ai
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riurtherm'are. the flow of wastes can he retarded in A drainage system if atmospherc
p7cssure is improper due to insufficient ventilation. The flow of water in an improrrly
-ncilated soil pipe can compress the air in a soil line to be greater than atmospheric

ttvure. This excess pressure will retard the flow of water unless the air is permitted to

!7ard to ht-17eNe that ven:ilation is so important in a plumbing system. but that's what
the teacher says. And as an% student that 'ix, served detention knows. teachers are no.er
v.Tont..; wa%



UNIT VI PLUMBING

Sewage 1)isposal

Objective:

Lesson 7

At the end of this lesson the student will know that the conversion of raw sewage from
harmful to harmless depends on bacterial action and oxygen.

Related Information:

Sewage disposal is necessary to awid Contamination of water and also the srn:ad of
disease.

The di:;posal of raw sewage In a municipal system requires a thorouA knowledge of
science. and is -..ntrusted only to licensed sanitary engineers. The health and welfare of
ever% citizen in the eomn7unity ;-ould be aff.',.ted by improper handling of sewage.

Vie municipal system consists of large sewer pipes. pumps, and a treatment plant. The
sewage doe!, ;ast astc Ht includes d inds of materials from

industrie. as well.

-Vic maid .i,c%%,,.,ge plan:es u a %oriel-% of methods to treat the sewage. but the b;:sic
:incc ls t`i:. same. pnan purpose is to convert the raw sewage by bacterial a._tion

to harmless substances. Raw sewage contains a large percentage of anerotqc bacteria
(-lose that do not tee OXVIZen t^e'., produce a foul odor. By introucing air or

0%%-(--en into the raw sew:. other types -:.f bacteria. called aerobic. take :Act% The
aerobic bacteria. are ox1,-en-us;tS and cause :; rapid decay of sewage. These are the same
kinds of bacteria that cause de;ax of al: dead plant and animal matter: we couldn't live
without them. The raw s.ewage is cxposed to ;-cygen in open tanks or has oxy,en forced
t+r--:,u,-h it under p%.ssure.

The sewage is aLso treated b% ;7-he:Heals te) cause coagulation and to kill harmful bacteria.
Trearin:nt als(; includes rernovin, the ob;ectional gases that form. and the huze amounts
of water. Wnen complereit treated. the dried remains. or sluLize. is harmless and may be
used f.::r fertilizer. However. man% treatment plants do not do a complete oh. and then
the solids must be dumped in the occan or elewhere. wbere t'ne-: may still he a Lazard
to man.

A as a pr:Nate sew-zsr disposal where city _,...owers are nor ayai]able.
van;i:::: of dz;.;s;;:"Tls. sapes. an2.

f, :s ..nt,n- A 7-ste ".:TrniesS wastes by hac,eria:
5.\-s*:c^; Cr: 3 steel r 771ason:.: strraZe ran?: ani a dr.' wer cr' ' C' 7- a Er 71 ;.": 770 :17
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A well-pianned septic system should be installed according to the following guidelines:

1. The site should consist of sandy or gravelly soil for good drainage.

2. The unit should be planned to use the slope of the land to take advantage of gravity
flow.

3. The s-stem should stay rea.sonablv close to the surface. because aerobic bacteria are
Ail\ avAlable to about a 5-foot depth. below which there is not enough oxygen.

.ie location shouH nor er,ian,:er well water. streams. etc.

Iwo othet important Tips about septic systems:

1. Never dump wastes such as grease. oils. cliemils, or acids into a septic system. They
are resistant to hacrcriai action and soms: ma% evcn destroy the useful bacteria that
break down wastes.

2. Working it a septic tank sounds hko a big joke. and Yet some people must do
This w;)rk is xtrernch hazardous and the workinan should be cautious_

A 5e,7t-ic tank po...rh aerated and there is 4 shortage of oxygen. The tank may
contain harmful or dan,erous gases tLiat can kill. It ma x. also contain inflammable gases,

could be ignited by a zigarezze r imb!.operh insLdated ele.:tric cord.

N'o.anz. inexperienced wetkers can be 7laced in a hazardous situation such as this
bv a eareless boss or t.nd. If I: harp...--, -,ou. stay .:.krt and remember what You ',lave
?e,rned.
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UNIT VI -- PLUMBING

Water Impurities

Objectives:

Lesson 8

1. At the end of this lesson the student will know that water in its natural state is nevl
pure.

2. The student will also know that the primary concern of communities and public
health officials is to furnish water that is safe ro drink.

Related Information:

1.1..4ter that we use to drink. cook th and bath:: trom one of o ",:),Jrces
It can corn.: from Gin!: to rhe ear:h and found in lakes, streams. Fonds.
and rivers. Many communines coLcz. rl7ic w.:itcr to thLir resi'nts for
..lo:nestic use.

tncr corrnunitic, ccr their water frt.,m dccp artesian wetls. Here the water is
cLil!cered, stcred. and disrributed to :he homes in the ,Lomrr unity.

ThLas it is easy to understand that wa7:er in its natural state i never pure. Surface water
contains orzani ml uritics. inc1adin2: ct.-rms from decayed animal matter. plus
mineral.s_ Surfa;.-e w.4ter can a]s,: c'..;ntain dissclved gases. sand. clay_ and manufacturin:-
wastes.
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'4cll water can contain minerals such as calcium, magnesium. sulphur. iron, chlorine, and
dissolved gases. Back in the good old days before high schools were invented, the well
was a big hole in the ground with an old wooden bucket, a rope. and a well wheel to
pun it up. The open wen was an open invitation to all kinds of mischief: frequently ye
olde wooden bucket contained frogs, goldfish. old shoes and other goodies.

If this lesson on water turns ou off and you 312cide to yu,- drinking water and taking
baths. nobody will get mad. This country of ours is facing a critical water shortage and
vou might be considered a national hero.

The communities that supph our watt_r and the health officials arc primarily concerned
with making vour water supply -fit to drink.- Their primary concern is to destroy
harmful bacteria in the water :.r.d remove obiectionai odors. (This also inckides removing
the frogs. goldfish. old sloes. :.nd tree stuirps. The purifying is done by filtering.
.,:rating. and the use of chemicals.

Th pfied water ou. LoY.Liver. can stil '. ccnraln minerals. sand. silt. and iissolved
gases. Mt:se substances may affect \ OUT L:.',oking. :tsath'_rg. c1eann.md ever Watcr

however. the water is safe rzi drink
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UNIT VI PLUMBING

Hard Water Vs. Soft Water
Lesson 9

Objectives:

1 . At the end of :his lesson the student will know the difference between hard and soft
a te r

1. The student will also learn how hard water affects plumbing and cleanMtz.

Related In formation :

'Hard- water refers to water that '..ontains 'mineral deposits The water becomes hard 'DV
dissolving minerals as it passes thri talzh the soil an.4 rocks. Hard water does clean too
well 3:"ecause it does not lather with soap. It also causes tbe iround the hathi-Jb.

Hardness does not make 14 arr unsafe dr:nk. but i7 all Litai, of 711 Her it
an.1 and in hc.itrg s% sterns. Water can bc

perm inentl hard. ar so let's clear ep :his porit first.

Temporary hard wa ter eau; -ric It c t.t:ns me calIm and
nia,-riesurn sa:ts. the dissolved uoinpo-ands that mak: wati27 Hard
,)tbers that are ins,,Lh ..e. r.ie new c d particles. ..nd the
.Nater belt be.coines

lubl,:s particles cause .s..217,- re f,.=7 on the insides of cooking utensils and in
water pipes. Did vou L'ver see tH: hard white scaing on the inside of cookin4 utensils and
in .vater pipes Did %ou ever see the -white coating left in a pet when all the water hasiled el if vou find C)7." scale in ecr pots. jr-s 71n,"t water dandreff,
hr'YtH::r. ts calciu,in carbonate.

The pljnih.,ing and heat-in, 27' be S;:'77 usli fected by thts SC.211::'.

red-ces the water tHs anrl wa,:es fae. T'ne th-ccr the coating 'necomes. the slower t..e
i.er hears and the. s7ct:r

Perrrunent hard water eann;): be softenci bs 7.-.1ar!c": t inusz he scftenesi :11c1-1
aLidin, certain cnen-!ic=ls. :he calci-rn and '71 V71 siern .S.a::s arc cone:I-red intp other

t-,..)7777 sohd parti,:es an.i settle o-ur. The two Wa ter softenini:
compo-,nis arc was'r:in, soda and ever\ washin, powder

one Or the :';+:.:1' : ,77b:71: ;41. 771ai,717Csi.12.71 and sct-ie
rhc
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Please note that water softened .vashing s.ida (4 borax, or detcresnts formulated with
them. will soften wata.r for w-ashing purposLs but is too harsh to he used for bathing or
washin, of hair. ThLse I ren -iot. t:Torl the sisM and hair,

f':1(.. most and e,...nom,...11 iniihod tor softening water in the home is a zeolite
'' stcm. Zck)!irc i mnn.ril addirve for home water softeners which

pr,,vid:ss 'Oft water fliat ;s 1,,r drinking. COOking. bathing, and ,Aastling.

`,4 n7: ,.t.atLT n Ln54 Lmbirig and s% stems and is re al:. necessary to maintain
pressun: and to conseri.,- Har.: itcr is expensi.e when it Lns to cican or

01:r (1.0T hoTlIC C,.p.,r!s



UNIT VI PLUMBING

Types of ?iv t.birt.g Pipes Used

Objective:

Lesson 10

At the end ot. this iesson the student Will know about the various types of pipes used in
water-supply and drainage and vent hnes.

Related Information:

Pines are classified by how they are used in borne plumbing systems. (I) Water-supply
pipes can be of copper. sLeel, galvanized iron, brass. or plastic. (2) Drainage and vent
pipes can be of cast iron, galvanized iron, copper. lead. or composition pipe such as
orangeburg. Transite. or vitrified clay.

1. Copper pipc. Smaller sizes of pipe are possible with copper because the inside
surface is smooth and restricts the flow of water less. The smaller sizes permit easier
installation in walls and through framing. Copper is extremely easy to cut and to
install fittings to. Soldering eliminates threading. which saves labor and reduces the
likelihood of leaks.

2. Brass pipe. Brass pipe resists corrosion and is preferred to iron or steel pipe. It is
threaded and uses fittings similar to iron or steel but needs special cr fluids who)
cutting threads. Brass pipe is bulkier and more expensive than copper and thus has
limited use.

3. Galvanized iron or steel are used primarily for drainage and venting, but have sonic
use as water pipe also. Both arc subject to rust and deterioration and hence have a
limited life as water pipes. lron pipe, however, is used for steam pipe because it can
withstand greater pressurcs. Galvanized iron and steel pipes arc connected to fittings
by threads. The threads arc smeared with a pipe-threading compound called dope.

4. Plastic. Plastic pipe is relatively new on the plumbing scene but is rapidly being
accepted for many applications. It is extremely light but ...trong and flexible. Plastic
pipe will not rust or rot and can be cut with a hacksaw or a knife. Plastic pipe is
especially adaptable for jet wells and cold water lIns because it will not freeze and
split.

In new-home construction it is used primarily for underground water connections for
ssclls, irrigation. swimming pools. and exterior connections. However, it is not suitable for
hot water or high brat. It can be connected with clamps much the same as rubber-hose
connections in a car. Plastic can be also threaded like any other pipe, but should only be
used for low pressure and gravity lines.
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5. Lead pipe is unc of the oldest materials used in plumbing and the leas!. subject to
corrosion. It was once used for water pipe and was satisfactory when used with hard
water. However. soft water contains oxygen, carbon dioxide. and organic acids. that
attack Lad, and so the water becomes unsafe to drink. The pipes also deterioratse.

Lead pipe is still used in homes, however, in the drainage system. It has the advantage
of being flexible arid th,!s can withstmid settling of the snucture. Pipes are subject to
vibration. expansion. a7-al contr,:-tion that can bring on leaks. but :.:ad is both flexible
and durable.

6. Cast iron soil pipe is used for house drainage lines and soii or waste stack. This pipe
ranges in size from 3" to 6" in diamet,r and cons in 5' lengths for home plumbing.
Some pipe is coated with coal tar to make it acid-resistant, but it also comes
untreated. It can be joined by molten lead at the joints or by a neoprene compression
gasket. This pipe is strong and resists rapid corrosion and breaks.

7. Vitrified clay has a shiny, glazed surface like ceramic tile and is unaffected by acids,
alkalies, solvents, or wear. It varies in length from 2' to 3' An d conies in a wide range
of diameters. It is excellent fur underground use and is easy to install. The joints are
,ealed with packed fiber called oakum and finished with mortar joints.

8. Asbestos cement pipe is a very hard. strong. and dense pipe made from asbestos fiber,
cement, and sand, under great pressure. It comes ni 5' and 10' lengths in a varie-v of
ifiameters and is used primarily for drainar or waste.

9. Biturninized fiber pipe is a black drainage or waste pipe similar to asbestos in sizes
and uses. It is frequently referred to as Orangeburg pipe, which is a trademarked
brand. However. there are man\ similar black fiber pipes on the market today.
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UNIT VI PLUMBING

Inspections

Objectives:

I. At the end of this lesson the student will realize the importance of inspections M the
prevention of defective workmanship and defective materials.

2. The student will know about three types of tests.

Related Information:

Lesson 11

once the rough plumbing of the waste. soil, and vent pipe have been comjl iyt,::. it should
be subjected to a rigorous test and inspecti,!.. -rhis not only furnishes the home owner
with a ,iafe system but also certifies that inanship s proper. To close 'he walls in
with shee:rock or plaster without a tigni a risk no homeowner or plumber shoald
take. For example. the material itself could be defective, and the plumber would risk
le.zal action despite good workmanship.

In many communities the building inspector
is also the p!umbing inspector. but that's
truly a bad scene. A building inspector's
background is usually too general to spot
specific material or mechanical defects.
Some communities are too small to employ
a full time inspector and usually hire a local
plumbing contractor on a part-time basis.
Neither system is adequate to properly pro-
tect the consumer.

Large cities often ertIpl()v a full-time stall
trained in sanitation and plumbing. Thus the
workmanship and materials get .a thorough
inspection. A trained staff is in a position to
keep up with current methods and materials.
These people can also cooperate with pro
fessnmal organizations. manufacturers. and
research groups on the latest developnictits
in installation and materials.

Part-time Plumbing Inspectot

11h:re rc three basic methods for test:ng a drainage system:

1. Water test. After a drainage ss stem has been clunpleted. the street end of the house
drain and any floor drains or clean out plugs should be closed with rubber test plugs.
All other uro 'ling% below the top of the stack arc closed off and all waste pipes
should be capped.
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When all the openings are made leak-proof. the entire house drain is filled with water,
usually by a hose. The pipes and joints are then inspected for leaks. Any defects must
be repaired or material replaced. This system is most widely esed and accepted.

2. Air test. This test is performed in basically the same way as the water test, but
sealing must be complete. Air at about 5 pounds pressure is pumped through a test
plug that has an adapter and pressure gauge. Air leaks are hard to detect, so an
odor-producing additive is put in to give any possible leak a telltale odor. Some
plumbers use soapsuds. When the test of a poor job is over, they can blow soap
bubbles in the cellar.

3. Smoke test. This is an old time plumber's trick and is done basically he same war.
A smoke-producing gadget forces smoke into the systern with an air pump. The
system is far from safe or perfect, so don't use it. But it's good to know and you can
impress your college-hound friends. Lktter still, tell them your paw invented it.
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UNIT VII HEATING AND C(X)LING

Transmission of Ikat

Objectives:

1.,?sson 1

1. .At the end of this lesson the student will understand what heat is and the three wavsthat heat may be transfertcd.

2. The student will also underst,ind Iniw these heating methods are applied to home
heating.

Related Information:

T, understand the heating and cooling of a house. von should know about transmission of
heat, circulation of air, and hunndits . lesson will deal primarik with how heat is
transmitted in a house.

'cat k produced by the motion of the molecules of a substance. The faster the molecules
move. the luotter the substance. The hotter the substance, the faster the molecules move.

The three 'Wass of transferring heat frian uric fLK-e tip inother are conduction, convection,
and radiatiim ... so let's take a peek.

44 tt,No t2.COAVLEcrtopl
rwctruiwts-1.0r
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Conduction: Cinducti.», is the flow id' heat through a wild rnateriil JS molecule motion ispassed along in a series of collisions. ror example, if you he;.:v- 1 one end of a length of
copper pipe over a flame. it would soon get too hot to handle. Tl 'at was c,ioulucted fromthe hot end to the eidd end, whieh prwurtly heated up.
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Most people wc,uld usc a glove or a rag to protect their hand from the hot pipes. Did
sou eVer wunder s 11% mateeial, slow. the pa,,age of heat?

Well. some materials conduct the heat from inoleculc to nuilecule faster and better
becaus of their composition ',molecular structure That's right. some molecuks arc
packed as tight as kinfolk in d fist fight, and the heat travels rapidly from one to the
other. Metals are a good example of fight molecular structure. and so they are used to
transmit heat in pots, pans. furnaces. and radiators. C>ther materials, such as wood.
plast ic. and fiber, have widely spaced molecules and are poor conductors of heat. Good
conductors heat are used for heating systems, and poor conductors are used for

Convection: (Onvection is the transfer ot hear by means of rmAing liquids and gases. For
example. when air is heated the molecules in air get all agitated, move faster, and spread
turther apart. Thus the air gets lieshter. Cooler. heavier air sinks down, pushing the
warmer. lighter air up. This movement of heated air thus sets up curter:Ts of air, that is, a

continuous circulation of air.

He,,tii,4 a hom, with a hot au ss stein Is done &Teethe these convection currents.
onvection is a;,a) a factor fl: other home heating ss stems, although not quite as directiv.

Let'S look. tor example. at a hotwarer heating system.

atet N the saute a v air V. hen It is heated. When water is neared, the molecules
move taster and spr(ad farther apart. and the water becomes lirhter. The unheated water.
tciil heavier, sinks, eausine the heated water to rise. This sets up convection currents
smelar to those in air. In a hotwater s% Stein. as the water is heated this
circulation takes place until all the water is heated. The hot water is then circulated by a
pump tu the radiators. The radiators in turn conduct their heat to the air next to them.
mce again sonsection current, form and !he ;icat is carried throughout the rourn.

Radiation: rnhke the two was, Cif hcAt transmission described above. radiation dues nut
require matter -molecules to transfer hear. Indeed the heat of the sun comes to us across
93 million mile, nt vaCULIII1 hs radiation. H sou bring fftlr hand near a hot object, You

t.cel the heat. Thi, ho is radiation.

Nadtatir.fi cflet-L', sent out in the form ot \vases from Ally hot hicct. Radiation does
bvtvo'1I1 t.b.p.. hUt It heat lily hicA t In A direc t inc with the hot

,fh.futt. I 0- example. the heat from a fireplat t. radiats, into the room and heats aft%
()lit cts iff a direct line. Rut yutici):1( standul.g m front of the fireplace will cut off the
heat ft,oll WW1 Mu eke standlne, hchlifid 111111. In fact, if he is facing tin,: firs, his own
has k ii.i he c,blir

ct that b( a lt,sun t() 1),11.f dLreild f ,4 fireplace to keep sou warm Yi.),.1 mas
end up with a r(,asted nose and a frosted rear (lid.
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UNIT VII HEATING AND COOLING

Methods of Heating Steam

Objectives:

Le sson 2

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand why steam produces heat faster
than hot air or hot water.

' "Il:e student will also learn the purpose of the valves in the system.

F..!...=.01/11-1

I I

Related Information:

Stearn heating is one of the faste!st and cheapest v-avs to
Lat a hULISt.:. it is prodiwed bv b.:iating water until it be-
comes a gas 'wat('r vapor or steam). The amount of water
that needs to be heated is far less than that in a hot water
system. In addition. this highly expanded vapor produces
powerful pressure that races through die pipes faster than
hot or or hot water.

STE AM
HEAT

When steam reaches a radiator it transfers its hear to the radiator by conduction, eouis
and coiiiienses back into a liquid. The change from a gasem,.. state to a liquid produces
great quantities of heat. and then the water as it cools rives up still more heat to the
radiator. 'the cool water flows back through the same pipe by gravity and repeats its
heating, eycle

The hot radiator heats the surrounding air by conduction; this sets up convectiim
currents which quickly heat up the whole room. 1-1:us the air-flow near, under, and
around th.- 7adiator should not be obstructec'. i all c.,chier hot objects. radiators also
e,iye off heat by radiation just in case you

Stcam Can produce powerful explosive pressures. and so ; safety valve is installed in the
top of the furnace. This safety valve is usuallv set to open or blow off at 1 5 pounds
pr(ssure. !..That is, 1 5 pounds above normal atmospheric pressure.) Most safety valves ha..e
a small lever that can be operated manually to test the effectiveness of the valve. if the
test lever will not ripen and release steam. or if it leaks contirmot:s1v. it is defective.
\ever try to termr a valve without shutting down the furnace and cooling tne ivstem.
Replace the complete valve with a new factory-set unit. Ifon't tampet with the old one
it-s (weer safe.

fa( h radiator has an air valve that opens to release cold air in the radiator and permits
the hot steam to enter. When the cold air is expelled and the steam reaches the value, it
(loses again to keep the steam from escaping. A'hen an air valve is defective, the radiator
will become air nound and prevent entry of steam. Then vou have the choice of replacing
the valve or shivering, to warm up.
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Steam has been Cjii the home-heating scene Just ,JS snuff. moustache wax. derbies...aid
,pats left the le xcetie re.:1 swift.

lift- radiators arc bulky. hard to clean ,falcA paint and folks don't ne....d them to ,lrx out
Act clothes anymore. Its re..dly sad, becajse th,y used to be a good safe pla,..e to hide

and hear your fruicti p1e.,..1 pies on.

However, steam is still on thc scrie in classrooms. Students frequently heat up dedicated
teal hers to the boiling point and produie great quantities of 'steam that vyav. To date this
torm of heat has had very few practik al applications. but it sure creates convectUni
....irrints in the classroom. 'This heat is very' easy to produce with any type of fuel. but
hard to cuntrid. S.Mle readlers itINt hiss through their teeth and others was( their arllis
,r1.1 their eyeballs sort of pup. Avoid this type of heat like homework, because it spreads
like invades tu the principal and parents. ilu.t why wise persons are always saving cool
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sy stem.

Related Information:

No lessons on heat Vvut.d3 tonplet without a short history of warm-air heat. History
records that warm air heat came on the scene right after the covered wagon. but just
before the Model -1- l'ord.

l'he early. gravity-. Yr warm air heating systems were so unevi!; that freeting or roasting
co death were an ever constata danger. Then the air would get so dry that folks tongues
would dry up and they'd be speechless for days. As a matter of fact, it was dryer than
driving a pat k of mule's al:TWA Death Valle1 with no har on.

'Hien one day a group of dedkated people got together a ...aience teacher. a plumbing
cinitractor, dna keeper. 'Hwy decided to apply se lefIL'e and save the warm-air
system. This science lesson is dedicated to thiise noble persons.

The early warm air heating, systems furnished heat that was uneven and dry. The furnace
was centrally located, leading directly to the fhior above, which had a floor register. The
system worked only on gravity. and hence the circulation was poor.

Then later SV sterns preyided hot- and old-"ir returns connected by ducts to a furna,:e
that pushed the heat by a bh.,wer fan. This WAS still imperfect, as the return air grilles
were placed on the outside walls. They tended to pick up mostly cold air from windows.
cracks, .:nd the COld outer walls.

Finally these three people put it all together and installed diffusing-type outlets for warm
air underneath windows and along exposed walls. Now the cold air was met with warr:r .
rising air and mixed. Thus to get the full benefits of perimeter heating. all cold surfaces
should be met and cov,:red with currents of heated air. Rriefly put. counteract the cal
air with warm air.
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CONVECTION CURRENTS OF HOT AIR HEAT

01/

'fhus the modern warn-air s, stem CtInsists of- warm air forced bv a blower fan. wuh
adequate hor ,Irld & oh. Lir duets pruperlv placed. It further imludes an electric
thermostat, humidistat. humidifier. and an electronic air (ilter. So. if your house
resembles 1)eath une of the above parts is missing. improperly- installed. or out of
,rder.

An important application of science is the ettect of friction on air pressure A constant
friction exi!,ts between the metal ducts and thc air flowing through them. This friction is
further increased whenever the direction of air, flow changes. Hence elbows, angle turns,
register frames. and even smooth transitional fittings increase the friction. This frc:tion
causes an appreciable loss of pressure. This is extremely important in laving ..ut jub .

selecting materials, and selecting the proper fan. The total resistaic: should be kept tu a
minimum. and the fan must be large enough to overctone the friction that exists.

Remember that in plumbing. and air conditioning. the factor of friction always
exists. Tkus. this simple fa,l. should :',unle you in making your installation as short arid as
straight as pc:ss;blo. , sires and unitur power of pumps and fans must
consider fric,:.,n loss.
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UNIT VII HEATING AND COOLING

Methods of Heating Forced Hot Water Lesson 4

Objectives:

At the end 1 this k i the student will understand how a hotwater systeri works.

2. The student w1fl also understand seven factors important to planning or servicing a
hot V att_i NVNtettl.

Related Information:

(1:11(1% d'ithl% fle5V h(I5% hc hotwater heating system got started ... and
really (sand. Lut. kik for HI orv and s(ience. httle old science re.icher cared

and re,. orded the f1 t. ts: these werr reLcntlk disLovercd on .1 big stone lust outs* hisdk

'orJing to the stone. hot-water heating got its start when water Was used to COO1 off
th'.. first Fords. The Water did MONe heatin, then cooling, and so one wise farmer by the
name of John Whip decided to use it. He used the hot water to heat his henhouse and
the steam to take frost off his pumpkins.

How he got the lords into his ccllar nobodv will ever know, but he did. Whip heated hishouse with hot water. all. that how it all got started. And diat's how that Vivingrirnated -,,fliart :IS a Whip" to pas him tribute.

13')
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UNIT VH HEATING ANI) COOLING

Methods of Heating Radiant Heat

Objectives:

Lesson 5

1. At thc cnd uf thy, leSSOti the student will understand how hot water. steam. or
wircs can product! radiant heating in the homy..

' The student will also understand how radiant heat froni the un can be .;sed homeheating by special construction.

Related Information:

vat, cc pipe
Badiain1 ypti hcatinq

In r ( ent Car, ho ties It h radiant heat aiiied popularits . Radiant heatprovides a noire uniforni hc-t and alsI ehminates radiator,. ductwork. registers, nii

Om: method IS to ilstall 'Asti")) of pint', in the walls. floors, and ceilings of rooms.using hot water or steam for heat. This method uf heating provides a much greaterheatIni!, surfaik' and does a better lob of heat distribution.

The hot water and steam NN, titer)," ust: pipes that are embedded in the floors tAt' \wls. Thefkor stem of pipes must be aciuratels and uniform!: spaiLed to avoid cold spot,.
Careless iintallation dcfcats the purpose hv producing uncvn heat distribut:on.lwat S stCIIIS are popular in slaht k onstruytion where ,ellars arc omitted. The
pipes art- embedded in the Concrete slab.

The heating twits for radiant heat We The sante bask Wet lludS and materials as
4,1114 ntional steam arid hot water sY sterns.

Itadiant heating call aba, 1dl am (onlphsld b: elecirk II !waiting cables embedded intu the
fluors, walk. and I! opi ratnui and 1111 eni I are equal to hot water or sti..mi
but the c, ,t is
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faLLOIC L'At rr, Tcr fuel or elcetricir. than other
mainterianLe CO,t, 4C vet\ love

heat from O.:. salt) e. aft tlIN4) ror 1:x.1111;11e.
%, 1.to down to the shore leave heap in tlun with chi: withrws duse(I

%on ;.iv: A iht 10,1 jt t V.Ct inti). 1161 I.PLII beCtiUSC ti. sun's ray, 14et in. warn.,
op the interior. but then the he.it ettit Lt (ffit. «ti provide ventilati.in throiyh

indow (4 a Itt:ji ,er vent. the 4.. \paridui.:, hot ,Ur biov, our tit!

ihe Lt..Lneral idea the ,o-i.a!led Lre& tirou,,e effect is used to heat hltulu b thetadlallt elr. fr,ini the ,stim, The i.-\teru- use 1.7,1a,,s blot k u iar4c g Lis
111(i(IV.,-, to permit ft tk) pass throurzh. Thc radiant wjVCS wart!I

(,1 the itie. hiiJi urn w.irins tip dic an. "Ihus once th( ttri's heat
ent er.. it N trapped.

tb. t\ pc ot heatiti;t haVI: iitth c UM in rain torest,,, i)r during the winters
the -.nil tiiii.!Tt or inr_t_ht not put in an ppearaike for an hour or t a

WI

1k;



L. Electrical. There are various ways of heating with electricity. We saw !hat cables
:ould be installed in floors or walls. In addition, electrical heating pat,els filay be
nstalled on or in the walls. Built-in electric heaters come in a variety of shapes and sizes.

come with and without fans. timers, and other refinements- Individual thermostats
lerinit a wick range of control. and thus rooms can be indiyilually heated depending on
iced.

cew. total homc installations depend on conformin, to rigid insulation requixments set
,N the power companies. Bocausc of the relatively high cost of electricity. insulatio:i
nust be thicker: hence original installation costs are higher.

"he advantaizes arc cl:;an, efficiei..t heat with individual controls. In5tallation requires nouk pipinL>. ducts. or furnace thus offering, more space. sneedy installation and
linimurn maintenance. Disadantages are increased fuel costs, possible power failure. and
,ossible power.supplk shortages.

presert, eleetrica: hearin, h indpower t,, suppLment the electricitY from the power
omparn. E.s arousing some interest. A few home..;:wners have installed wind-catching
evices on their roofs or property. and usc the ri,rating "Aides to generate electricity.
,-hich is then stored in strage 1,otrcries. At :resent al of these devices are still
Nperimcntal.

Hc.at Pump. Viis system remevc hear fron, the :-.Arrb instead of heat from burning
;els. A nem-ork of p:p.eF. is extended deep underground perhaps as much as 12 feet.
he heat pump then uses a liquid refrigerant that is pumped continuously. removing heat
'orn the earth. Radiat_irs h:.or :Is in any other system.

h's syseno is only PT-act:cal here wHieTs are relativ!slY mild. This factor pks the cost
an3 the cost of ,:leLtricir '.irnit popularit-s.

I 59
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3. Solar Heating. A solar-heating system depends on a collector on the roof that absorbs
the radiant heat of the sun. The collector consists of one or two layers of glass plates
(for insulation) that cover a network of black pipes circulating water. This network of
pipes is set against a black-painted sheet-metal base-. ..hus both combine to i''..6orb the
sun's heat.

path of arrows

reatur,:oc::
ra,:k ;Alf-

A TYPICAL PLAN FOR SOLk - HEATING

ollector (A)

Heated floor ;

slab

IsmStal

Water iniet r
Storage tank (6)

Pumps

In the United States the corlectors must face ,,,T.uth and be tilted at an angle to receive
maximum radiation from the sun. Thus. when the sun beats the cacctor. the system's
thermostat starts circulating tlic warm water H.rough the tubes into a storage tank. Once
:He hot water is stored. it is read\ for imimidiate circulation or for storage for later use
in :He dav or night. Circulation depends cm rump!-. or H.owers: hence :he system i much
like your conventional hot water furnace.

heating is zrznvir.,- in popularity an-2 sliould 're in fairly wide usc by i')S4.
according :o scientific research. However. slar h.atinz will require a suppletn,:ntal source

at. because on rainy or cloudy days the radiant heat is at a minim.im.

I).-n't start rat-racking old .7:res. tin. aild blaZi paint. teling CV.:7

folks 1,2sSor,. M:st rarents takc dim view . C]rivcs i .1

H:12:171-: va:11:0 heatinc-.

4. What next? Many 7'420 7:1:: LA2trirn,:nrint-, w,ays
cricrgy. iS a field for ..;.icnce-minded 7,e.o7k. Knc:w an\ be



UNIT VII IILATING AND COOLING

Types of Fuel

Objectives:

Lesson 7

I. At the end of this lesson the student will realize that selecting a fuel depends on
three main points.

2. The student will also realize the factors that affect fuel supplies.

Related Information.

Selecting a fuel is like selecting a girl criend V0.1 have to consider availability. cost and
it.rendabilirv.

D,,mestic heating can be supplied by oil. gas. electri,:it y. or coal. but You should make
yo:r chuice cli in advance of constri.:ction.

For example. gas pipelines are not always available. or the cost of running the service to
the house may he too izreat. Electricity. for another example. may be available. but the
power company in that area may have limited capacitY. Therefore. your first
consideration is to check locally and see what is available.

Secondly, the cost should be estimated from two points of view: first. the initial
installation costs, and secondly, the fu,A-consumption costs over the long range. For
example. the costs of excavation. oil rank, and burner unit for oil heat mav be initially
hizh. However, the availability. cost. and efficiency in the long run m;fht make oil a
better buy for some.

Dependability in times of er:ergv shortage is difficult to determine- Gas, oil. electricity..

and coal may al: be in short supply. with no ready solution available. Thus the wisest
course is get all the information possible abol:t tlie local situation. As of the time this
book wen: to press. there were marx

Points to Ponder:

cos: and sup.rly of heatin, de:Qnd cn mar -. facte.rs. i Ledng inter-lational
OnCS OVCi whii t!le Ilas no cc,ntroL

s,,fferc from deliver. pr.obl:rns di:c to strikes ard we.iitLer.

F.ectricitv suffers i,to a lack ot- 7704. T.-,ants. and .!'rom ,encra±lz-
arij transm'.ssi.:711-tea:tsdc:w7is.

f,1
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4. The demand for electrical energy is greater than the available supply even when things
are normal. hence high costs.

5. The construction of new gas transmission lines and plants is often prevented or
delayed by environmental pressures.

The gas supply is dependent on the od supply to a great extent; hence both are short.

7. Gas and electrical heatirw; were once greatly encouraged by utility companies. Now it
is difficult to have an application accepted, due to energy shortages.

S. The growth of populaC.. n and indostry is at a faster rate than the growth of fuel
production.
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Related Information:

\ (RI don't know north from south and vou think a compass is an
8-da clock . don't start cons:ruction. Get Yourself a hay scout who
moonlights and have him whip out his compass and set you strait:ht.

SUMMER
71i4 JUNE 21 st.

WHPCTER
2,4,Ve :EC 2,st.

n
**TER
cuovsET

SAN,
Stp..

"1St "r

SosA cirorih

e iirst wool
susst5Eeast

POSIT/ON OF THE SUN AT NOON IN CH/CAGO

7-7. 77. ''i , .

. -. ..7-c_'.,.-nbtr.1Z. N.CStTan t

'.:ouse of vt),..:rs oLk bt: 171azod to Froviic ma7drnurn control and utilization of tl,e
rays. A house in the northern hemisl,here wi21 always be warmer on the south and

west sides than on the eas: and no:-th sides.. The south side has almost constant exposure
:o :he s:in and always The north side i, always oler becau:e always in the

ad. e

shows vc.u. cornra&s..
and s.,:t hir -1-7:ose kids arc 1:1-.N a'.7"-S in a!: fic',Is and

:153
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Hot Summer Sul
si

Spr:ng and Fail Sun

Cool Winter Sun X\

N
Summer

Decide what rooms will benefit most from the sun and what rooms should be shielded
from the sun. Areas that benefit from the sun usually use large areas of glass to take
advantage of solar energN . The overhang is usualh. extended enough to shade th':
windows during summer, when the sun is high in the sky, but still allow the sun's rays to
enter in the winter, when the sun is low in the sky.

A good desig-n provides sunshine for the kitchen in the morning, then the living areas
the afternoon. Thus kitchens and dining rooms arc best situated on the south c.ast
side. Living areas benefit most from southern or western exposure. to take advantage of
the sun. The north side is always coolest and darkest; hence it offers the ideal location
t-or rest and sleep.

Trees and shrJ,s oan cffectivel% az: as windbreaks against prevailinz winds. Shade trees
on The south side help keep the heat out in the summer but let the heat in during the

17 0
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UNIT VII HEATING AND COOLING
Insulation Principles

Objectives:

Lesson 9

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand how insulation resists the
transfer of heat.

2. The student v.dl also understand the other advantages of insulation.

Related Information:

The primary purpose of insulation is to
prevent the transfer of heat. Heat. as You
know, is transferred in three ways, and any
kid old enough to hate school is an expert
on all three. Let's review and prove that not
all science conies out of books.

Review:

Heat can Se transferred from a warm place to a cool place by conduction and/or
convection and/or radiation. RiAt7 Now. let's show that we understand the difference.

1. Radiation: Any kid with short hair. thin eyebrows. and no hat knows how the sun
radiates heat. That's why kids hide M the weeds. under porches. and in the cellar.
Not to get )ut of school. but to get out of the sun into the shade.

2. Conduction: Any kid that has walked on a hot sidewalk with bare fee: knows it
srn-rts something fierce. Th.: hot sidewalk is conducting heat to the fee:.

3: Convection: Ans kid that has hung aroui---' a shopping center on a hot dav has seen
the -heat waves- that come off the blacktop and the roz)fs of cars. Smart kids wait
until the convection currents of hot air simmer down.

Now. let's see what ins:La:ion does for a house.

The enclosed spaces in wails down considerably on hea:--transfer by ecimiucticri. and
.Z1 materials used in construction ,Dffer some resistance to the t:ransfer of heat as well.
However. :heir resistance is lo w... and so a material with a high resistance rnes: Se used.
N;a:;:rials that have th r ro..-i.eits have a hi.gh 7es:stance t the ttansfer of l-ieat.

2



If air is such a good insulator, why not leave the walls of a house empty? Because if the
walls are h.+ empty. the difference in temperature between the cold (outside) surfaces
and the warm inside surfaces setc up copirectioti Currents. The warm air is pushed up bY
the cold air. and thu convection currents thus set up transfer the heat rapidly from the
inner walls to the outer. and out ntc, the git'.11 beyond. (The heat transfer is reversed in
silrfloicr

Insulati.m instead provides tinv pockets of air :liar resist c-onvection currents and hence
retard th f7ow o heat. Wall insuLxtion provides a small amount of free space that
ermqs somk ra4c but not ethragl: to produce a great heat loss. And the loose

))as: so fc w. ':rit 1 Lorrat t transfer by conduction !s not tzreat.

Tl bst
at

tt ms back
Z :1 L.' V..LA'.

1 . tri r r
L 4.1 L j;:k

17.-1 \ Li 1.2!..

I. COrr.tott
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rjar
Root

nre;e71:i flan, 17.17,A: C:7:71! :11.
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UNIT VII HEATING AND COOLING

Insulating Materials

Objective:

Lesson 10

At the end of this lesson the student will understand -1- composition and use of four
popular types home insulation materials.

Related Information:

There are nianY different ry pes of insulatinz, materials, and some arc better suited for a
sriecifie area than others.

I. Flexible insulation is usually
comes in continuous rolls or
spas:ing. t :ornes in varimis
vegetabk fibers. mineral wool.
nailing. tabs. Ore side of the

nilarlN :Tilde but come in 24'

in the form of blankets or bans. Blanket insulation
strips in various widths ro fit standard stud and joist
thicknesses. too, and is usuilly made from wood or
or glass fibers. Generally it hai: a paper coverint,; and

covering usually acts as a vapor barrier. The batts are
48". and gf," lengths.

2. Fill insulation made in a I:,ose form so that ir can be poured o i into place.
Generally this insulation is niade from mineral ,sr wood fibers, vermiculite, or loose

In new e:instruerion i used to fill 'the spaces between c,iling joists. plus
be: ween wall studs 7:hat are aH to reach when installing blankets or harts. It

is rartieu'arl% us.,2ful for ad.tinz insulaticn to a buildinz already constructed without
:s t:1" t'ne cavities in hollow-hksck construction.

3. Rericr7'.ive insulaticin sLice: matt.rial with a reflective surface on one side or
Hth A rrum fo ."7 rreated metals are used for reflection. it is used in

:razes )" areas 7: 7e rtiectve surfaces face an air space. "1:-ci shiny
an :"tner S.TiCC. ;',1" the reflective pr:..:perty is lc. Seirrietiines

,rrugan..4. t-inc-.7 S sar.dhed tiyo reflective foils.

4. Ri insulation is fib.ard nianufa..cti.ired in a wide range of widths.
:ic;:resses. and IC'r:17.7.:71;. These sheets are gtr..!rally made frorn WINN"- or vegetable

rroir.:7rai ,:tr c. The u.Jv combine hear- and sound-insulating
rr )rorries with strensth. thro..gh their rigid forrn. in h ern:I construction thev are used

a7.4.. /..710.ek.S. lanks. and srlabs.

7-1.7
!"*. la Z. mat:J-2:k tiiat are comlinatiii.int: of mineral

ever. the: al than

t



UNIT VII HEATING AND COOLING

Cutt:-. minzs Lesson 11

Ohjectl

At thr end of this lesson the student widerstand that notching or drilline,
pl.Ates, and fhwor ;,(iists m.isr t0U0 establIshed. safe zi.ridehnes.

ROved Information:

trad-:1-ien are e.iircless and others are especialk toward 1/4sood. lhese
rers..ns note', ard drfll hoic n studs ,nd jnt o.itk L'L'is abandon.

this sort. of 7.!.r.ni.: ean str,icrurally affee: thc strenzth or hfe ok the
H.i_ldiritz. No:chin arid d1in should e:.:idelines based on

c saLl, :11 an car'\ lesson. a !.., ,ioist is acted up6n
.,tT the is in compress:i-m and the borom under tension. The

7na:erial lies in He uryer ar :.wer fi:-eis. Cut :he falers and you
eut the str;11:1-t'ri r srnall hols's are tc., be mad:' in jc.ists. they :sh.:'uld h.

lo;ated in the center. The center is :he ncutral rolnt Herwe.0 con-Tress:on and and
.saf: CHI rro. TT... cut. eLer. sh.)uld not excee_.ci 4 the total width af cest. Any

teiter rt.:'...1;-tion in tt stren;-th sho_;lci be eoriz,ensri:ed for with extra rr. mtin.

fot 71;idc don-t eO 1 t.) to: :he joist der,:h. The,.
71 _IS: L 071.11' ITL:Lr f!,.;; CI,,71c.:Tr of thc

for cicaran::::.

-r.av be notc-ieci as -_ nc.ste'n do,;:s not ussce,:.,1 I ; the
Cr:e sz-u.i. _Should or a =tall have to 1.7. cr alc:

Lik )7k 7},IT CAL7,:cd r7tY_'tZ :T.:in 1 s:tar's shci.ld he used a:-.7-03,:s
or'enim.: fe,r reir.fortc7er....

are 'A. 7: "us: t-1,in

, :17 a

r7k7ncr.

::: s dC00.7" 7.--icee of
1_ se fe7r 17.7: C ;

17.3



3, Nail steel mending plates over all pipes in the wall or studs that could he struck by

4. Always cut and drill holes a whiz larger than the pipe to allow fo; expansion and
contraction. With duct work allow 1.::" clearance all around.

Ducts should be supported b. strap hangers as they cros:; floor joists. Remember,
metal expands and contracts anti needs room. Creaking and groaning arc usually
caused by friction of metal on wood or mabe somebody's sick at your house.

Hot-water risers and returns for r.-,:,ators arc frequentb, fitted too tight. This, sure
keeps out dust. drafts. mic-e. lizards, :,nd frogs but it does create noise. Hot pipes
expand and create friction and noise. Keep out of hot water yourself. or you max'
exPand ius: where Yoa diln't want to.



'NIT VIII LI ECTRICITI

IIcctrcirv a St:I-Valli Lesson 1

Objective,:

,,;10 )1 !" :. Irwort,int electrica\ IS ,;,')

:-Xt. hated Infornution:

;H: ;...1c:r,.-tk car dis., L.,4asc fircs. kill. and dcstrov

'f h.ir ;1 and t.00t. It 11:....+ts
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UNIT VIII ELECTRICITY

What Is Ekctricit-v?

Objectives:

Lcsson 2

I. At the end of this lesson the stwicnt will understand some of the fundamental facts
about electricity.

2. The student will learn about overloads, short circuits, fuses, and e:tcuit breakers.

Related Information: 01.)...,3

A.:
,..What is eleetrIcitv? Electricits is a kind of (-*:(7v or power.

0-o-,
1:1:1. ,.... ,....,

4. tr
You know by now that all substarrees. w hat- .-..-- _..-..,. ...,J .....'.. a

..:'r.
..t

`..;.

ever their nature. consist of molecuks. and
that the molecules consist of atoms. Every

411) taton: of every substance is a bundle of encr- ,-
,-,-, Each atom consists of a cen:ral ,N4cleuE
s:rruun:!ed by whirling bi:s of enerzY callz 1,

.c1 .,....
...-

These -.-ravel at en:I-mous speeds -. :46' "3

aind the nucleus.. '-)s. ,
.1,-..

...--,

S..77ne substances, partiu'larl% certain metals.
hav e:ectrons that easilv escape fr,sm ther
atoms. When these electrons ,rove from
.rom to atom through wires. vve have w'iat

wav of alorrwe cal a cur--e-rir of ele:triditT. We could
say. very :driefli.. that. an rroJuccd of 1.1111"...-

Al.thouo:n any on:: moving azo7: to a:o77, rn,v cover ircl-tes per
se-cond. ::sel avo a: s:,eed 1S6,:)3.',.` mi7-es per

To tr, to ger a 1-et.t,:,r -.co. an c cur.7....n: flows almos: Ins:an:are
un a -e _f b.:m...4.s as in A krock a rentt :nto

W;

7 . Sot

ZI-le :17 ead

1C\- `. 111-1.N N ;11Th iissN 1;4N >

Las.: 's knoised awa.%. n-JeLye

:s he rod_2zed h, re e, small :71:1,erneris



Lertain materials tht eLLtto,i, th,it easik are taftd conducturs. All nr:tals
are cunducti,rs. Silver is the s.ers, best e...iidiictor anci ,opper is next best. We Can define
conductors by saving airs , ivctricit (ertain rliat:1-Lds -hold on to- all their
ei.ectrons very ti.4htly. that tt , kiiili.,(Lze them. We call this type of
niaterial nonconductiir. ,ir Rtihvr. -41.1,,s, and Wc)( art' some good insulators.

FlectriLity is produt cd Ci:tter t117r4 r"la tits. A thr;,tiL!,h a miracle of Nelefice can
Liinvcrt motiurt iitu e ctri, it. 11.1c- mas lie procbiced by canes pushed around by
steam in a turbine. I hs tiiv ,.rher means. "1"11:- mira( lc happens IA hcll conductors
svires cut rapitis a,ross tieLic nd pref,tOP irdt tcnle ele(Aric power. This

po'.ser c.:nies to iaiwg high tension wires, and is
valiahle for :sour arts s,,u h. But until ,(q, turn (,r, the switch,

harrc,is.

StliT1 1, I'll 101% .t I (..,rd arid pith, it into a wall socket. Will
electricity flow (- .t ;in estImion ticrki pluekl into a
wall soc-kcit at one (-rid and a ,;!,1 eloe, Heirs (low throuv,h it"; It
\SIM 11()%1. ,(,P1 .274 /OM

What is th( r

this Lone th,
iLl e,er it ti r he ..

coprii11cly

it. In thi., the
the liztlit lichts !AL

PreS4,3(f)
'II or,f . )r *

e..0

..., 1..-ed first to ,4ise the electrons a
:lie wires of the building.

, died 1,../L1i. Rut you also need a
material that has no breaks or gaos in

!hc rit tr. 'Its Nish lutlo ilt]

In other words, it yiin havi ,1 t.i he c eluctrldtv. current win
flow through the Vs,lre ,,)011 ,1, i YI 4k BODY is the thino,
thar tomplc!es the ;ir. ilL, III ( Lt. MI. si tl,.c tiiiii V,Ii N't buds is a

Depending on the siren:eh (it the eles Irk ti lilIcTit, t he ele(rtricitV can
soli a mild a severe

. fatal ic L.

'We said that the -push' (II. (.dle.i %okay.. and sse know that out
appharae,, are t I c.1,1;,r Ir,11,111 ahrliII 1 1 '4, vi dr,
111111.0h c", ,1101 f c!,' Ti 0 1,,

1 7 9



The actual amount of electricit flowing through the wires is called arnperaze. We say
that an appliance uses ("draws) say. 10 amps.

We pay our electric bills according to the wattage we have used.

r;). Of watts = no. of volts X no. of amperes

Every Izid knows that pushing and shoving create heat. Well, the pushing and shoving of
electrons in wires creates heat, too and the smaller the diameter of the wire, the more
heat a given flow of amperes will produce. If for some reason we increase: the flow
beyond what a wire was designed to take (say we plug a roaster, an electric coffeepot,
and a broiler into the sani,- circuit). the wire promptly becomes much hotter than it
should be. If we don't have a fuse or circuit breaker to open the circuit for us, we could
have a fire in our walls in no Lime flat.

What actually happens when a fuse blows? .i.he electricity in a particular circuit always
passes through the fuse fo: that circuit. The fuse includes a small section of a soft.
lowmelting point metal. If the amount of current drawn through the line becomes more
than the line was designed to carry. this weak point in the line will melt, breaking the
circuit. Before replacing a fuse, determine why the current became too great (too many
devices turned ii ? a nJ zlnedy die situation. Otherwise the fuse will just blow again.

A cirt uit breaker ciintains a strip of metal that expands a lot when heated. If an overload
occurs, this strip expands. lifts off its contact point, and breaks the circuit. The circuit
breaker is put back into service by its switch.

'
we,

On

TRIPPED

OF F

RESET

There are other ways to blow fuses of trip circuit-breakers besides plugging in too many
appliances. You can create 4iert circuit. You don't have to study a lot of book S to
liv.tocb out how to make short circuits.

Just rub the insulation off an extension (.uNi. u that t'ic two wires in the cord come
togethei. That way Chu Lin-rent hs passe, the appliance ir takes a s;:ortcut. The circuit

completed without having the amount of current cut down bv oiv1g thrvugh the
appliance Bingo! Tlu ,..stia amperes rush to the fuse, heat it up, and theme goes your
fuse.

The moral of this stor 5 there is morc than one wa),, to get into trouble with
electricity. Pay attention to thi.. unit and you can avoid them all.
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UNIT VIII ELECTRICITY

Adequate Wiring

Objective;

Lesson 3

At the end of this lesson the student will understand why the home should be adequately
wired.

Related Information:

The electricity that you use is generated in power stations located in the boondocks. The
power is then transmitted above the swamps, weeds, and bushes, through high-tension
cables to 1,our ranch home. log cabin, or teepee. The steel towers used to support these
high-tension lines are built especially big% to keep frogs from jumping up and shorting
the wires. As a matter of fact, frogs are sjd to be the cause of several receut blackouts
and power failures.

This valuable lesson is concerned with adequate wiring in your home, and so who cares
how electricity gets there? Who cares. I ask you, about t1,1 power scene with the high
ceilings, swamps, anti weird frogs. Forget it: let's start at the bou..c and explain adequate
wiring.

All adequately wired home is one that has been wired so ;-hat you receive the maximum
and the minimum of irouble. You should be able ,) plug in lamps, radios, tape

plaers, and other elet.trical gadgets without a network of ,:,tension cords. You should be
able to turn on the lights in any room without stumbline; over furniture in the dark to
find the switch or pull chain. You should be able to ;,:ag in one appliance without
unplugging another. Fuses should r trek blow, and lights should not dini when vou plug
in a heating element.
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240 VoRs

120 Volts

MAIN SWITCH

HEATING 240 V

AIR CONDITIONING 240 V

LIGHTS 120 V

APPLIANCE OUTLETS 120 V

LIGHTS 120 V

APPLIANCE OUTLETS 120 V

LIGHTS 120 V

APPLIANCE OUTLETS 120 V

240 V RANGE

240 V DRYER

240 V WATER HEATER

120 V LIGHTS

120 V LIGHTS

120 V APPLIANCE UUTLETS

120 V OUTDOOR LIGHTS

120 V EXTRA CIRCUITS

ELECTRIC POWER IN THE HOME
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A.ieLtudte wr :11',IS'; I )71k tor tod,o, nccJ. hut With 4.01e eVe 111 future
ror examplc. not too man . (HrWatt biib Wasa big dcal and used

..nk on ,pc,ial oL,a,ions. Today floor With 3(r) V,Atibt1ibS lummon. Then how

...bout the radi,):, Ii, dcatIcrs aS .1 matter of fact. most homes
have CaL h. 1.() tIlatt, mos; modern homes usc Ur conditioning. fan!,
waLrs and .irAers. di,liwaslicr.. and outdoor

toils,- rower start, with tiw ene i:tram vhitIi ncl:hLs all wires and cquipmenttrlit tilt utshic kit the how* up tile muter man. switch. The
ntram.e must be of suliit tcnt size to handle die maximum electrical load without

a VI d'aiN dri fr r blow!: fuse. i pr amplt. 30 to 40 '.1IF O .t service
amp scrvii.e. Thus. as thc use ot

. nunmuln, intu,i be T.o,cd t take t are t the prescnt dflei the

i,;te (III l,Iie. thc from thc 111.1111 sN,s, it( ii into branch
handle., portioll AIR! 11h iS protected fi i. its own fuse

it irtuit ;irtaker. ie.u. it one iu.erloaded and the fuse hlows. the ITSt
funcnoi, tili,.;:me what happen if all the lidits ut out .It
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UNIT VIII ELECTRICrrY

Codes (National Electrical Code)

Objectives:

Lesson 4

1. At the end of this lcsson the student will realize the importance of the National
Electrical Code in home safety.

2. The student will aho understand 6at local codes and ordinances must be complied
with.

Related Information:

The National Electrical Code provides the safe and legal guidelMes for electrical
installations. The code iL, :he result of unied efforts by the arious insurance,
architectaral. electrical, and ol-her interested groups. Thus, the code is simply a set of

ks which outline% the meerials and %Airing methods tl-.at have been found safe and
.citile through experience. The code penuits installations in several different ways:

r ail wiring must be done in one f the ways set forth by tin_ code. New, updated
appear every 2 or 3 years.

Mar v co:miunities have their own local electrical codes and ordinances. These may
acttr;,,, k- more strict than the Nation al Code. For example. Bx (metallic cable) is

the National Code, but sometimes is prohibited by the local code. Some
lot a d ye extremely rid ...ad are actually riesignd ro discourage low-cost housing
or o-. duction of homes. Stis.h restrictive codes can limit the number and raise the
cost o!. thus maintaii a high-cost exclusive residential area.

It is io.:;sarv arid helolul to study thr code prior zo an installation. However, the code
aloAgi will not teach yOta house whing. The purpose of the code is to ..;afeguard the
persons, buildings, and comer .. from electrical lilzards.

Thu National Electrical Code do.is not in itself have the force of law, but indirectly you
have no choice but to follow the For example, cities and states pass laws requiring
all wiring ro conform ro the Natio: Code. As a rule, the power con:panies will not
iurnis.. power unless the building is properly wired. Finally, insurance compani.:s have a
vital interest .tt talc,. and will refuse to issue insurance policies if the building is not
properly wired. b,icause i: involves an extra risk. Thus, local codes, power companies, and
ii,oirance hteraliv force you to «imply with the code.



+AS art: !,nr:jk% Jrid VV.Jalt: AI( '!).)c TheV ::',Ake addition!, and
!, after all inspections are Mad c and take .1,:eat prkh. n beatino, the system.

H. if such a i,riolation Lau-,-, ,01,.1 iii.si-icctnin prows a violation. thr
compan% can refuse payment or cancel the oo:lc . For example. if vou friis11

Ur arriC 14 hacrnctit without an electri;al r.ermit vi inspi;!. jun. You CuULI ;lave
ailLu pr()1)1:1s. llTs. our pohci, LiUk Lelt.C; it ;ode violation:, exist.

ondly. should tiredama4e rc,uit, questioned. especially if
(ik.tri(aI Ni,,rk was don, hi 1.iolatio1I ;,f tiitu,eI ud i ;:odc, vicctrica' addition,

h r tea and approved to ke:p de and law.
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UNIT VIII ELECTRICITY

Electrical Codes (Local Enforcement) Lesson 5

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand thia most electrical work requires a

permit. inspection. cer:ification. and a license to operate.

Related Inform-ation:

Permits. Permits may be a nuisance. but a system of recordkeeping, application-approval.
arid organization are necessars to safeguard the public's welfare. Thu.:, in many piaces it is

necessary to get a permit from town, city, county, or state authorities before a wiring
installation can be started. There usually is a small fee and a written application required.
The fee money is usually used to pay the expenses of the electrical inspectors who see to
it that the wiring is safe and properly installed.

Inspections. once the permit is issued and the rough wiring is installed, the building is
ready for a "rough inspection. The honie-owner electrical contractor calls for an
inspection. At this point the electrical inspector makes an inspection of the wiring and
outlets. and approves or disapproves. If the work is approved. an inspection certificate is
issued and is usually pasted in a front window.

If all other inspections for framing. plumbr...,. etc.. are made and the elcctrii..al worl is
passed. then the walls may be insulated and covered. When all electrical woik is
cionpleted. the inspector is requested to «mie out and give a final O.K. If the final
certificate or inspection is approvt,d. the power «impany will brim in the power. Power
companies will not furnish power untd an inspection certificate lias been turned in.

Licenses. Many cities and states regulate e'ucttkal ins%illations ard installers and require
the electrician to be licensed. Thus. to be engaged ;ri the electrical c(mtracting business.
you must be liz7ensed in nnist communities. Wiring sour own premises. however, does no!
require a license Even so. you must obtain a permit. meet inspections, and follow the
elt.,:trkaI inch-. After .dl. o r own ifets IN lUst aN important as the next guy's.



UNIT VIII ELECTRICIT-i

Material Safety (Odes

Objectives:

Lesson 6

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand why electrical parts of ever;
cription sf ould be standardized in and meet certain quality tests.

2. The student will also kni,w !ha:, Lnderweiters Laboratories Inc. is the accepted
,irganization for test:ng. standardizing. and setting ciidelines. arid what the LI label
means.

Related Inforr..ation:

Imagine the wild sLene that wouhl take pla::e in discount sriires if the thousands of
inanufacturers of electrical parts each did :heir own thing. There would be a -skillion"
ts pus of wall outlets. some probabk the se, Lit. a &fill'. Nu Iwo manufacturers xvoc.,Id
make the same product. and quality would .possible to jutice.

Manufactaters. insurance companies. and other interested groups reeLioited the problem
early. Thus. they joined forces and formed UniLirwriters Laboratories Inc. This consists

ct a group of electrical laboratories that standardize and test products.

Manufacturers can submit their products to the Underwriters f,Jr inspection. These
pr,idncts are then tested, and if they come up to the minimum safety standards the are

tidereriters.- In addition. the riderwriters rq.,,ularls test random samples-liszed by
oinained frorn manufacturers
standards they continw to
important to manuLicturers,
standards.

or bought in stores. If the samples meet
be listed with I 'nderwriters, This listing
and so they generally do their best to

the required
is extremely
satisk these

-7'tie whcri buying or installing Jectrical parts. wire. or appliances, look for the
tinderwriters label. Some news are labeled plain1 s. other desii .s. such as receptacles.
switches. etc., carry the words "(Md. Lab. lilt- List- 111(nden or stamped on each
piece. Appliances such as toasters. iri ins. etc.. usually have a name plate: others carry a
tag I ;I" marker. At any rate, ever,. single item III .s1rilit: WaV or other LIS a sign of approval.

Limed dues not mean the prodm r Lan be m.d for every situation or in any way.
-Listed- means that the product is suitable and safe if used fni r phrpose for which it

F(Jr, example. a fls swatt.,1 von just purchased be okay for flies and
sinal moths. hut was not intended to ward off lions 1,1 Ihrt10`,.

In' anditrini. -Lister WieS Mit Plea!' that IA(r siirtilar rtrin!ICts ,11 the saPIC quality. It
iperely means tLat the pduct irir .Ct/fet ctarolar,I. i i' set forth Fly

.nivrcritcr:
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t II LCURICAL

Ctiturnmi Sense and Saktv iii Planning Lesson 7

()bjective:

ti!e IA. tiw .4.11(1 sA1:! tIthicrtatld Mid the
l the N,1!:, .:1,1! [IC( t R. .11 Art: the basis fur safe electrical

practit.cs.

itch& ed information:

Ant student that hx.. Ipped. or stumped through Ing,h selicol corridors should
know enotr411 about basic houst . wiring for sale hying. So, it You dorl:: tor sparks.
weird flashing 141its. hurling in v our hat ratk. then you'd better pay attention. The
hllowit...!, is a short ch.( Heal trip through a house. based on common sense and code

A properit wired Inone has wall swtrt hes so plated that ou can walk from one end tf
the 'muse to the tither with ei.er beirnt. without lights. Can von stomp throwzh Mir

%1, II front door tin a dark liht. ,() throutzh the house. and conic out the back door
without ever beim:, in the dark.t Nell. it vou tarilt and i2.et lumps tin you: head for trying.
tht n ..ommunit ate with utir -paw- am! eet it fixed.

It er% ht t!) \ik. ill itt fl HiNtt'ilif )1 pLin !lain,. nr t;d.le lamps. lit ct ruin
areas stith ..ttits tu- Aar., three wax switHies are a inust for smetv. This permits the
lie.ht to be rurntd ui ii I foul; two difterent places: this will extend your hie span

tr ike thuit nue i i,Irt ttes.

plentt of wall outl-ts, pioperk Tat e.l. so that uii tievir nted
to operate a Lam . ratho. t htt IT des It e. Fxtension cords in the floor are like
int itat ions scht to Ow undertakt:t .)t the bre department. Follow the code

tpalleN Alun4 Lis,.41)10: WI more than O feet apait. This is
tub../olum not a the!, foie in ltvtII t:,tni'. ma! yutlets for safety

and tow.eni-nte

'Wire si/cs ate spett'led in the '1 his I. ii arca where Pio ,Jiorfeuts Amid be
ihc LI AC that IL 55 ire ,,'11.11L 111 5il.4111iUr than Nt). 1 4 be prote..ted by a

amp fuse or hrtalst uallt it is ht (let to use a No. 1 2 wire with a 2t) amp
roue( Own because it will vield brwliter befits, waste less puwer. blow fuses less often.
and he ...der all an ,t1 rill Thc d t crew. ( (0'07 is hike a double dip of ite cream
II .1 penny more than a so what will sill have. a siTIOC yr a double dip;

1



toi.r ....111.,1

1.klia4 .:111.:!. .4.1 .4 ( all take care of radio.
1 h K tioor p!in., a snare. It I11)., ;If floor ant/ table
1,- ! shoidd ,,iir,)11c;). be Han .7r it, II.

2. Ihr.iti!, r"in. Hyrt i be furnished. and at least
LIN::: earier,. ot small apphanees available tor dming,-room

al nn jilLe r)icse d.i avc .hurter curd., The cord length is dtic to the
'inlerwritcrs I'll:int (Ill frtItil W.4110, IOIIJ. dUII1SV

It 41%4::

Tlit! .1.1.1-v:I.14:' and h"r hit,1 age -elloW hounds- spend more
w the Lt,ilit.h than other ro,in in the house. 'Titus vou need a ceil:ng

risturc coly.rolleel k ,1 f. ir ceneral lighting and general snacking. If the
kitchyn has more than one elan, door. a thrcc-cv;r switch should be used near both
doors. A work light shoilld be furnished aboce the sink ur work area. (Note: If the
t'sturn N I.,cared where a i,erson tan th th e. tl hire ,ind the water fallcCt the
iiiit th 1c. 11,... a r.qCcl.lin Is PC I'iNtlItc, it .1.,4,1P.. Provide for wall outlets ab)ut

fcrt ahocc ,H.iunters, and pruvIde uutlets !,,r the following: stove, oven.
it.1-1;terator. ankl. j.( k V...kH and rarie tis should be wired directly into the house

ire u its

I, Mohr uunn operari.11. Also provide a light os.er thc
inedie lflc ct f 11.11t,4 ...lc ti 1.... %%all te't.C14.1:1C,, fur shavers. toothbrushrs.

re-,. etc I i it ft I ,1, JIlIeSS . oil have reserved
.ec,.ral Hut, m a Loliement . \later isa great conductur of electricity, if

stat1;1111: In a iii r showcr. should never touch an electrical deice. And
ople hace been ulc.troi i,ted c% hen a radio .ict idenrally fell into the bathtub.)

Miscellaneous. I (mush h,...ht tor all stairs anti entrances. Furnish waterproof sockets
tor outside ,eork ci plex.ure. bascinents should have sufficient cciling lights and wall
Hews: the-, thy', at.; t,,mous areas for injuries.

wL 1 r kis s. It the oiii% other path to safety.



UNIT VIII ELECTRICITY

House Circuits Leson 8

Objectives:

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand way separate circuits are
required in different parts of the house.

2. The student will also understand how the number of circuits is figured.

Related Information:

In a previous lesson we stated that the National Electrical Code should not be used as an
instructional guide. Now we will see why.

As far as the code is concerned in residential work, you
may place as many outlets as you please on one circuit.
However. if you put too many on one circuit, the breaker
will trip or the fuse will blow frequently. Therefore, even if
you furnish enough circuits according to the code, over-
loading any one circuit is a poo: policy. In most cases you
would not want to connect more than a dozen outlets on
one circuit, even though thc code does nGt restrict this.

The circuits used in homes can be divided into three inaH
types. cre
1. Lighting circuits. These circuits are intended primarily for lighting, receptacle outlets

for radios. television. clocks. etc. as well as permanently installed lighting fixtures.
The code requirements arc based on the square footage of living space and furnish
a safety guide. For example. the code requires enough lighting circuits so th..,t 3 watts
of power will be furnished for every square foot of floor space.

Thus, a lighting circuit using the normal No. 14 wire and protected by a 15-amp fuse
provides 1: r. 115. or 1725 watts. (Note: We multiplied 15 amperes by the
h)w,As-cireuit volts to find wattage). NI,L.xt. the total wattage of 1725 is divided by 3
.;.watts per square foot): this eo,uals 575 square feet for one circuit.

Bear in mind that this is the code iMniinu Iv and is based on safety orly. This
minimum of one circuit for every 575 square feet will probably not furvish
convenience and utihtv. nor does it provide for the future. It would be wiser to allow
a lighting circuit foi every 500 square feet or. better vet, every 400 square feet if
possible. Man. electricity is like education you have to consider the future.

01.)
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apphance circuits. A scratary Luv,:r the krtchen and pantry:
or:Defier r,cor: and breakfast rrn: ,old a separate Dne for the
latmdts ls the area where orrhanke, that ko)INL.111c the ezreatest aruperaeo: are
used. Tlic cDdc r......juires that the reocptajc Dtitlets Iii these areas be on a separate
CITA:Olt, ser\IOC 10) other putpDy.".YhatsDever. I cir wi nLst further he wired with

12 wIre prntected hv 21I,ortp tu eireuir bre. ker.

Tia' reuIl fl .trlianees take more
'Aatta.JC tu opera,c. F:Dr e \aniric, ti,e iL rDoster. ,rean: iron. Dr similar kitchen
appliance :ft:.:n raTnres 1.11(11) watts ',lure, All inicrat.:A: r(:oseer reLpoires 1,650

i. Individual appliance circuits. 1 or: iTiiO that serl.e a ranizle. perm:mewl%
Viitt't Va,,har, Cr. etc.

!Iii 1114 rt'i'.i 1 1 C ririt. It, Olt

tzstp

1

SMAt:-.0141101te C,Readvg

(ACCITS
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UNIT VIII ELECTRICITY

Wire Materials and Sizes

Objectives:

Lesson 9

At the end of this lesson the will understand the reasons for using certain
materials for .wires.

2. The student will also understai.d how inadequate wiring wastes power and heat and
Gur cause appliances and lamps to work poorly.

Related Information:

You could compan ;be flow of electricity through wires to water flowing through pipes.
It flows more easily through some materials tha., others. For example. copper is the best
material for ordinary purposes. Silver is even e:rer, but hardly practical for everyday
use. Aluminum is third in ability to carry a current. Now iron wire is cheaper. but if it
were used, the wire would have to be about 10 t'incs a: big aei-oss zs copper wire to
carry the same amount of electricity. Wire that big and that heavy would create some
mighty problems especially for kids. In order to make toast you would need your kid
brother to help you carry the toaster and plug it in. Those kids without a kid brother
would have to eat spongy white bread ur brown it with matches.

00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18tt 410 S

Actu:0 (idfrictws ti tres of copper vvire tit/1'10ot the Insolation

(opper ..vire sizes an.: indicated by a number. For example. No. 14 is the wire site most
often used for house wiring: and it is slighdy smaller than Coe of the lead in a pencil.
Nonitr \.riaVer than 14 t 12. 10. 8. and so on) are lars:er in diameter than No. 14. The
greater ioad or ti,e amperage the lower the number and the thicker the wire that

r.sed. Thus. just like water. the byrer the jub, the bigger the pip:: You wouldn't
es n scrv e:ery boiyA. on your bi oc!. with a garden hose as a main. Well it's just
about the same witl win .

NutliFICV\ larVcr than 14, 16, 18. 2. ;Ire used :t,.)srly for flexible cord..., and the
real fine wires for sit.all motors and aprhan. es. Number 14 is the smallest site im-mitted
iv 0,af: for "7.dulan, hou,e kA ;two,.







I L t r t ..(; Hid
,ir 7, When elc.ctrieiti, flows t:irt,ue,ii kirc. u ercatcs a certain arnuunt of heat.

'fix ,rc amperes thrwizii tik.".sine. the Lttcater the L.cat. 1:ta eituple. if
the trin,b....7 anyercs thr,u4ii a Lr.Ren mitre, the amount uf hc,it

'ur .1.a: \A . i/ the win' iSn't cnclUdt1 to "take
it." it .11 ,)r L AL1,,t. .0 ti) hcat and

tH:

17: A ;'r; eonccirred Ith wasted pt)wer
but ,,,:fetv. Therefore the sires rc.CuIllnIcricicki are hased ti,a,,ininin atnnerat:e that

r't any t

L (Ind inyurtant. t11',1..:(.1.,,.1,)11 ..itop, 1 his ineans that the ultia,...c is less At
the AiThante Limp than at c 'nor, and hence it dun not opewte at peak

L . Ir :sample. a az the he I I 'D volm but in
throuA a No. 14 v.ire zoi feet it lrop to 1 10 %ohs. This voltae drop

h ini.,,ortaiiti het ;rise i..orr. ,a! voltiwes loNActi than the\
(.1.Co;',Ilcki -r.

t d)hi, \, ,k p , rt.,ducin,t, uhlo the hc,ht
Trodthe. No, .,.,,tidair ti,at stthilints their Ji,r Er\
s.mr teak her, that 't r 1!:%% hecanse the wire, v.cre tioco

...nal'. and the 0(,it.e..e .dfe, ,hhl% H aver icher cv(ol't boo it

anki -At!! eIthcr 1.1;`, (ro !,, !wit. ciO it a try ati00ka\
tinic r Her., to this less, .. It shw.dol, work at
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UNIT VIII LLECTRICAL

Grounding

Objectives:

Lesson 10

. At the er.d of this lesson thc student wil understand what the rm "ground" iihns
and its purpose to prevent shock.

1 'The student will also learn L. and why the -neutral- or white %kir,. I ,rntects

)"IT

circuit by continuing the ground.

115v PCYE R

115V POWER

115V POWER

A
DRILL DUDF STANDI'\'G

ON GROUND

WM.

DUDE DOING THE

ELECTRICAL *CWIS1

r.)
""Ccall

HAPPY DUDE WITH
PROPER GROUND WIRE

The term "ground'. is frequendy used in all types of electrical work, and yet many
people don't know what it means or why a aound ;s needed. Well. that's what this
lesson is all about. A !mund knowledge of groundnig can be the difference between being

the ground or in the ground ... yup, if von're the "ground, it can be fatal.



(;.,,uNdin, simply means conn-:cting a wife or pit c of equipment to something through
which th..t: electricity can flow harmlessk into the earth. In homes this is usually done by
connecting the ground wire to a water pipe or to an "artificial- ground (a long metal rod
driven deep into the eartli). At the meter where the power lines enter the house a

heavy-gage ground wire is connected to the nearest cold-water pipe. The water pipe is a

good ground. because it is in onta...t with the earth for a considerable distance.

It is important to gr,...und not onk power lines. luit all individual appliamees with a meta;
frames:ork. Let's issurne for the moment that vou arc usmg a drill press Chit is Hot
grounoed. If a little of th insulation has worn through. so that a bare wire touches the
,nter metal of the press. the c.it...re frame would becotne 6.11(it" Chatvyd with
e!ectri, itS . qdki haVe !It) WaS !'t rowu),L this. as the flhici, Inc would probablk still

If k ou were to touch the ,n, cal however. kou would get a severe shock. If bk
Ac're stenthn2 11.tnip 11{{{{-{ it the !Uric, the electricity would surge

tbrough sou and into the .,:round. .111(1 S (,n might not live to ilycstigate what happened.
Lin rhe other hand. ank 10.A. i dt. tct harpcoirle, III a ,.,r,u411,if Ct drill press would sitnpls
14,kk fuse. alertie2 ou i ti c t.t that som,;Iii!.e went wrong in your drill press.

11flf Mk sri .111fi ..11,1'1,.CIL es that ,ici.elop h aks" Ifif. It . A brand new
tool 'cas be ;h-fet twe anti Ilsf .15

H

1 61t .1

V, '

, :;f4

To summarize. I I, kttit:itS packs a nxan wallor liii so the system has r be ground('d at
Its entry into the each branJ .:,nst in rountkii.: and finally, all t(),!!,, and
appliances must be indf. lualls

Ii

I Al

I

, e 1 f

1') V.A f on, Il I 11, {

int. of the most !elportalit I, branch citcnit Lontinues this gruund in
,Ifl uninterrupted fa.hion, direct to every II -E.., volt to be operated. The grounded
wire til .1 cir Hit f' known as the neuttal and is alkyaks white in color. 61-his neutral lin,
G, err Ve Slit rrnt,t, by ,., fu,., or ,w itch ot else. The other skirt-, are known as

1:15



b!,,A FLA' k dr, 1,, sut!Ic Ntift.r eolur ,;ot IOC electricity
tu flow, unc bLick wire and one v. \A-Ire IYIIVir run tu (-very 115-volt ulectrie.d device
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UNIT VI11 1.1.1:CIRK:A1.

ElectTical Ss mbob, ijii Plans

Objectives:

Lesson 11

1. At tb,.: t.nd of this less., n thc V*1P 111-,durstand why and how electrical syi,;bols
are used on plans.

2. The student will also beet trOc famdiar with ss.inbols oimmonlv Used on plans.

Related information-

Electrical symbols represent the electrical system bs wans of a tiny picture language.
rhis picure or sign language wa s. adopted by the Amer;can Standards Association
(A.S.A.) and is used by most araitectl, ele-:triCal engineers, and designers. (See next page
for some commonly used symbols ) The electrical symbols on a blueprint are drawn
simply to how the location .10 t 'e I itLt. switch, or electrical device that is
needed.

For example. note in the sketch below how this special language is used. Note the curved
(!a.sh lines that e,o from the ceiling outkt to each switch. The lines are drawn curved so
that they don't sig.iifs .1 hidden ci.ifistr'action line. The wall outlets are not
switch operated. and so 110 dasli line is

i 3

1 L.....

,

Thus the ssmbok in the sketch are saying that a ceiling light is controlkd by two
three.was switches hwated near tii,(tr- openings. It also shows two wall outlets that ate
separate and do ni,t uepend on the sy.itches.
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I 'NIT IX PAINTS

History of Paint

Objective:

At the crid of this 1.:,si)ll .ydl kmiw the cssential parts of a paint.

Lesson I

The use of paint was actuils the discovery of a science teacher during ue of his
summer vacations. It w,as a pure accident, because he was actually trying to find a cave
to hide from his wife and school,age kids. In any event, history owes this man a great
debt for his discovery and theories. All lessons on the history of paint, taught in all
schools. are based 0:: his findinp. The ftdlowing lesson on the origin of paint has been
taken directly from a .1mA bag he used as a notebook.

The first paint job was actuidly traced by paint drippings leading into a cave. About
10,04.,0 years ago, certain ciye persons paint,:U colored pictures on the walls. Some cave
walls were painted to citvcr up wall cracks and defects. just to get the landlord higher
rents. Other paint jobs were just ro kill tittle. Probably somc hungry lion or rhino was
blocking the cave entrance, and ti,e o(cupants painted pictures until it went away.

it A
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UNIT IX PAINTS

Purpose of Paint

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand the three main functions of paint

Related Information:

let's revicw a little /nor( '.i-rors (as it ncv,..,

Thy Lady tkorinrims of How.a. Painting

p. Lesson 2

;n th he:selav of the 104 cabin. as long as du. bark stas cd
paint.

Then suddenly log exteri(,rs took .1 sudden turn for
the worse. Hostile Indiaw, started shooting arrows.
throwing spears. and kicking up huge yuantities
dust, This was all very destructive to hark. Th'..ri
there were hostile birds and insects that started
snapping off the bark and the bark became worx
than their bites. The housing developments started
to look shabby. The logs started to frack, split, rot,
and grow fungus it was truly a bad scene. Thus,
a group of concerned homeowners got together to
discuss the bark blight. After a great deal of heated
discussion and violence they decided to strip the
bark that was left and paint the logs.

there v.as no need for

A pack of the boys went down to used puns lot to see Quick-Buck, a local Indian
wheeler-dealer. If anybody had paint. Quick-Buck would have it, because Indians used it
in all their fights. As luck would have it. Quick-Buck had a few drums of surplus war
paint that was yellow and a poor seller amongst the braves. He then gave them a price
they couldn't refuse, threw in two pounds of turkey feathers, and unloaded the whole
lot. And that's how wood got its first coat of protection.

Now let's get down to some facts (true). House paints serve three major (unctions:
protection, insulation, and beauty.

1. Protection. Paint products protect against sun, rain, snow, sleet, dew, fog, dust, and
believe it or not insects. It also protects against air pllution. corrosion, and rust. In

the case of Wood protects against checking, cracks. rotting, warping, and discoloration.
Even the interiors of homes are protected from dirt, grease, grime, household chernicz.ls.
and abrasives in daily use.
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2. Insulation. Paint also is an excellent medium of heat-reflection through use of- color.
L:ght colors reflect a great deal of heat away from the house. If vou have ever owned a

black hearse or have ri.:lifen in the back of One. vou would realize how dark v:olors absorb
heat.

,

5. ticautv. Paint restores the or-iv:mai appearance of a h ou se and in sonie cases improves
it ikat:t. 1:1)t (Ally brins satisfaction to the owner but also increases the pro,,ertv

' 02,



UNIT IX PAINTS

Composition of Paint Lesson 3

Objective:

At the end of this lesson the student will understand the recipe for making paint.

Related Information:

Folks called students don't have to he paint chemists, but they should be farniliar with
the ingredients and what they do. For example. what type of paint should you use on a
seat. and how long does it take tu drs

Well, most paints consist of four type; of materials: a pigment, vehicle, thinnerind
drier.

Pigment. Pigment is a finch ground solid that provides hiding power plus a coior to
paint. The finel y. ground solids are derlyt-d from animal, vegetable, mineral. or
synthetic materials. A large percentage come from mineral oxides such ds lead,
titanium. zinc. and certain clays that contain iron.

Paint pigments are often combined wit!) extender pigments that do not add hiding
power but arc added to increase bulk or improve the product. In most cases,
extenders prevent checking. (Tacking. or excessive chalking. or they keep the primary
pi2,1nent from settling into a hard mass.

Vehicle. -Ube $.chick acts as a binder, that is, it holds the fine particles together so
that they can be spread. Imagine trying to spread the finely ground solids without
some liquid-type base. The liquid must be able to stick to a surface, penetrate the
pores, and dry into a tough. protective film. Oils such as linseed, tuna, soy, or castor
are used for oil paints, synthetic gums or resins for alkyd paints; emulsions of
synthetic resins and water for latex paints.
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3. Thinnti or solvent. For oil or alkyd paints, turpentine or mineral spirits are used.
The thinner or solvent makes the paint spread more easily and penetrate the ..;urface.
Once it has dune this job, it evaporates. leaving a coating of oil and pigment. Latex
or acry!ic emulsion paints use water as solvent, but this is used more for spreading
than penetrating.

4. Drier. The drier hclps speed up the drving process by combining with Oxygen rapidly.
Dricrs consist of the salts of certain metals, such as cobalt, lead. manganese, calcium.
zinc, or irol;.

ENAMEL VARNISH SHE LL AC LACUUER
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UNIT IX PAINTS

Exterior Paints

Objectives:

Lesson 4

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand the three basic elements
essential to good exterior painting.

2. The student will also understand the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two
most popular types of ext;:rior paints.

Related Information:

The caular ,ind porous nature of wood
is an invitation to moisture, oxygen.
and carbon dioxide. upon which mil-
dew and other fungi can grow. Unless
these pores arc sealed, wood will deca\ .
split. check, or warp; thus the need for
p.:in: is obvious.

A successful paint job consists of three
basic elements. First of all, proper

rrcpar,Ition. Secondly, there must
be a ri bond between the surface
and the paint. Thirdly. coo:I GH.dity ,,?.n.cri,d.; are needed to provide a good paint film.

Preparation of new wood consists of removin, all ,rease. dirt, pitch. or foreizn matter.
Knots should be scaled with shellac, aluminum paint, or prepared knot sealers. Wood
resins should be scraped and sanded, and any lime or cement removed.

A stron, bond re,3uires that the new wood receive a prime coat of paint. A primer
consists of an e..terior paint that has rer:ctratiou. The purpose of a primer is
to seal the porous wood uniforml and provide a rou,hness or too:I7 for succeeding coats
to :rip to_ Even absorption and sealing plus -tooth- can provide the strong bond that
makes for a successful paint job.

The finish coat should he labeled house. pamt. This is the paint best suited for wood.
Exterior house Paints are mos: eorm:nonly t-ormt:lated as either oil-base paints or latex
pa_ints. Both have advantaizes and disa,ivantages.

:Art yior

1. 01-bas.c paints. esPLc:aii Ale. Hve White oil-paint stays
whitc lon±:er than latex pain:.
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2. They cover better and leave a heavier film.

3. They cover more area than latex because they are more pliable, drip more slowly'.
and have greater hiding power.

4. Penetration into wood is greater than with latex; hence they protect better.

athrantac of latex type pabits are

1. Colors are more stable and long lasting. especially white does not turn yellow
as easy.

2. They are easier to apply and clean up.

3. They are non-toxic and have little odor.

4. They are moisture- and alkali-resistant.

5. Me costs of labor and material are slightly lower.

6. They arc f:Ist drying and can be recoated faster.

7. They arc less affected by moisture and dampntess: ;painting does not depend on
ideal weather and a perfectly dry surface.

S. The finish is softer and permits wood to "breathe-: and hence is more resistant to
damage from moisture pushing through from inside.

2



UNIT IX PAINTING

Interior Paints

Objectives:

Lesson 5

1. At the end of this lesson the student will know the basic types of interior paints and
how they are used.

2. The student will also learn the advantages and disadvantages of some of these paint
products.

Related Information:

There are various types of interior paints:
selection depends on the specific area
where they are to be used. These interior
paints can he divided into three
categories: oil-base -,aints. alkyds. and
latex.

1. Oil-base. Interior oil-base punts have
been largely replaced by synthetics.
However, they arc still available and
worthy of conderation. They fall in-
to four major groups, as follows:

a. Gloss or Semi-gloss. These paints
are used chiefly in kitchens or
bathrooms. 100715 most subject to
oil. grease_ soap scum, and sticky
films. They provide a hard. c,lossy surface that is resistant to penetration and
hence easy to clean. These paints wash easily with soap or other alkaline cleaners_

r\c-75,11

b. Flat oil paints These have ,_xceier.r. coverirg, power and a fairly even
penetration. Altho,igh harder to apply than the synthetics, they can cover
spack]ed areas without being sucked in and creating flat-Loking spots.

c. Enamel. Enarrh:i has "a varnish vehicle and dries with a hard finish that resists
ahrasion, corrosion. water, and discoloration. The finish is available in gloss.
semi-closs. and flat, and can be easily washed with soap and water.

d. Primer-Sealers. Ti-se:e art espejaliv formulated to provide a stron, bond_
-tooth. and scaLr to rrotLI-ct finish coats from surface defects.



2. Alkyd. Alkyd paints are made from resins made by combining alcohol and acid.
These hard resins, in combination with oils, produce a hard, tough surface. They arc
formulated to produce gloss, serni-gloss, and flat paints. Alkyd paints are flexible and
water- and abrasion-resistant; they wash easily and have good color-retention. Alkyds
have definite advantages over interior oil paints as tLey are tougher, easier to apply,
resist scrubbing. and have much less odor.

Latex paints. Latex-base paints are emulsions of a synthetic resin and watr. The
orizinal latex pints used an artificial rubber, but today they use yaiious synthetic
resins and are still called latex. Latex paints have maLy advantages. They arc ...

a. Watcr-soluble, hence easy to clean up
H. Very easy to apply by brush or roller
c. Quick-dry ing
Li. Non-toxic, with little odor
e. Resistant to water and alkah
f. Washable
g. Durable and self-sealing
n. Non-flammable

Highly fade-proof
Porojs, so that the Faint film cla;:s not trap moisture



UNIT X WALL ANII FLOOR COVERINGS

Ceramic. Tile Purposes and Uses

Objectives:

Lesson 1

At the end of this lesson the student will understand the purpe.se of ceramic tile and its
uses in the 'home.

Related Information:

As luck would have it. a science class was on a field trip one day and found some spirt !
notebooks in old tombs that had pages made of tile. The cover page was dated 4000 B.C.

For thousands of years tile-making languished until bathtubs were moved indoors.
Crown persons did not bathe too often, and when they did they weren't splashers hut
kids kicked up a storm in the bathroom. They V n t wild in the tubs and splashed water
all over the wallpaper and rugs.

That's when people became foxy and decided to protect their homes. They took certain
types of earth that contained clay and started baking tiles in the sun. The manufacturing
progress was slow until someone thoug;it to put the riles in pizza ovens and used artifical
heat. This started the V1/4 hole industrY of ceramic tiling.

True facts. Ceramic CIE: actually; dates back to some 4000 years B.C. Excavations hayc
revealed tiles forrned from various types of earth and sun-dried. Through the years the
product was gradually improved by baking with artifical heat. Finally, people discovered
that certain materials when heatA would melt and form a hard, shiny glaze. Tiles were
liscd throughout the centuries for decorative as well as practical purposes_ Gradual
improvements in materials, color, and techniques have beer. made, and today we produce.
a wide ran,e of ceramic building materials.

1. Ku-pose. The primarY purposc of ceramic tile is to provide a sanitary, waterproof
surface. resistant to moisture. soap. and cle,nsers. The hard. gla.zed tile provides this
long-lasting, wall and floor coverin:-.

2. Uses_ Ceramic tile in home construction is used primarily in bathrooms and kitchens_
The material can be used for walls, floors. ceilings. and counter tops. In stall showers
it may be used fi ceilings as well as floors and wLdls. In recent years it has even been
used to construct built-in bath tubs.

Sn7-142 kitchen counter tons and back splashes are bein, constructed completely ef
tilz. In otlier situations_ tile is used as a back splash where the counter top ends.

3
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UNIT X WALL ND FLOOR CavERINGS

TN peS of Ceramic Tile Lesson 2

Objectives:

I. At the end of this 1...sson know a;-.00t th.: two general t% pes of
ecramie tile and their use.

2. The student will also know o the other tpes ot tilc available for home use.

Relat ed In formation:

Ceramic tile is a great boon to the homemaker because its nonporous surface is so easy
to keep clean. There arc two gener.d types of ceramic tile. In home construction the
most wideh used are the 4'.x 4 tiles. which arc used on walls, ceilings. and counter
backsp;ashes. However. tiles also c:mic in a variety of other sizes and different shapes.
So called mosaic- tiles come in tiny or larze pieces and are sold in one-foot and two-foot
sLivares. They come in a variety of irregular. round. sc;uare, or rectangular pieces pasted
to a paper haekint-,. The paper bac kinc, is used to space them and permits installation in
fairly largc sections.

Ceramic tile comes in tl: rVe te X tures.

tiles have a hard, ;:lossv. 1.:'71;97'..11S surface. which is very easv to keep
clean and ;,7itary.
These tiles are used 7ritnarilN for walls. countertops. and backsplashes in kitchens
and bathrooms. The varieties manufa,:zured in japan are extremely colorful and
kSecorative. They are made in one- and two-foot scivares with a cheeseclorli-type of
backing. Thus. they are ready-spaced and convenient and easy to install. They arc
rarev used fOr floors hecaa- t1'.e ,Iazed surface would be hazardous and eaLsily
marred lt7.v traffic.

B Another texture is known a crvc.il Thi,s has a granular or rough texture.
These tiles arc more or less slip-proof and arc used for floors. They come in a
variet :. of shapes anel sices: the I- hexazon. the setur,re. and the random pattern
are mos: popular. They arc somewhat harder to keep clean thIn hig-h-glazed tiles:
however. their ptimar. ....1.-77:DSC is safe:A.

Matte and satin-matte tile have a hard. easy to dean surface but not much glare.
They have tl-e advanr.a:c of a sani:an surface without- so moth glare and reflection
of light_

Thus the sires. textur2s and colors offer a wide range for decoration. Colored rile anci
bathroom fixtres '1,ave mode rho modern hat'i7007.71 sanitary and cheerful.
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Ceramic tile arc often used unglazed for floors :Ind walls. especialb, in swimming pools
and 4ardcns. Other types of tile used in and around the home are as follows:

QuarTy tiles. These tx pc of tiles are a combination of sand and clay pressed in a
!iydraulic prt ss and baked hard. These tiles arc extremely dense and absorb very little
water. Quarry tiles are man::factured in a variety of sizes and thicknesses. The glazed
quarrv tiles are primarik for walls. a n d the unglazed for floors. Thcir greatest use is in
commercial or public buildings: the% arc not used xtensively in honws.

Patio tiles. Patio tiles are similar to quarry tiles hut are made with a clay base instead of
sand. They arc used primarily for floors and patios. both indoors and outdoors.
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UNIT X WALL AND FLOOR COVERINGS

Ceramic-Tile Installation

Objectives:

StiOrl 3

At the end of this lesson the student will understand the two methods of installing
ceramic tile and the advantages of each.

Related Information:

Co-milk tile can be installed in two differ:tit ways. This is the original method: The tile
is attached to a cement base on the walls and on the floor. The cement base requires a
rigid. fine, metal rnesh applicci_ to the open studs to act as an anchorigc base. Thc cement
plaster consists of portland cement and sand. It is applied in two co.ats and left to dry.

hile the cement plaster is drying. the tiles should be left totally submerged in water for
at least 24 hours. Thus the tiles reach their saturation point and will not suck the
moisture out of the adhesive cement.

Each separate tile is then cemented with a wct glob of cement. uniformly spread out.
Then thc tilc is pressed into place. In ceiling, applicatins thc cement should be carefully
buttered on all four ed,r.s. leaving the center hollow. This permits suction to assist in
holding the tile up.

Note the following aids to making the tile stick: First. the tile is grooved or riged to
air the cement. Secondly. the tile is soaked to prevent its absorbing water from the
cement piaster. Finally. the edge-buttering technique provides suction when the work is
overhead. This method of appkin, tile requires considerable skill in masonry and is
costlier than the newer method. described below. Once applied. the tile is difficult to
remove. and so repairs are also more costly.

Floor tile is applied the same way except that the tile is in small pieces. attached to
i:hects. The sheets of tile are applied with the paper side up and pressed into place. The
paper is wet and removed, and a creamy ccinent paste is added and fills the ioints.

Vie modern method uses art adhesive in place of cement for adhesion. The accepted
practice is to install tile on a waterproof dry-wall base. However. tile can be applied to
;mv stron, hardboard or backing.

Application begins with applxing a special waterproof mastic with a notched trowel. The
grooves in the mastic act as a cushion for even pressure and provide a dczree of suction.
The mastic must be pliable. free of lumps. and uniformly spread. The modern ceramic
tile !-,af, proiectiens en the sides that provide Prorset spacin, automatically.
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Whichever method is used to set the tile. once all arc in place. a ,vhite or ,:olored grout is
used to till the joints and make them waterproof. The grout can be made from a mixture
4 white sand and white cement. or a prepared tile grout max be used. Excess grout is
rernoved with a soft striking tool on the joints and a wet sponge. Once the grout is set, a
damp cloth IA ill clean off any excess.

Simple tik lobs can be done wit'n simple tools such as glass cutter. nippers. and
carborundu.1 stone. Tiles arc cut b\ scoring the glazed surface. Odd shapes can be cut by
scoring the curve and slowlx breaking off tile with nippers to the scored line. Rol1011
t.:dees can he smoothed with a carborundurn stone.

Summary. This is what 1,.,t2 ha\e earred:

Gla.zed tile sirndar t ,las, can be cot t'ic same way.

Ti:c s na ,cs brittle as glass an:.! car he shaped with plier-t\ pe nippers and abras ves.

back side of tile is poro::s a7.:d c..-c;lort adLiesion.

can H., i!! ecim..nt edges or grocwin, the mastic.

cncnt r for tine

1,.1: 7.-`7:1CLI
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UNIT X WALL AND FLOOR COVERINCS

Resilient Floor Coverings

Objectives:

Lesson 4

I. At the end of this lesson the student will be aware of some of the most popular floor
coverinp available.

2. The student will also understand that actual selection of material requires additional
research into function. traffk condltions. comparative costs, and maintenance.

Related Information:

Resilient- floor coverings have a c,:rtain amount of give- to them they are easier on
the feet than wood floors, although not as easy as carpeting, of course. The following
description and classification of resilient floor coverins is general in nature. Actual
real-life choices should be based on a more detailed source. R.efer to books on
architecture, building products or consumer guide books rely on advertisements
or manufacturers' claims.

Asphalt Tile. Asphalt tiles are composed of asbestos fibers bound toggther by a
blend of asphaltic binders. They are manufactured in 1/8" and 3/16" thicknesses
and in a variety of colors and designs. They are the least expensive of the floor
coverimts. arc highly durable, arid can be used over wood or concrete subfloors.
They are most widely used in basements. recreation rooms, and in homes of slab
construction. They are very brittle and tend to crack if placed on uneven surfaces.
The tiles are highly resistant to water. but are not resistant to acids or petroleum
solvents such as kerosene, gasoline. or any oil-based product.

Vinyl-Asbestos tiles arc made of a cor-position vinyl resin and plasticing agent, plus
asbestos fibers. pments. and fillers. Vinyl asbestos is superior to ordinary asbestos
or pure vinyl tile in many ways. It is nor as brittle as pure asbestos and in addition
is highly resistant to fats, oils, most acids. alkalies, and petroleum solvents. It is
saperior to pure vinyl in that it will not dent, mark or mar as easily.

Vinyl Tiie is made of a Iaver of vinyl plastic bonded to a flexible backinz- material.
Vinyl tile is flexible and resists cracking, and is highly resistant to fats, oils. most
acids_ and petroleum soh-ents. The disadvantages are its high costs as compared to
asbestos or vinyl asbestos and its lower resistance to denting and scarring. Furniture.
especially chair lezs, leave noticeable dents. In addition, women's h igh heels or
spikes can dent or damage its s..ifface.
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.1.I1 Linoleum. This material is a COMrositn)11 spelialh. treated linseed oil, powdered
cork. resin, wood flour, an.? eolor piAzinents spread over a cardboard backing and
r,,lLd into sheets. I inoleum i vailable in either small tiles or large tolls or sheets.
Lar.c sheets minimize loints and provide an easier-to-dean surface than separate
tiles. Linoleum in large sli,:cts is more expelisivi: than asbestos or vinyl asbestos tik
but Is T'iiire durabli . witli less ..h.inee ol poppint; or coming loose. However, it

more ;Lit insral and is n-re ttenit ro repair.

\ote Linolewn s'iect linoleum that is surface-finished oni . it
ri,t -it' it ii true in whose qualin is Consistent throughout

its thickness. Lin:',1ear: ru.2. is .1 LOA A.:1)):: hr mruc. for short-term only.

Cork. C. r.k tile is made b inkinl: cork shavin4s with resins, compressint: the
inixrurt: in rnokis. and :lien baking. The tiles are used above crade: they are

nor reeommender,i for coin:re:Li. Cork t u.s are warm, .3et, and resilient. but not as
dura'H.' a! :,r1e7 flo.) coverms. Vic\ resist water biit are not resistant to ods, fats,
or :7c no: h rceoriii-end,..i: for use in kitchens. dinettes, or

Rubber Tde. r: cs arr.. ntlictic rubber becausc natural
ruhher wouLl jr, and zoo binders and iii4ments arc mixed

ri.bber, intc. sl,e,:ts. the:, cur up into tiles. Rubber
rd. :7),,N.L' s7,7lv,:71si Tlie tvivanrio-cs of rubber tile
ar: s
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UNI X WALL AND FLOOR COVERINCS

Wan Coverings

Objectives:

Lesson 5

At the end .,;f th is lesson the studer t will have a knowledge of the various types of
wallboards most commonlv used in residential constructicn.

Related Information:

The materials which are used to finish interior walls include wood boards, wood paneling.
ceramic tile, paper. fiberboard. glass, plastics. and paint. This lesson is primark concerned
with wood paneling and fiberboard.

Wood paneling is available in a variety of thicknesses. widths, and lengths. However.
the most popular size is 4 x8'xi4". These panels are available in natural or prefinished
surfaces and are applied with matching nails or an adhesive paste. or a combination
of both.

V.00d panelMg is also made by reproducing a wood finish by a photographic process
and then applyin, a plastic vinl coating. Reproc:uctions can imitate almost every
shaje. tone, and grain of wood. These panels arc inexpensive, but are not as durable
as true-wood panels, because the surface beauty is only skin deep. Repairs or
refinishin, are almost impossible.

Panel thickness is Lx:remeiv important. and :his is where the buyer or builder must
be wise.

Normally panels that are less than present a nailing problem. because the holdin,
Power of countersunk nails is greatly reduced. In extremely thin paneling, the
enlar,ed head of brad or finish nail practically passes throuc-h all layers when
countersunk. Thus special head-type nails must he used. and an adhesive is advisable.
Also, thin paneling follows -every defect and contour of the wall and fails to ,ive
leveling, Flat appearance.

Full-thickness panels are more rigid. offer a herter nai7ing surface, and are less likely
to twist, buckle, or pop loose.

fi) Wood Panelim, (13.oards. This Panelin, consists of separate boards that have a wood
tong-ue on one edge and F.)ove. on :he opnosize ed,e. Thus when they are fitted
and nailed together they 7r-n1 a single continuous-appearing surface. The hoards are
usually 3.:" thick and corn... in . :5" S" . and 12" widths and random lengths. The
finished face surface can give a V-ioint appearance or a fluted pattern. Panels arc
available in such woods as knotty pine. pecky cv. press. oak. chestnut. cedar. pecan.
and other 171()re exoZic vaicties of wpod.
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This type of paneling is costlier than plywood but has a special beauty that some
people prefer. The advantages are strength, beauty, and ability to be repaired or
refinished if damaged.

tiardboard consists of pulyeri2ed wood that has been reduced to pulp, the moisture
removed, and a variety of binders added to form a plastic mix. This mixture is
pressed and baked. Panels are usually x7' or 4' xfil. ''4" thick.

One treatment consists of printing a wood-gain pattern on the face and cutting
irregularly spaced V-grooves to represent random planks. Other hardboards have a
deep leather grain embossed.

Another type of treatment consists of covering the hardboard with a plastic film
printed in a wide variety of wood, stone, or fabric patterns with a baked-on top
plastic coating. Boards may also be left plain. marbelized. or formed into 4" squares
with a baked-on enamel coating. Tly.y are frequently used in kitchens, bathrooms,
and in other areas as a tile substitute. In some cases where a continuous, seamless
surface is desirable. they are actually superior to tile. The finishes resist acids, oils.
and grease. and hence are can. TO clean.
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UNIT XI StIF.ET METAL

Exterior Uses Lesson 1

Objectives:

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand the importance of not
combining dissimilar metals in outdoor work.

2. The student will know about some of the uses of sheet metal in exterior work, and
which metals are used most for each purpose.

Related Information:

No builder in his right mind would install copper flashing with galvanized nails, or, ic,r
that matter. use any two dissimilar metals together in exterior work. He knows that one
cv- the other metal. or both, will deteriorate.

Two different metals used together produce a chemrcal n'action when wet. The reason is
that the metals and the water form a kind of battery and produce a tiny electric current.
In this process at least one of the metals will be gradually destroyed.

The following are the most important uses for sheet metal in exterior work.

Flashing. Flashing is a metal stripping which covers the joints and seams on a house
for example. the junction lines between the chimney and roof, housewall and roof, and
others. Flashings max be made of aluminum, copper, galvanized sheet metal, or even

Ve-1 flastlinc

Louver

Valley flashing

'HINGS AND OTHER EXTERIOR LSES OF SHEET METAL
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For the flashing to work correctly, the roofing material must overlap it, so that rain
water will simply ran off it. This prevents water from coming in from above. The overlap
should be large to prevent leaks caused by upsweeps of water pushed by wind pressure.
(In case you didn't know it, water loves to sneak into houses pushed by swirling wind

currents or pulled by capillary action.)

You remember that capillary action is a drawing up of water through tiny tubes or other
very narrow passageways.

Flashing around a chimney is flexible enough to permit settling of the structure without
breaking. On valleys of roofs it acts like a gutter, projecting far enough on both slopes to
prevent water -:ntrv.

Flashings of j.11 types may be damaged by corrosive gases. fumes, and acids in the
atmosphere. They should be periodically inspected for breaks or corrosion. A "leaky
roof' is very likely to turn out to be a leak through, under, or around some flashing.

Small strips of flashing. usually of aluminum, are used over the tops of doors, windows,
and other openings. They extend over the top of the frame and form a water-tight seal
between the frame and the house walls. These are called drip-caps.

Aluminum in rolls is used to form a termite shield on the outside walls between the
blocks and the sill. It is usually formed on the job so that it covers the top of the wall
and projects several inches down on each side of the wall.

Louvers. Louvers are finned or slatted open-
ings for ventilation on the sidewalls. Alumi-
num louvers in round, rectangular. and tri-
angular shapes provide maximum ventilation
using the least amount of matrial. They
also have the advantages of being non-
staining and are inexpensive to buy and in-
stall.

GABLE LOUVER

'ents. A variety of sidewall and roof vents are available for exhausting fumes, heat, and
odors. They are designed to provide exhaust yot keep out the rain.

Vents for the staeks of drainage systems are
a "special breed of cat- and need a copper
or sliet-lead flashing t.,_J prevent leaks. Most
generally they come as a preformed cap that
slides over the vent pipe. They must be in
stalled so that water flowing down the roof
flows on to the flashing and back on to the
roof not down the stack.

21 3
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Metal gutters will be discussed in detail in the next lesson. You should realize, though,
that there are many other exterior uses of sheet metal around a house. The illustration
below shows one of them.
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UNIT XI SHEET METAL

Gutters and Accessories

Objectives:

Lesson 2

1. At the end of this lesson the student will know about the various types of
rain-carrying equipment available.

2. The student will also learn the advantages And disadvantages of some materials.

Related Information:

Sheet metal was one of the earliest materials to bc used for gutters and leaders. A
galvanized sheet metal. heavily tinned, is still being used. It has the disadvantages of
rusting and staining, however, and so aluminum has largely replaced steel in modern
censtruction.

Aluminum gutters come either with a baked-on enamel finish or in a natural finish. The
baked-on finish is better looking and more popular. The gutters can be purchased in long
lengths, minimizing joints, or they can be made in one piece right on the job. Some
contractors have a truck that is capable of preforrning rolled aluminum stock into
continuous lengths of gutter. For example, a 60foot length of gutter can be produced in
one picce with a.nenamel finish. Preformed fixtures to fit the shape of the gutter are uscd
as hangers. or a long spike with a ferrule may be used.

ik. and Forrule 'utter brack t

Two pieces of gutter can be joined either by lapping the joints where they intersect or by
using a preformed joint. Lapping one section of gutter over another, using an aluminum
liquid solder and rivets, works well for lengths under 50'. Lengths that exceed 50' arc
more subject to the stresses and strains ot expansion and contraction. Thus a preformed
joint in the shape of the gutter is used; it provides a built-in expansion feature. The
center of the preformed unit has a neoprene (rubber) strip that acts like an accordion
and provides room for expansion and contraction.
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Many of thc fittings such as corners. downspouts. and end caps, come preformed and ran
be secured with aluminum liquid solder. or rivets. ur both.

A 1.:utter must be installed with the proper pitch to the outlet end or ends. Normally. a
pitch uf !.," on the outlet end is suffkient. because water will flow rapidly enough if
there is reasonable pitch. Too much pitch. on the other hand, causes the water to rush
down to the outlet faster than it can flow out. and thus can cause overflowing.

Nt'vrr X.:Clinic that VOW touf line is level. because freouentiv it is not. Establish a true
level line, 0,ing, a level. chalklinc. and ruler. ()ree the gutwr is in place. test it with a pail
of 14.ater Of .1 11(r4a' t VC if you have pitch and if the rate of flow is good.

Tlw leader or runoff pipe must lso provide the proper pitch if offset. As a rule. l''2" to
tilt t tot fir(Xl.le's rard dist h.Lr 1 runott Aatcr. littm4s should ,dwavs bc Mstalled
with the upper fitting going inside the h,wer fating to keep all the water inside the
leader.

Taivren sleeve should fit into
drain pIpe and not over to
no-Nent wdrer from running
out

Pdch leadet Line to
MIT off water

Polyvinyl chloride. PVC gutter, are plastic gutters that are installed in the same was as
aluminum. However, they still lack popularity because of two drawbacks. They have a

great expansion rate and hence have a tendency to buckle in tight quarters under high
temperature. They also are less rigid and present a problem wlwn ladders are placed
against them.

Gutter screens and covers ot r.pcs arc avadable. They arc fastened to the top of
the gutter for the purpose of keeping out leaves. twigs, nuts, rubber balls, and
unidentified fising ::,bjects. They have their plusses and their minuses, how,,wer, and inany
people prefer to penodicalk check and clean out the Open gutters instead. Since some
junk does get through gutter screens anyway. sonic cleaning will still bc needed. And
once tnt.: gutter screen is in place, cleaning becomes a major operation instead of a minor
nuisance.
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UNIT XI SHEET METAL

Interior Uses

Objective:

Lesson 3

At the end of this lesson the student will know about additional uses of various types of
sheet metal in home construction.

Related Information:

Sheet metal has many uses in the interiors Of homes during construction.

Metal corners. Most honws. whether they are finished with plaster
or plasterboard (sheetrock`,. us-: preformed metal corners for thc in-
terior walls. They are made . 7. alloys of tin or zinc to resist rust and
are used to reinforce and p,-,widt straight. smooth corners. They are
also made in a wide range of preformed arches, primarily for plaster.
but sonic: can be zised with wallboard. (Note the perforations in the
illustration. These serve two purposes: they provide for nailing and
also act as k ys for the sheetrock spackling paste.)

Wire lath. This is a prcformed wire mesh. most commonk in 24" s

96" sire. These mesh sheets arc nailed acros_:, open framing, or rock-
lath- covered walls ;,,nd am used as a base for plaster. Wire mesh pro-
vides strength and 1-igidity but has enough flexibility to compensate
for settlement. It is especially useful in corners and joints, as a rein-
forcement to rc ;st racking.

Galvanized sheet owtal. This lima! is widely uied for heating and
air-conditioning ducts, pipes. and fittings. It is also used as flue pipe
for heaters, furnaces, and appliances. Galvanized pipe is used for fan
ventilation and other t:xhaust systems.

Muminum sheet metal. Sheets of aluminum come in various gatzcs
and widths: it may be used in place of galvanized metal for some
interior uses. Aluminum is sometimes used to form the ducting pipes
and fittings for forced liotair systems and to repair them. Some con-
tractors still use i to enclose cold-air returns between the joists rath-
er than build ducts.
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Sheet kad. Lead in a rolled-sheet form is used fregue:Itly to form a waterproof base for
stall showers. Once the stall shower is framed, sheet lea,: is placed along the bottom, with
the sheet folded and continued up the walls. Thus it forms a huge lead pan about 12"
deep. A sheet-lead base permits a wide range of custorn-built shower stalls, The basc then
receives a bed of cement and ceramic tde plus a floor drain. When size and s'iape of the
1.tall arc ,tandard. however, preformed terra/zo ba:.-es arc usually used.
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UNIT XI SHEET METAL

Prefabricated Products

Objective.;

Lesson 4

At the end of this lesson the student will know about the various prefabricated metal
products in a home and how they are used.

Related Information:

Sheet metal has been prefabricated into many useful products to be used in construction
or to be added (ni. The foll)wing is a partial list of the products most commonly uscd.

l.ridwork. Sheet metal strips in the form of angles
and tees are frequendv used to install suspended

eilin gs . The gridwork usualfy consists of a sheet-
riLta! angle strip around the walls. Then a network
of T-slaped runiwrs is installed on wires, and you
haye a metal framework to hold up ceding panels.
The panels vary in texture and design and sonic are
omitted for lightine pands.

Joist su pension wire //

4"
main tee
or su000rt

The ceiling is thus suspended from the joists and in a sense just floating. This type of
ceding is ideal for access in case of icpairs and is also readily adaptable for additional
101ting.

Laundry chutes. .1 hese flutes arc ptefabricatcd out of metal anti are intended for
in.the- wall or through-the floor installation. S,nne units come complete with a pre-finished
metallic hamper housing.

lire doors. Doors leading from an attached garage have a sheet-metal facing or covering.
The y. are intended to act as a fire stop in the event of a fire in the garage. A garage, after
all. houses a car that uses gasoline. Gas spillage and a possible short in the electric lines
are fire hazards. The galvanized she,..1 metal acts to retard the fire and confine it. Some
sheet metal covered doors are factory- made. others have the covering installed on the job
site.

Awnings. Prefabricated aluminum awnings in a variety of colors and designs are available
for windows. doors, porches. canopies. and carports. They are extremely light in weight
and sturdy and hence need no heavy understructure. For this reason, as well as their
resistance to fire. thev are readily accepted by most building codes.

Aluminum doors and windows. These two products have solved one of the toughest
chores for a homeowner. Previously. heavy wooden storm windows and screens were
constantly being interchanged. This involved much labor, painting, and the risk of
accidents from ladders. Today such windows are permanent and are sclf storing.
Unfortunately, you still have to clean them.
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LNIT XII VENTILATION

Purposes of Ventilation

Objectives:

Lesson

I. At the end of this lesson the stuLlent will know how ventilation affects health,
comfort, and the condition of the structi:re.

2. The student will also understand how insulation and modern airtight construction
make ventilation t'vell mole critical.

Related Information:

Ventilation refers to the circulation of air that expels 'moisture. heat, and pollutants and
supplies fresh air. Truly this is one of the most important features in a house, and yet it
is sadly neglected.

It is amazing how many homet twners. builders, and even building codes neglect this
critical factor. This ignorance prevails despite the easy access to education, printed
government guidelines. and tons of free literature bx manufacturers. But yOU don't have
to be ignorant. Read on.

Ore reason that indoor nt It iii has become increasingly important is that the amount
of pollution in the home k rapidl increasing. The combustion and cooking fumcs alone
add great amounts of pollutants and moisture to the air. Add to this the combined
vapors of household chemicals. and von have a serious threa: to health and safety.

Recent research nas definitely established diat a wide range of illnesses is due to the daily
exposure to smoke, cooking fumes. chemical cleaners, and various spra. Today's average
kitchen and storage cabinets contain about 411 houschokl chernic.. -,rays in the form

!of deodorants, hair dressings, deodorizers. and n, " . Thesepolishes keep the :

pollutants can cause or aggravate respiratory problems, all:rgies. s "rations,
dizziness, and even depression.
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Where gas appliances are used, they cainsume large amounts of vital oxygen and deliver
toxic pollutants in exchange. Ventilation is vials, important to expel this polluted air
and bring in a fresh supply of air.

Cross ventilation is especially important in the bedri,uns. Proper ventilation removes
warm. moist. and polluted air and is :in aid to sleeniin:, eonifort.

Rathroirms and kitchens should either have natural sentdation from a window or forced
ventilation 1)% an exhaust fan. Most building Lodes reeluire that bathrooms that do not
have natural ventilation have an esnaust f-an that works automaticalls when the light
switch is on.

Evers winter ,,ou e an read in die newsparei-, sad st,aies of families asphyxiated in
their homes. V.. hat happened? They were Loh!, closed up the house. tighdv. and used a gas
or keriisene heater to IA a rin ur. Rut dic heater was nut properly vented to the
out ido4rrs tlf riot vtmmtid it 111. A iirc necds osy.en iii t)rder to burn. Man needs
oxygen in order to breathe. When th, fue w-,cd Lir it ;scut (nit and the

Wert: 010 ti. ernianentk .

Even if ,,ou are not asphs stated by
feel groLtgsv h cache h .

In addition to protee ling you. %e:udaiion Hai. all Illir.rtatit rile in the appearance.
(It the 1 rt.,1,ftc p, cling and nnusture in the walls

that cuts down the (Ali, y of tlae 111'011.1th .t1 ate onls two of the ways that Unproper
ye ntilat can make year house i k. Add to that mildew . rot, rustmd
eondensarual. and dampness and thi. old home.o ad 'ed. ric,:r re 5cr.

ec.litilatitin may niake s(iii

Effective insulation and airdelit eonstruetion are a i 11"L' withtillt proper ventilation. In
other words. the more perfeeds tight the house. the more critical the ventilation. The old
barns our 1.:randparents lived in had 1'0' \ few sentilal inn priddeir,:. The fresh air that bless
in the litiurs. windows. and cral Ls was enough to ;:ttiC 5mm gooseflesh. Then from time to
time the cowboy and Indian fights added !hut-L.' sentdatimin wirh their rocks. spears .

sis.shootersmd arrows. Eolks were 'now Loner. died wmt h inhalat it'll And Imlatinn. and
the% had no tmni. to fuss with \ eradiation.

VAPOR BARRIER

WARM, HUMID

INSIDE AIR

AIR SPACE



uNrr xii VENTILATION

Windows and Doors

Objectives:

Lesson 2

1. At the end of this lesson the student will understand the function and importance of
windows and doors in ventilation.

2. The student will also realize that the improper selection and placement of windows
can defeat the purpose it adequate ventilation and create hazards to safety.

Related Information:

The basic functions of windows are to furnish light and ventilation. This seems like a
relativelY easy job but is it? Windows are frequently selected on the basis of price, ease
of installation. or 1.0w they fit into the architectural scheme.

Many double-hung, casement, awning. am! slider windows are so cheaply constructed that
it takes superhuman strength to operate them. A mere human often gives up the struggle.
As a result, the ventilatine ability of the windows is lost in sonic cases for the life of
the structure.

Windows are frequently placed to provide maximum freewall space for furniturc
arrangement. 'Fbris thev are kept to a minnnum fur convenience or economy, and in
some cases are completely omitted.

omission or incorrect placement makes eliss ventilation difficult or impossible. Some
bow windows and picture windows are selected f'or beauty alone arid have very small or
flu openings at all. Any combination of these errors produces a structure difficult to
ventilate. This can be overcome to a large eytent by air conditioning, but without it the
windows vnd door; are t hi c Pn h. SOU rCeN of ventilation.

Poor windows also provide a po,.ir exit in time of all emergency. Some windows when
fully opened cannot be used to escape a fire because they arc too small. Windows that do

operate properly are extremely hazardous fr children or elderly people. To
unwound the problem, maily windows are placed high for furniture arrangement and

make ou r,:v,sion for fire or emergencies. "rhus window selection is a mighty important
ducisiun

Dt.ois are also an important mnirt %CI] Oaf it )11. The biggest problem with doors is
getting -hem to open and close properk . Sometimes doors give you the reverse of the
window prubhclil More ventilation than von need or want. Frequently doors arc so
ptiorly fitted that they Ala( )rlla t R ailv ventilate. A door is most dines considered as a
source of privacy and protecti° n. and ventilation is fr(quently ignored.

Homework (due in one week). In sour visits ro friends. neighbors, and kinfolk, see how
many windows fall int() the -poor- eltc.,,,ory. Remember. You only have one week.
so get going.
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uNrc xit VENTILATION

The Importance of Attic Louvers

()lijectives:

Lesson 3

1. At the end of this lesson the student will realize that proper louver ventilation can
increase comfort and add to the life of the house.

2. Tile student will also know the critical areas affected by louvers.

Related Information:

"Louvers" is a fancy name for air vents located in basements, sidewalls. overhangs, roof
peaks, and roofs. These ventilators circulate air and remove excess moisture and heat
from various parts of the house.
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Attic louvers are installed in end walls of a gable roof and provide necessary ventilation
for the attic and roof spaces. both winter and suMmller. For example, summer heat can
easily reach temperatures of 130 and more in attic spaces. Attic louvers, properly sized
and located, can expel this hot air and appreciably reduce the attic temperature and that
of the rooms below.

Air movement through ihrynds primarily on wind direction and velocity. In
simple language this maans that ()I' If the louvers are not facing the
wind, the movement of air is

III oercome this problem. the ,,,idirion ,0 louvers or CMS in the eaves will provide a
movement of air even without a wind. Th k simple torrection will result in a difference in
temperature between the attic :Ind the outside and provide a movement of air. Then i f
the wind blows past the ease yrit.,. this rI()%ide an even better movement of air.

rWarn), humid air flows o t of roof vents

Note: Air passing over roof vents creates a partial vacuum that
pulls out hot air

.
This cooler air is pulled upwards
into soffit vents to replace air
pulled uu t

Yie

A combination of siphon action plus air currents

Establishing minimum si;es. lo(ation. and design of louvers is
an exacting science. Their importance is stressed by the Feder-
al [-lousing Administration, by arc hitehts, and by manufactur-
ers of ventilating equipment. The government housing agencies aad manufacturers furnish
easy,to follow guidelines and charts. This vahiable ind necessary information is frequently
neglected by careless builders due to .) I 1. of rigid code requitements.

As a simply example. loi:sers should prvide a IIIITI1T1111fIl free opening of 1/300 of the
cciling area.

Example: 1h.isi with 1.0oo sqwirc foot yihng atea:

Louver should. equal 1/ ifio of tu ad arca

vino.1 square feet required.
110
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Test: See how factual this lesson is. Observe how many small ranch-style houses have at
least 3-1 square feet of free louver space. Most small ,-anclies are 1,000 square
feet or more.)

During wintcr weather a warm attic, plus the hcat of thc sun, will melt snow on the roof.
However, the caves do not get the extra heat from the attic al.d this tends to crezte ice
dams in the gutter and roof overhangs. These ice dams can cause water to back up at the
eaves and onto the ceiling and walls below.

In a well-built house, a combination of adequate insulation and ventilation can keep attic
temperatures low, and melting over the attic space will be reduced. Snow remaining on
the roof is a good sign that insulation and ventilation are working.
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UNIT XII VENTILATION

Correcting Problems With Louvers

Objective:

Lesson 4

At the end of this lesson the student will understand that louvers can reduce or prevent
paint peeling. moisture. decay, and mildew.

Related Informatioi:

Attic
ventilators

A crawl space under a house (1- porch should be ventilated bv louvers to remove
mokture. Mosture in these areas is created by moisture rising from the soil or damp
masonry slab. This moisture can condense on the wood below the floor and cause decay,
mildew, and odors The ventilators should be installed as high off the ground as possible

one on each corner. Cross vennlation is extremely important to create a movement of
air.

CRAWL-
SPACE

VENT
FOUNDATION

-4'4 LOUVERS
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INSTALLING MINIATURE VENTS

Miniature vents ranging from 1" to 4" cah i:. installed in
exterior walls that are subject to paint-peeling and heat-loss.
These vents frequently provide the only practical way of
releasing dead, damp air from spaces completely enclosed.
The miniature vents are installed between the studs, in tl-le
rafter spaces of fiat roofs, and other hard-to-reach spots.
These vents can also be used to ventilate recreation-room
walls in a basement.

These vents do increase convection currents within tbe walls and Ho cut down thc
tin eff'cncv But ou can't have evervthiniz. This is the price ou muist

SC,777:::1!Tlc S pa\ to rrevent raint from peeling or wood from totting. Where a inoisr.ire
rrobler: exists and u can reach it you can also ventilate it.

'-oan.grg i-
t,aserreP-.

2"%en-tilate
exterior

:to

h-isoes fc,r in

.sno

ventilation

3" venti-
late re'ter
Ipace

A UEiJL PLACES PC;R LOUVE:PS

4" venti-
:ate soffits
foverhanos)



Special roof ventilators can be installed where standard ventilators fail. Any ventilator
will work well on hot days, because cooler air pushes the warm air up, and it exits out
the nearest opening. However, special roof ventilators don't have to wait for hot days,
because they siphon the air out. See page 224 for illustration.) This special vent is
designed so that as air flows past thc vent opening it causes the pressure to drop inside
the vent collar. Attic air with normal pressure flows into this partial vacuum and is pulled
outside. The principle is similar to that M spray pins for spraving paints, perfume, or
insecticides. A. air speeds over the tube leadiptl, to the liquid. it creates a low pressure.
This creates a low pressure within the tube as agairst the extra air pressure outside the
tub:. This forces tile liquid ut.- tb.: tube.

Spray

jet of air

Portia '. i,acuurri

C,Impressed air
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UNIT XIII INSECT CONTROL

Preventine Termite Infestation

Objectives:

Lesson

I. At the end of this lesson the stdent will know It...)w location and construction can
invite termite infestation.

2. The student v-r also redi.-:. 101,7 t.recautionar, incasures he can L.:se prevent
termites in construct,-n.

vV411
teNN iv..4 )

b.t
41*114.

Related Information:

40ft

Termites are m.i.r% ir d cics.scrt. all they need
to cat is

The termitelt, at-oearinJ Or: :11: ea.tern scabard a-L! ea:led ,ub:L-Tranean termites because
theY ordinarily must have proze:ted access :o soil fc.r moisture. or they cannot survive.
Thus the ness f .1ssinL: :77tY7' ci to Wo,od and back again determines how
suocessfu: termites arc go:71; to n ,tt.aLking a hc)-use. Thc r.-pe of cons..:r.-Jction and the
locatic.r. can there:re greatli. increase t'7.e.,-hances of an

For better appearan,:-e_ ar:- built low s.: as to the E-Jound. This low.
cons=uctic,n. slab,7onstructi,,n of h::',rnes and :Jditions .. really hang out the

-.welcome mat for termites. Tb.:-r 1A+.071 builders cenv.-rt a beautiful woodland into a
develorrnent of }!omes. the ter-77.7es ire the ha7Tiest. Building homes ir: the woodlands is
:ike huiding woodburger S7:27.C.5-
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I . Construction factors. All sturnrs. locs, dead bran,hcs. and wood debris should be
removed from the site before construction bez,ins. This utornaticallv izets rid of termite
colonies already established.

Don't burv scrar lumber. paper. or an\ other torin I wood proel.m in
foundations or in filhng for porches. steps. and crawl

Construction of framin; should be at least 6" above t.Tround. and the hic:her the better.
All wood. such as basement windows. outside steps....ellar d...,ors. and door :raines should
be ar least 6" above 4round letel. The soil should lia. dT.u:laC,e and not 1,1'1. k
AS a -water hole- for t;rrnites.

'nr Lo1.1..tt'LLtior! h r r.. rs LT the
entri. T.r7!

2. Te:-711te ;t1.S.211:1S. , 1:1,1. ri. n and : si':,
\LL-ilLnr 1..i,n; zne.. are prot,crk uislailed. IL% r7,411,

co'erinz t'ne of EL: mas,nr, w., ; 2" be% ond each
l'ais resembles A bread ran turned of Ilk.: shieLl

r-Le th: Termites to corn:: to the rf.te i Th;. mas-r71. lw iicd tomi d. be
...onsTru,Ted or- l'1e.P,N ta Preral-,:\ t That ir leas: 16 01. l';:m Sclilare

-4.:!.:2Cted,

3. Weak. spots. Earth T--..T..!ed :..sz.. are c

.tinet-abiL ro Tertrire intasion Tb lor.. or d.in- often one roni 1.4.00ki or
:mh 7;1,1: ;72 ti-L f1.1 7.: 7:1; :,r-...arLas u
espealbe aroLIT:d or th tJ. :an be

inzo lt r Lir't mot
Hat %. !cal: tilt-1l:7.

TNFEE-E: EY 7.E; 'ES

zL
:.:.7.S 7.:

T: .1-.1: ;77 :17;

Sebre,i-arleart rieces
of edvod i1 sa;7 L.*E'r tu.gdinc or. dirr- .7"17;

:Dome".
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L'NET XIII INSECT CONTROL

Identification of Insects

Objectives:

1. A: the end of this lesson
termites and will be able to

2. The student will also gain
structures.

Related Information:

Le&son 2

the student will know some facts about the nature of
tell the difference between a termite and a flying ant.

a knowedge of certain other insects that damage wood

Termites are mean, vicious, beadv-eyed, sil-inhab:ting insects that feed on wood, paper.
and similar cellulose products. This lesson is rrimarily concerned with their
wood-snapping activities, because wood is high on tteir menu list. Their threat to paper
products such as test papers. worksheets. and textbooks is minor due to th(e hero;k.7
efforts of teachers around the world. Teachers for years have devoted eveningfs. weekend.
and vacations to swatting and spraying. and b. now have the paper and b<.,..)k
licked. Their expert knowledge 0-ained frorn this c\perience is set forth in this lesson so
that you can Protety.-"ur honestead.

Termites, like ants, are see-iZ 71- ev :n colonies which often consist of many
thousands of hun,---rv kinfolk. TH roiz of three groups: the reproductive adults
males and fernaks, the sol-:iers ony. and the soft-bodied wingless

,rker...; that nrevEle t're

T'ne rerrOCLirie malc and 1-e,:a la and the\ use them to locate new
colznies for eample. v our home. ThLreferc. t'!-:e sudden appearance of winged termites
inside or outsikie o.,.]r house on S7771e fine spring day is bad news. Don't panic and sell
tne house or quit sch::,ol but your hcad to work arid beat the critters.

7-re rest of the colcnt .,ons:s: cf :he Protective forns, or soldiers, and the workers.
vocational:1 tra:ned :err-rites :hat s.r!'.trUct tunne:s and tubes. The workers also double as
c,cks. providin, themselves and th ln with food in the form of celulose.

If vou were to break open a terrr1/2e-irrS:021 riece o!' wood. Vou NoVOL.:3 find the Young.
the workers. the .z.::ldiers. and sc+777C renr.:!:luctive forms. Thei ...ould be Vlhi:e or
cream-col-Dred. soil-. and blind. T. arc sens.-ti,e to strong sunlight and exposure to air
and hence wou:d die soon. That is vt-l-y they rover reave the Protection of their runnels

mud. or wood_ They ha,-e a beau subwa. system and don't need any

2:31
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RZ-VvHNG.
FLYING TERV1TE

HND-WING

Te identifi.satiun zs pst li-iiti;-,tiant As ants are
tequentl i. ii5.:ak:T. tur-H::.:S. 71,-1 SO 1: 7.1% S to st-L:3.1.- tF accenipanvil:--

r-tc. wins-cd :crtnites N. thaz vsi-,ccd
ants i,at.: a narrow_ v.-asr-kkc turrnite has a- f11. :11kk waist and
ai-,ternae. The fl%inc, ant is harr-1:s. tH: is a crittf:r

identif;ation doi.kn 7;11'.

ark
ntv azn: fur rr:-:-cr

\Ian states rank :er:c as l't
sinzEc specit-s ef ard
vvith and irit-=ation u tr:..azin:271:.

Som; f r. t
o_it timbers ar:- a:7 :2 rt. 41 r

Th; carpen:L.r ant mlar ZrZle..araTIZL.

and c..)'.onv to t'-.e but hav,.: a
r fc- sta.. TF.cre %frt i_:v.. clr.

szts workers... ric.: i

:.rrovide 2 '2'1 .;" z

tir Thy '
Cln:y Cr CY..:c.21 to licr..-.se

carpertz.t ants

23:
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Powderpost beetles make real fine holes in wood. and their tunnels ar,. with a
fine, powdery wood dust. Thev are especially fond of old homes. and the powdery dust
sifts through. making little piles. They like to snap away at roof girders and joists and
other hieh and dry stuff, whereas termites like the sills and joists near the soil. where
there is moisture.
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